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BEWARE !
The DBI SEASON Is near and tlie danger
from VIBE is (treat.
Therefore INSURE VOIR PROPERTY
before it is too late.

W. 0. LITTLE & CO.,
31 Exchange Street,
will furnish Fl RS'r-Cl.ASS INSURANCE
against Fire or Lightning at
LOWEST rates:
sntf

jjl

DR. Ε. B. REED,
Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
flesh Is
Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that
as incurable
heir to; all cases that are given np
physicians. 1
by the allopathic and homoeopathic
them. I And
will take their case to treat and cure
to die can
about four-fifths of the cases given up
a distance by letter,
at
Examination
be cured.
residence and
with their full name and place of
Examination at the
one 2-emit stamp and 12.00.
office $1, and consultation free.
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The indications for Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont are fair weather, and warmer
The indications for 24 hours conunencin g
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,
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THE 31 AINE STATE PRESS,

Velocity...

Law and in Patent Cases,

by tlie

Published every Thursday Moknino, at $2.60
a year ; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subse
ijuent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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Tekms—Eight Dollars a Year. To '&
scrlbers. Seven Dollars a Year. if paid iu aiA >
Kates of Advertising—One Inch ol sp„
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil
constitutes a "square."
$1.60 per square, daily, first week ; 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
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(LATE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY,)
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New London 30.30

Boston, Mass 30.31
Eastport, Me, 30.28

STEPHEN BERRY,

$oolcf Job

and

(çoAjcL

No. 87 Pima Street.

DR. C. M. TALBOT,
J nueH. H. Hay Λ βοή'· Drug Hloi«\
ti.n of free and ITliddlr HlrerU:
Nitrous Oxide Gas and Dr. Mayo's Vegetable
for the painless
Vapor administered when desired
Jel 6d8m
extraction of teetli.
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Mt. Wasli't'n 30.36
Portland, Me 30.29
Albany, Ν. Y 30.27
New York... 30.24
Norfolk, Va. 30.20
Philadelphia. 30.26
Washington.. 30.23
Atlanta, Ga.. 30.15
Charleston... 30.11
Jacksonville. 29.95
Savannah, Ua 30.08
New Orleans, 29.93
Cincinnati, O; 30.14
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ANTOINE DORTICOS,

ARCHITECT,

Artistic low price houses and seaside cottages

a

augl8eod2ni

OTARKS,

Book, Card
AXD

—

—

Job Printer
PKHVTEK8' ΚΧΙ'ΗΛΝ«Ιί,

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
or

telephone promptly

at-
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LOCKE & LOCKE,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
have

removed

180 MIDDLE

to

STREET,

Three doors west of foi iiier office.
Ira S. Locke.
Joseph A. Locke.
dtf
feb27
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Final

Preparations

Contests

for

the

Saturday's
Cup-The Rival
for

Yachts in Readiness,
New Yobk, Aug. 19.—The pretty hull of
the Boston sloop Puritan loomed up today
formed the
high above the pier fence that
.South street boundary of the screw dock at
A score of men
the foot of Market street.
burwere at work on the hull of the boat,
lead, with
nishing up the overcoat of pot
which she was covered below the water line

yesterday.

tliat the
Mr. Forbes stated very courteously
toPuritan would be got off the dock early
Galathe
of
case
morrow. Unlike, as in the
not
were
dock
dry
the
of
big
tea, the gates
closed to the public, and all the huge blocks
and every available, elevation were capped

by huddling crowds of yachtsmen and South
street hard shell mariners attracted by the
boat that
prospect of getting a view of the
won the cup and will probably do it again.
the
loft of
at
are
The sails of the Puritan
Messrs. Wilson & Griffin to be very slightly
altered, and a new spinnaker will also be
made for her.
The Priscilla was towed from Stapleton today up to the sectional dock, alongside of
the Puritan.
The Atlantic will very probably leave the
Twenty-seventh street (South Brookiny) dock
tonight or early tomorrow, and the Mayflower will leave Dowling & Lawrence's dock
at the foot of Court street, this afternoon.
Mr. James I). Smith, the chairman, and
William Krebes, the secretary of the America's cup committee, held a conference at
noon today to discuss the further details of
the race. The arrangements made yesterday
provided that on the days of the races a long
blast from the committee's boat, followed by
the lowering of the United States ensign and
the raising of the blue peter would constitute the preparatory signal, and that a second blast five minutes later, would be the
official time for the start. At the request of
the captains and owners of the four big
Interval
sloops, however, this morning, the and
the
between the preparatory wnistle
st&rt will be ten minutes instead of five, as
be
made
must
race
at first arranged. Each
in seven hours by the winning boat at least,
Tne first race on
or the race will not count.
The other
at 10 a. m.
Saturday will start
two, which will be sailed outside the harbor,
later.
hour
an
half
will be started
NAVICATINC THE STYX.
A Man Who Attempts to Swim the
Niagara Rapids Is Drowned.

Niao ha Falls, Aug. 19.—Graham successfully navigated the whirlpool rapids this
afternoon with his head protruding from a
barrel. James Scott, a fisherman of Lewiston, attempted to swim the whirlpool rapids
this afternoon in a cork suit. His dead body
was picked up at Lewiston one hour later.

Establishing a Record.
Boston, Aug. 19.—Wm. H. Huntley and
Harry D. Corey, who started yesterday to
establish a 24 hour tricycle record finished
this afternoon with 2.11 3-8 miles to their
credit. The machine broke down this mornreduced fully
ing and the record thereby was minutes
short
15 miles. They stopped eight
of 24 hours.
Payson's Assignment.
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Sergeant, Signal Corps, U.

Boston, Aug. 19.—Late this afternoon the
to
assignment of Samuel R, Payson of Samuel
deeds.
Johnson was filed in the registry
The document is a general transfer of the
entire property giving the assignee power of
attorney and other discretionary rights.;,tee

Catholics

19.—The CathLake Maisanocook, Aug.
was here today.
olic society from Lewiston
There was
There was a fair attendance.
in the pavilboating, swinging, and dancing
orchestra of
ion to the music of Perkin's
Lewiston, and the day was one of enjoyment. Mr. Swan fed the multitude in his
usual satisfactory manner. All went home
happy sn a speeial train at 5.30 o'clock.

Washington

County Democratic

Convention.

Aug. 19.—The Democratic
Macuias,
county convention convened in Machias today. John C. Talbot of East Machias presided. Upwards of 100 delegates attended.
The nominations were :

a

Lewiston, Aug. 19.—The Lewiston Steam
Mill Company has made an assignment for

the benefit of its creditors to E. F. Packard
and A. R. Savage, both of Auburn. The assignment was precipitated by the heavy failures in Boston, several days ago, involving
six firms among whom were P. F. Williams,
of
Russell, Sheene & Co., and others, all
A brief
whom have made assignments.
statement of the liabilities of the Lewiston
Steam Mill Company is as follows: The absolute liabilities of the Lewiston Steam
Mill Company on notes are $162,000.
The liabilities on accounts are $5800. The
contingent liabilities are $58,000 on paper, discounted in various banks. Of this amount
and
$45,000 is the paper of P. F. Williams
Russell, Sheene & Co., of Boston. Of the
$102,000 of the company's absolute liabilities

Bank of Earth.

Thomaston, Aug. 19.—Charles B. Abbott, aged 35, while at work this forenoon
at Eugene Fales' quarry was crushed by a
bank of earth falling on him,and he died one
hour after the accident. He was a native of
New Hampshire, but has lived here nine
years, proving himself an excellent citizen.

His mother resides in Bangor.
Cossipfrom Bar Harbor.
Β Ait Hahbok, Aug. 10.—The tennis match
between Paddock and Clarke was played off
at Mossley Hall this morning. Clarke won
the prize, a cup of silver valued at $500.
The horse tournament took place this afternoon in front of the Rodick Hotel. A

large number of people were
The hotel piazzas and lawns

Oil IlOies,

in attendance.
were

uiouay

Cloudy
Clear

Clear

Thret'g

Clear
Clear

Hazy

Clear
Fair
Clear
Clear

crowded.

Three arches were erected on Cottage street,
decorated with bunting, from which rings
The tournament comwere suspended.
menced promptly at 4 o'clock. Col. H. Kyd
Douglass presided and opened the exercises
with a brief speech. The entries were nine :
R. Taylor, Baltimore: C. Heiser, Providence; C. Wright, Harry McKeen, F. Harrison, Nickersou, Philadelphia; Girard,
Riche, West Point, In the contest Fairfax
Harrison stood first; Nickerson, second;
Girard, third ; Riche, fourth. Tonight there
is a ball at the Rodick in honor of the queen
beauty, the choice of whom lies with the
winner in the tournament.
The games today were witnessed by Mr.
Matthew Arnold, Hon. James G. Blaine and
others. The roofs of cottages and verandas
in the vicinity were crowded with gazers.

Charles E. Bishop
do Brodie at the

A Pretty Young Lady and Her Lover
Eludes a Watchful Mother.

Lewiston, Aug. 19.—The elopement of
Mamie Johnson, right from under the eyes
of her mother, who had removed her to a
friend's house at Lisbon, and was guarding
her from her young man, Arthur Burbank,
tn

ha

α

mncf:

sAnMnt.ionftl

secretary.
The following are the nominations for
county officers :
Senator—B. F. Hinkley, Georgetown.
County Treasurer—Hiram Welch, Batli.
Clerk of Courts—J. M. Hayes, Bath.
Sheriff—J. W. Ballou, Bath.
Register of Deeds—G. W. Hunt, Bath.
County Attorney—F. J. Buker, Richmond.
County Commissioners—J. D. Bibber, Bath; N.
S. i'uiiiiton, Bowdoinham.
The county committee elected is : J. G.
Richardson, liath; A. S. Purinton, Bowdoinham ; J, R. Cunningham, Richmond, George
Duley, Phipsburg ; B. F. Marble, Woolwich.
The following resolutions were unanimously adopted with much enthusiasm :
Resolved, That we heartily and emphatically
endorse the generous and manly.views of our can-

Fryeburg.

[Special to the Press.]
FitTEBCBO) Aug. 19.—This morning at
12.30 o'clock a fire was discovered in the stable and adjacent carriage house belonging to
the large and elegant mansion of Capt. Geo.
H. Bradbury. Thanks to the abundant supply of water from the hydrants, and the
ιυιν/« ΧΑYJ HI

H

Jivuvi

VJL.

efforts of the citizens—and some Portland gentlemen—the main jhouse was saved
after a three hours' fight, although in a seri-

ous

mother at weaving.
drawing
While employed there it was very evident
that Mrs. Johnson, who was a tall, angular
woman, with sandy hair, and possessed of a
fierce temper, did not wish her daughter to
become acquainted with any members of the
other sex.
Mamie, who Is a very pretty
young lady, plump and of medium height,
with light hair, large dark blue eyes, and a
singularly fair complexion, was very modest
and obeyed her mother strictly.
Some six months ago Mrs. Johnson made
arrangements with George Bailey's family
of this city to board Mamie, she going to
At Bailey's Mamie roomed with
Lowell.
another young girl named May Collins, who
Mamie also became
is also ι web drawer.
acquainted with Arthur Burbank, the hero
of the episode.
They appeared to like each
other, and he was paying her marked attention. He is about 21 years of age, and is a
shoemaker by trade.
In some way Mrs. Johnson got wind of
Mr.
affairs here, and came on last week.
Bailey says she came to the hou»e, and,
instead of approaching her daughter as a
mother should, denounced her in the most
abusive language, and called her by the
most insulting names. She did not spare
Miss Collins, Mamie's room-mate. Mr. Bailey said this abuse was wholly unwarranted,
as he does not know of two more modest or
lady-like young girls. Mrs. Johnson further
said that she would take Mamie to Rangley
and put her where she would never hear
from any one in Lewiston ; and, Mr. Bailey
adds, went so far as to threaten to take her
life, and did strike her. The widow took
Mamie to Lisbon that day intending to go to
Rangeley this week. Saturday evening,
Mamie went out for a stroll with a young
lady at the house where they were stopping.
While she was out a double team containing
two men and a young lady drove up, and one
of the men

and her

stepped

out

and

inquired

Proposes to OutBrooklyn Bridge.

Away from His Post.
Washington, Aug. 19.—Greenbauni, the

at web

Fire in

tuc iionianvx.

A Consul Far

Mrs. Johnson, a widow, came here originally from Phillips some three years ago. Mamie was then scarcely 16 years old. Beth
found employment in the Hill mills, Mamie

Addresses were made by Mayor Wakefield, J. G. Richardson, Col. J. S. Elliot, F.
./. Buker, J. W. Winter, F. Adams of
Bowdoin and others.
The convention was well attended and the
proceedings were harmonious. As will be
seen by the report, nearly all the county
officers v?ere renominated.

ux

PROM WASHINGTON.

Batii, Aug. 19.—The Sagadahoc County
republican Convention was held in this city
this forenoon. Hon. W. F. Hall of Richmond presided, and C. W. Longley of Bath

of acceptance,
the interests and welfare of the laborer ;
touching
our
iufluence and
we
and as Republicans
pledge
cordial support for any and all just measures of
to
tend
dignify the labor of
legislation that will
our State and reward it at all times with an ample
from
it
unjust encroachment·
return and protect
from whatever source emenating.
That
we
heartily approve and endors»
Resolved,
the platform as adopted by the Republican State
June 9,1886.
Lewiston
held
at
Convention,
Resolved, That we most cheerfully commend to
of
the Repnblicans
Sagadahoc county the candidacy of Hon. Joseph R. Bodwell, the Republican
for
candidate
Governor, and all the nominees of
this convention for county officers.

jJttper

Boston, Aug. 19.—Charles E. Bishop of
Gardiner, Me., is on his way to New York
to jump from the Brooklyn bridge. He says
that Brodie's drop was only 120 feet, while
he has several times performed the harder
feat of jumping, not dropping, 108 feet from
the Richmond Coal Scissors into the Kennebec river. He uses weights, which bring
him down feet foremost and release themselves automatically on striking the water.
He intends to jump from a balloon fifty feet
above the bridge if he can manage it. He
He has a
wears a padded suit in jumping.
wife in Gardiner, whom he has not informed
of his intentions. His father is a Boston
flour dealer. He says: "When Brodie made
his jump I don't believe he struck bottom, as
stated. Where I jumped from the Richmond
Scissors it is thirty-four feet deep, and I
I would
have never yet struck bottom.
quickly have known it had I done so. I
think if I wanted to I could safely drop
down from an even greater distance than 170
feet. I mean to say that I could safely drop
just as far as I could go and not die of suffocation before reaching the water."

AN ELOPEMENT AT LEWISTON.

wrAi'ûH

is

A JUMPER FROM MAINE.

Old Obchabd, Aug. 19.—The Portland
District meeting at Old Orchard this afternoon listened to a sermon by Rev. Mr.
Mitchell of Oxford, from Matt. v:8. The
church was completely filled.
The musical festival this afternoon and
evening drew a large audience. The artists
were Miss G. E. C. Buffington, soprano ; Miss
Nettie L. Clark, alto ; M. T. E. Johnson,
tenor; II. P. Eddy, accompanist. Mr. H. K.
Clark was director and the affair was in
every way successful.

hoc

$00, wu

Steam Mill company, payable to P. F. WilOf the assets of the comliams of Boston.
been deterpany, nothing definite has as yet
"We can at present give nothing
mined.
like a close estimate of the assets," said one
The
of the interested parties Thursday.
personal property of the company amounts
to about $60,000. A meeting of the creditors
will be held in Lewiston the first of next

week.

?. A.

Sagadahoc County Republican Convention.
[Special to the Press.]

COM-

PANY.

Senators—Frank W. Sawyer, Eben A. Holmes.
Sheriff—Horace M. Leigton.
County Attorney—Edgar Whidden.
Register of Deeds—William MeGuire.
Treasurer—John F. Harmon.
Commissioners—James M. Leigliton, Nalium
Horsman.
Hon. Calvin Frost of New York addressed
the convention in the afternoon.

Crushed Under

MILL

STEAWI

LEWISTON

From Old Orchard.

didate for Governor in his letter

97 J -2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
All orders by mail
tended to.
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and her mother was a most wicked woman.
The money, which had been left to them,
undoubtedly was the cause of Mrs Johnson's
conduct. Ilussey's wife cenfirmed all that
he said, and is very proud of the rescue, she
being the woman who went to Lisbon.
Mamie has been almost prostrated since
the event, and is much grieved at the publicity given the affair. She did not leave her
mother to get married, she only wanted to
a very
escape from her clutches. She tells
affecting story of her mother's ill-treatment
and cruelty, and was much relieved to learn
that her mother had departed for Lowell.

at Lake Maranocook.

for

Mamie. Being told she was out, he waited
around, and when Mamie returned he adously damaged condition, as the roof was dressed her. Mrs. Johnson was viewing
and
nearly destroyed, and the rooms wet from matters from a convenient window,
stepped out and told Mamie to walk into the
top to bottom,—the surrounding shade trees,
however, the growth of a century, wen house.
"Yes; in just a minute, mother," she remainly saved.
Captain Bradbury had been absent for nlied.
of the
Mrs. Johnson took her place at the window
some time and the only occupants
again, but was startled to find Mamie, young
house were Mrs. (Bradbury and her maid.
It did not dawn on
Nothing of value was saved from the stable, man and team missing.
She tkjpught
had eloped.
tool house, or larger part of the ell. Fifteen her that Mamie
and two
she must have gone to ride, and satisfied hertons of hay, a dog cart, phaeton,
a large
self with thinking of the chastisement she
top buggies, sundry sleds and carts,
were
administer to the girl on her return.
wood
would
of
cords
several
and
lot of tools,
She did not return, however, and Mrs.
burned.
Johnson at once walked into Lewiston and
The valuable furniture was mostly saved,
valsent for an officer. Deputy Marshal Meta ponderous Dutch clock with chimes,
calf came to her, and to him she said that
a
present
dollars,
hundred
ued at several
her daughter had been keeping bad company
from Mr. Isniay of Liverpool, was somewhat
and
lately, and had just eloped. She wanted
injured, but the inlaid tables, rare china
oi
her found, arfested, and brought back. Decurios escaped wonderfully. The origin
The insurance
puty Metcalf immediately went to work on
the fire is not known.
the case, and says he became satisfied that
Northand
in
to
the
SGOOO
amounts
Imperial
the [stories told of her daughter's keeping
in the
ern, loss on the buildings ; and S3,000
bad [company were untrue ; that the young
Phoenix on the furniture in Seth \V. Fife's
girl bore a most excellent reputation, and
agency.
had sense enough to care for herself. The
This historic mansion, after the old colonsympathy of every one was with Mamie.
ial model of the last century, was on the
The old lady was voted cmel and a regntar
whole the most valuable and desirable resivirago. Young Burbank bears a good redence in Fryeburg and its loss, as it is alputation, and is very respectably connected.
Built in 180i
most entire, is severely felt.
Further, the officers learned that a very
by lion. Judah I)ana, a grandson of Israe
large amount of money had been left to
Putnam, who was a judge and Unitec
Mamie and her mother, and that the widStates Senator. He here brought his wife
ow's course is the result of greed, she wishwho was the daughter of Rev. S. Kipley anc
o:
ing to secure control of Mamie's portion. It
a granddaughter of Rev. Dr. Wheelock
was ascertained further that
two years
Here lived his son
Dartmouth College.
a
widow's other child,
son,
ago the
Hon. John W. Dana, Governor of Maine am
who was also an heir to a portion of this
minister to Bolivia, who died at Buenoi
ο
at the mouth,
legacy, died, frothing
Ayres ; and his daughters, one the wife
well
and under suspicious circumstances.
Col. E. L. Osgood and mother of the
Kati
Deputy Metcalf gave Mrs. Johnson to unknown publisher, J. R. Osgood, and
1
wif<
the
derstand
that nothing could be done. She
another
Putnam Osgood, the poet;
1
then went to Mamie's room and tore things
of II. B. Osgood, and subsequently of Judg<
1
to pieces and carried off all the girl's clothDaniel Goodenow, the mother of Captaii
IIop
James
ing and a small amount of money. She took
Mrs.
of
and
S.
U.
A„
Osgood,
wife ο f the train yesterday noon for Lowell, saying
kins Smith of Portland: another the
mother ο f that she never wished to hear from her
Hon. Joseph Howard and the
!
daughter again.
Dr. Burgess and Mrs. Judg
Mrs. Rev.
Λ correspondent saw Mary Collins, who
Cleaves.
nearl
said that Mamie was terribly afraid ol hei
Since the decease and departure of
th 3
mother, and believed that if she was carried
all the members of this honored family
into th 5
to Iiangely she would never return alive.
property had passed by purchase
ej
Mamie had not married, only escaped from
hands of the present owner, an old and
the vesst 1
the clutches of her unnatural parent. Chas,
perienced navigator, commanding
Burbank,
in which Agassiz went on his South Ameri
Hussey, who
accompanied
of th 3
Mamie's lover, to Lisbon, said that no one
can exploration ; afterwards treasurer
Pacific Steam Navigation Company, an * could say a word against Mamie's character. She was a modest, hard-working girl
now a proprietor.of the White Star Line.· I
Λ

consul at the Samoan Islands, who has
caused so much trouble, has arrived here
without leave of absence, and has had a consultation with the Secretary of State. He
has been ordered to return at once to Samoa
in order that he may eonfer with the special
envoy recently sent there by the Secretary
of State. Greenbaum had left the islands
He will
before the arrival of the envoy.
sail from San Francisco next week, and will
his
consulate.
retain
not
long
probably
Bayard Misinformed.
The text of the decision of the Mexican
Judge Subia in the Cutting case, just received |here, clearly demonstrates the fact
that Secretary Bayard, in making his peremptory demand for the release of Cutting
acted upon misinformation, and that Consul
Brigham withheld or perverted the facts.
Persons who hold close relations with the
Mexican legation say that Cutting will be
sentenced, pardoned and directed fortwith
to leave the country. There is no truth in
the renewed statement that Secretary Bayard intends to retire from the Cabinet.
A Call for Bonds.
The Acting Secretary of the Treasury this
afternoon issued the 141st call for the redemption of bonds. The call is for 815,000,000 of the 3 per cent, bonds of 1882.
Contract Awarded.

The contract for supplying distinctive
revpaper for use in the printing of internal
enue stamps has been awarded to the Fairchild Paper Manufacturing Company of
Boston.

OCEAN PASSENCER RATES.
No

Prospect of

Rivalry

a

Cessation of the

In New York.

New York, Aug. 1!).—"We have lowered
$2 more today, and can stand even a greater
cut if necessary," says the agent in charge
of the North German Lloyd Steamship ComA similar feeling predominates
pany.
among the other belligerent companies.
Every agent seemed imbued with the fight"We have been drawn into this
ing fever.
war against our will," said a representative
of an

English steamship

company, "but it is

to cost the Continental companies
hundreds of thousands of dollars before
We mean to lower our
they are through.

going

rates in advance if necessary."
In the Red Star office an air of calm serenity prevailed. All of the companies acknowledge they are losing money rapidly
by the cut. Two steamship companies have
been reported shaky for several days, and
should the war last for any considerable
length of time, several, it is feared, will
have to suspend the passenger trade ana fill
up with freights.
MR. SEDCWICK'S MISSION.
He

if War is Necessary
War Will be Declared.

Says That

Empokia, Ks., Aug. 19. -A. G. Sedgwick
yesterday, on his
passed through this city to
investigate the
way to Paso del Norte,
status of the alleged Mexican outrages. He
said : "I am acting only as an agent for the
arbitrate
government, and have no power toare
to proMy instructions
in the matter.
ceed to the city of Chihuahua, and to there
In
the
Cutting
investigate all the evidence
affair. What will be the result of this investigation cannot be foreseen, but if the government finds that Mr. Cutting lias been
dealt with in an unjnst manner, if it can be
found that the rights of American citizens
have been at all abused, if the investigation
develops that in this or in any previous case
American citizens have been wronged, the
that the
people of America can rest assured
if
government will take a firm stand, and
withwar is found to be unavoidable, then,
out the slightest hesitation, war will be declared."

Philosophy by

AUGUST

MORNING,

L RIDA Y

the Sea.

N. J., Aug. 19.—The ninth
School of Christian Philosophy was
opened yesterday morning, on the grounds
of the Seaside Assembly. The meetiug was
New
presided over by Rev. Dr. Deems of was
The assembly's tabernacle
York.
audience,
crowded with an appreciative
which listened with close attention to the
lecture on "The Mission of Music to the
Mind and Heart," by Prof. Benjamin t".
Blodgett of Smith College, Massachusetts.
Key East,

summer

Death of Michel Clarresy.
Dover, X. H., Aug. 19.—Michel Clarresy,
aged 90 years, died tonight. He was born in
Ireland. He was a small farmer for several
and
years, until 1837, when he was arrested 20
transported to Van Dieman's Land for a
British government for being
years by the
leader;in a rebellion in the North of Ireland.
He served 14 years, was pardoned, returned
to Ireland, and left for America in 1855,
coming to Dover.
A Worthy Citizen Missing.
Clabemont, ν. H., Aug. 19.—Simon D.
Phelphs, a highly respected citizen and an
old resident, aged 04 years, is missing and is
supposed to have wandered away during aa
He has
temporary aberration of mind.
wife and four children.
A Catholic Picnic.

Dover, Ν. H., Aug. 19.—The Catholic Total Abstinence Societies of New Hampshire
held a picnic at Dover Point today, with t
aa
SStf Β
very large attendance.

20,

Large Assembly

of

the Friends

of

the Emerald Isle.

Satisfactory Report by the

A

Com-

mittee on Finances.

Fitzgerald of Nebraska

Elected Près

Ident of the National

Leagm.

Chicago, Aug. 10.—In a caucus last night
Judge Fitzgerald, temporary chairman of the
National League «ommittee, was elected as
the permanent presiding officer.
Patrick Eagan declined the honer of the
nomination as president of the League and
suggested the name of John Fitzgerald of
Nebraska. The latter gentleman was then
notified to be prepared to address the convention. Mr. Fitzgerald is a banker and
said to be worth $5,000,000.
The committee on resolutions did not complete their labors until 2 o'clock this morn-

ing.
Nearly 350 delegates to the convention,
representing New York, New Jersey, Iowa,
Pennsylvania and Kentucky, all anti-Sullivan, presided over by the councillor John J.
O'Gorman of New York, finished a secret
conclave at the Palmer House at an early
hour this morning. It was formally resolved
to stand by Hugh McCaffrey of Philadelphia,
for president of the league. It is feared that
this action will bring on a bitter and pro-

fight.

îd

was called to order this
at 10.50.
On motion of Michael Davit the temporary
organization was made permanent. Judge
rose and thanked the conFitzgerald then
vention for the honor of the position.
e

convention

When Chairman Fitzgerald ceased speakHon. John F. Finerty rose in his seat
for the purpose, he said, of reading a cableHe was greeted
gram addressed to him.
with cheers. The message was a follows :
Dublin, Aug 19.
Mr. Finerty, ChicagolConveiUion:
'f lie mauiiood of Ireland is with you and trusts
that the convention will by resolutions endorse
Ireland's right and resolved to be free.
Chaules McCarthy Teelinu, Dublin.
Mr. Davitt arose and said that he desired
to say a word in explanation. He did not
question the right of anv one in Ireland to
send a despatch, "but," he said. "Mr. Teelin« has no right to speak for the people of
Τ

TTΛ
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and I say that Mr. Kedmond, Mr. Deasy and
myself have a right to speak for the people
of Ireland." (Loud applause).
Confusion for a time prevailed, but comparative order having been restored, Mr.
"I am surprised to see the
Finerty said:
father of the Land League rise in his place
and question that telegram."
As another scene of confusion ensued, Mr.
Finerty declined to say anything further,
He was cheered by
and ceased speaking.
the main body of the convention.
Michael Davitt again arose, and «aid that
he could not dispute the right of Mr. Finerty
to desire the freedom of Ireland, and would
This acted as a quieter, and the
not do so.
uproar subsided.

The committee on credentials reported the
regular delegates.
The committee on resolutions reported as
follows :
We, the delegates ol the Irish National League
of America, in convention assembled, firmly believing in the principles of human freedom, and in
the rights of the people to frame their own laws,
list of

right

that

resolve :
That we express our heartiest and most unqualified approval of national self-government for Ireland.
2.—That we heartily approve of the course pursued by I'arnell and his parliamentary associates
in the English House of Commons, and >ve renew
the expression of onr entire confidence in their
wisdom and their ability to aehieve home rule in
Ireland.
3.—That we extend our heartfelt thanks to
Gladstone for his great efforts In behalf of Irish
and we express our gratitude to
self-government
the English, Scotch and Welch Democracy, for
the support given to the great liberal leader and
his Irish policy during the recent general elections.
4.—That this convention hereby returns its
thanks to the American people and press for the
generous support which they have given to the
cause of self government In Ireland.
5.—That we record our sense of remarkable
forbearance and self restraint exercised by our
in the face of the cruel and dispeople in Ireland
honest system of taxation to which they are beand in
ing subjected by rack renting landlords
extended to
view of the license, scandalous
north
of
Ireland
in
the
by
organized lawlessness
partisan officials ; and we commend the laudable
desire of the .people of Ireland to manage their
own affairs in their own way.
C.—That we hereby thank the president,
treasurer and secretary of the Irish National
League |Ior ;tlie iailiuui anu emcieui maimer in
which they have discharged the arduous duties of
their respective stations.
Mr. Redmond, M. P., one of the Irish delegates then addressed the convention.
Mr. Redmond in his speech before the
convention said that the principle embodied
in the Irish movement today is just the same
principle which has been the soul of every
Irish movement for the last seven centuries
—a settlement, honorable alike to England
and Ireland. Such a settlement, Mr. Redmond believed, was offered by Gladstone,
and Ireland was willing to shake hands with
But once again the
her hereditary foe.
policy of conciliation had been cast aside by
England. The duty of the moment is clear,
the speaker said. We have given England a
most convincing proof that on the concession
of liberty England and Ireland can be
trusty friends, and it now remains for us to
prove that for the thousandth time as slaves
we can be formidable foes. The government
of Ireland by England is an impossibility today. The old struggle will be revived, and
before three months are over the new government will be forced, as of old, in defence
of the rents of landlords, to attempt to forge
anew the fetters of coercion.
Here another scene of confusion ensued.
In the midst of the uproar Finerty was
heard to say : "It is what we have believed
for twenty years and I shall hold to my view
for the freedom of Ireland to the day of my
death. If Teeling is not in the League, if
he holds to that sentiment lie is certainly
entitled to belong to it."
The delegates to the convention gathered
tardily again this afternoon, and not till 3.45
o'clock did Judge Fitzgerald rap to order and
Secretary Sutton begin reading the minutes
of yesterday's proceedings.

During the reading Mrs. Parnell entered

and was greeted with tremendous applause.
The minutes being adopted, W. P. O'Connor read the report of the committee on constitution, and announced that it had already
been endorsed by Messrs. Davitt, Redmond
and Deasy. The report defined the objects
of the league, and the methods to be emin attaining those objects, the remainployed
ing sections providing for the organization
of the league and the transaction of its
business. A clause virtually advising a boycott of articles of English manufacture

cauted some objection.
Mr. O'Connor said the clause had been
misconceived. It was simply α matter of
individual action, the object being to establish a boycott of British goods. It should
be understood mat tms convention uues uut
commit itself on either side of one of the
greatest questions in American politics. samA delegate from Boston held aloft a
ple of English lace. In Boston he said they

already introducing British woolens.

could strike England no where but in
her pocket. There was a chorus of "question'' amid the uprear. The previous question was ordered and the| section remained in.

They

There

was

practically

no

opposition.

The

of enthusiasm that ensued surpassed
any that had before occurred in the convenThe delegates rose enmasse and
tion.
cheered, shouted and waved their arms till
it seemed as if the excitement was never to
scene

cease.

Section 5,—
The section was as follows :
To hurt the enemy where he will feel it the
most by refusing to purchase any articles of
English manufacture, and by using all legititradesmen
mate influences to discourage
from keeping English manufactures on sale.
The report of the committee on finance was
read and showed that $330,282.57 had been
collected in the last two years, and mentioned the exact sum to a cent that had been
remitted to Parnell or his trustees.
Only
$5,000of the entire sum was still in the hands
of the treasurer. A vote of thanks to Father

O'Reilly

was

Brady

passed.

of Massachusetts reported an
amendment to the treasurer's report, in the
of
a
for $3,500. The amendcheck
shape
ment was accepted warmly. Mr. Brady suggested that the Massachusetts system of $5
collections be extended all over the United
States ; the $3500 showed the results of such
a system.
At this point the chairman recognized the
treasurer of the League, Father O'Reilley,
who said they had heard from the men wno
had carried muskets in the ranks ; now they
should hear from the men who had carried
the purse.
It was not every day he was
willing to publish to the English government
the exact status of every five cent piece
which belonged to the Irish National League
of America.
He offered to submit a stateIf that
ment giving the most minute detail.
would not do he would furnish every document and every memoranda having the remotest bearing upon the subject. The papers
filled just one trunk at his hotel, and if sent
for he would be pleased to entertain the convention at length.
There were shouts of
"No," "No," and much laughter. Then the
treasurer read the amount contributed by
each State.
The reading was then proceeded with, and
checks for the various amounts were handed
Mr.

C. McCaffrey of

and

Pennsylvania delegations.

Finally a roll-call was demanded, and the
result showed Fitzgerald 703, McCaffrey 244.
McCaffrey congratulated Fitzgerald, and
moved that the election be made unanimous.
This being done, McCaffrey was appointed
to conduct the new president to the chair.
Mr. Fitzgerald took the chair and made a
brief speech, thanking the convention for
the honor conferred on him, and saying he
was more proud to be elected President of
the League than President of the United
States.

Kev. Father O'Reilly and Mr. Sutton were
re-elected Treasurer and Secretary re-

spectively.

Speeches were made by Messrs. Deasy,
Mr.
Davitt, O'Brien and Mrs. Parnell.
Davitt congratulated the convention on its
harmonious action.
Mr. Finerty of Chicago caused a commotion by the introduction of a resolution advocating force in freeing Ireland, but quiet
was quickly restored, and the convention
adjourned at 11 p. m.
TREASURER CRAY'S

in.

Secretary Sutton's report

was

read and

ac-

cepted.
The election of a League president being
next in order, Mr. Brennan of Nebraska
nominated John Fitzgerald of Lincoln, Neb.,

METHOD

Of Concealing His Extensive Defalcations fromlHis Employers.

Belfast Arrested
Charges of Murder.

Boston, Mass., Aug. 19.—The SDringfield
has from an authentic sonrce the
Republicanaccount
of the method of Gray's
following
defalcations and of the way they were disnnverert. The directors of the Atlantic and
Indian Orchard IMills, like tnose 01 ouier
mills, have employed an expert to examine
the accounts every six months. He certified
to their correctness and it was not until Friday last, when in conversation with him, two
of the directors were informed by this worthy
that he understood his duty to be, not to examine the treasurer's accounts but to see if
those employed by the treasurer were honest. The directors were astounded at such
an interpretation of that official's duty and
told him he was to examine the accounts of
all officials from the highest to the lowest
They questioned him closely and to their astonishment lie finally told them of the defalcation of their cash by Gray which extended over a series of years, to which he, and as
it is understood the clerks of the corporations knew it.
They acted at once when
this astonishing information was given. The
that ever occurred in
the
worst
is
Gray case
New England, because he has been deliberately appropriating money for years, and had
been able to bulldoze his clerks into silence,
and to make experts believe that it was not
their business to report his.errors, but only
those of his subordinates.

A Narrow Escape of a Party of
pine Climbers.

public service.
Mr. Gladstone will speak in the House of
Commons tonight, following the member
who seconds the address in reply to the
has been
Queen's speech. After the speech
read the Parnellites will meet to consider
what course to pursue.
London, Aug. 19.—Charles liradlaugh,
Radical member for Northampten borough,
moved in the House of Commons this eventhe ining that the sessional order declaring
terference of peers in the elections for mema
high
bers of the House of Commans
infringement of the liberties and privileges
of the Commons be not renewed this year.
He pointed out the very active interference
in behalf of the Tory and Unionist candidates, and against the Gladstonians by the
Earls of Westminster, Leicester and Montague and the Dukes of Norfolk and Argyle
in the counties of Chester, Norfolk, Bucks
the conduct of the

developed.

directors s m Leu mat

tuey

camc

a

Sii Michael Hicks-Beach, chief secretary

of Ireland, replying for the government to
member for
Thomas Sexton (Parnellitc),
West Belfast, said that the government
would require notice before stating whether
or not they intended to withdraw the extra
police from Belfast. He would say that the
government intended to increase the number
of commissioners appointed |to inquire into
the Belfast riots, and also intended to extend the scope of inquiry to be made by the
The government had no
commissioners.
intention, however, added Sir
lichael, to appoint a royal commission to

took hold of the line.
After a hard struggle the prize was pulled
in and safely landed in the boat.
"What do j'ou call it y asked Holbrook.
"By thunder! if it ain't a sea-serpent,"
said Decker, and after a careful examination
all three agreed that it was a small sea-ser-

pent.

After taking it ashore, a team was hired,
and the "what is it" was conveyed to the residence of Mr. Holbrook.
A reporter visited the residence ef Mr.
Holbrook this forenoon, but that gentleman
was
was not found at home, and the visitor
told that the serpent was locked up in the
thirteen
to
be
about
is
said
woodshed. It
feet in length, and appears to answer the
description given of some of the numerous
serpents seen of late.

The Brockton Situation.
Brockton, Aug. 19.—There were rumors
this morning that the lasters had made a new
ι the manufacturers, but this
proposition to at
The latest
headquarters.
was denied
move is made by several influential and prom
if
who
possible, to
propose,
inent citizens,
meet the Manufacturers' and Lasters' Committees for the purpose of ascertaining just
where they stand and what move they will
make toward a settlement. This idea meets
with the approbation of every one who has
heard it as being a possible loophole through
which daylight may be seen.
A Schooner Condemned.
19.—Schooner
Rockport, Mas".., Aug.which
was towed
Ν. B.,
„Osseo"of St. John,
schooner Lavonia last
into this port by
is
and
to be sold
week, has been condemned,
The cargo, which is
at auction on Friday.
be loaded on board
in good condition, will
destination at Bristhe vessel shipped to its
tol today.

Jiaa not errea in tne

main principles of his scheme.
Mr. Gladstone said he thought Jthe late
opposition had dealt harshly with the late
government in pressing them for their Irish
but he would not retaliate. Ireland,
policy,
he said, is the question of the day. and the
sooner this question is settled the sooner will
the House be able to dispose of the areas of
legislation before it. (Cheers.)
Lord Randolph Churchill, upon rising,said
he hoped the statement he was about to
make would satisfy the house. After taunting Gladstone on his readiness to resort to
coercion, which he said the ex-Premier had
in former times displayed, he stated that the
that
government had come to the conclusion
the adoption of coercive measures for Irehe
said
Continuing,
land would be unwise.
the ministry wish the question of local government to be treated as a question of feeling in the United kingdom. In regard to
Belfast, the government would take care that
crime should not become chronic there, as
was the case in some parts of Ireland, nor
would the government tolerate any attack
on the royal Irish constabulary, whose serThe minisvices were deserving of praise.
try were determined to restore order in Belno
from
responsibilifast, and would shrink
ty in order to attain that end without delay.
With reference to Kerry, he said, the ministry had resolved to send there a special military officer of high rank, invested with such
as would enable him to restore order.

powers

Alpine Climbers in Danger.
large party of Alpine tourists have

had
escape from death on the Matterhorn. While on the mountain an avalanche
occurred and they were completely imprisoned by huge banks of snow. Forty guides
went to their assistance with ropes and ladders and after almost superhuman efforts
rescued them. Many of tne tourists were
suffering from frost bites. The rescued travellers received an ovation on their arrival at
Zermott where the news of their peril had
A

a narrow

been received.
The Irish Presbyterians.
Sir Michael Beach, chief secretary for Ireland, yesterday received at London a deputation from the governing body of the Irish
Presbyterian church. A prolonged discussion was held on various questions affecting
that community. The chief secretary's attention was especially directed to the fact
that the Presbyterians had been persistently
appoint
ignored in the distribution of crown
ments. Sir Michael promised that the cabiconsideration.
due
the
would
subject
net
give

nlno nf

er men

had rather confirmed

n«ned. he continued,

his strong belief that he

injured. The killed are Mortimer
Kennedy of the New York supreme court;
Mr». Waite, wife of a farmer whose house
was destroyed ; also the wife and infant boy
of John Oakes. In the village and vicinity
buildings

20

were

destroyed.

1

BASE BALL.
The New England League.
POKTLASDS, 5 ; Lvjtns, 4.

Lynns and Portlands played in Lynn
a
yesterday afternoon in the presence of
large number of spectators, but the visitors
The

were

The

for the home team.

too much

playing on both

sides

was

good

and the d«

The

satisfactory.

cisions of the umpire
score :

PORTLANDS.
AB.

R.

la PO.

A.

>.

3X1000

Galligan, If

2b
Wheelock, ss
Hatfield, 3b
Sheffler, cf
O'Kourke, c
Reilly, rf
Shoeneck. lb
Haley, ρ
Κ earns,

Totals

3
4
3
4
4
4
4
4

Ο
Ο
3
1
0
ο
Ο
0

Ο
2
2
Ο
2
2
3
3
12
9
1
6
1
1
0

S
1
2
Ο
0
1
2
8

2
1
1
0
0
4
Ο

33

6

0

27

18

13

6

LYN2Î8

Murphy,

AB. K. IB. ΓΟ. A. B.
3
4
1
7
0
5
Ο
8
2
2
Ο
4
t>
O
5
0
1
5
0
0
110
4
0
2
3
0
0
4
Ο
1
Ο
Ο
1
4
Ο
Ο
Ο
1
,....4 0
12
110
4
3
1117
4

c

Laroque. 2b
Flannagan. lb
Wliiteley, If
Wilson, ss
Lovett, cf
O'Brien, rf
Cull. 3b
Gruber, ρ

38

Totals

8

4

24

14 10

234507S9
20000102 x— 5
Portlands
000300100—4
Lynns
Earned runs—Portlands, 1. Two base hits—
1

Innings

Total

Home run-Sheffler.

Shoeneck, Gruber.

4.
First base
bases on bits—Portland, 6 ; Lynns,
First base on
on balls-Portlands, 3; Lynns, 1.
4. Struck out—Porterrors—Portlands, 4 ;
Murlands, 6: Lynns, 5. Double

Lynns,

plays—Gruber,

and Laroque, Wheelock and Hatfield. Passed
Wild pitch—Haley,
alls— Hielly, 3; Murphy, 2.
Time—2h. 40m. Umpire—Holland.
1.

Shy

AT BB0CKT0JÎ.

1234SC789

Innings

HaverliTlls

0

2

2

Ο

Ο

Ο

ο

Ο— β

2

01000010 1—3
Brocktons
Base bits—Haverbills, 13; Brocktons, 7. Errors
—Haverhills, 5; Brocktons, 13.
AT BOSTON.

1 23456789
81103410 0—16
Boston Blues
02020000 0— 4
Lawrences
Base hits—Boston Blues. 16; Lawrences, 4.
Errors—Boston Blues, 7, Lawrences, 14.

Innings

Murder.

Other Cames Yesterday.
5; New
Yorks, 1. Base hits—Philadelphias, 8; New
Yorks, 3. Errors—Philadelphias, 2; New
Yorks, 6.
At Chicago—Chicagos, 9; St. Louis, 3. Base
hits—Chicagos, 9; St. Louis, 9. Errors—Chiiagos. 5; St. Louis, 7.
o.
At St. Louis—Pittsburgs, <>; St. Louis,
* lUUiU,

The magistrates of Belfast are in a quanthe verdary as to how to proceed, in view of nine
pomurder found against
dict of wilful
The
·*■
tmlov

three.
At New York—Brooklyns, X ; Metropolitans, 5.

Policemen

Belfast

Saturday

They
in Lynn harbor yesterday morning.
of
were quite successful so far as the sport
a very
make
to
failed
they
but
went,
fishing
of
big haul either of cod or any other kind one
fisn. Along towards evening, however,
of the men found something fastened to his
hook which was pulling with such force as
to nearly drag him overboard, when the oth-

city.

policy should remain in the
government and under their
primary reponsibility. Continuing, he said
that if it was supposed that anything that
had happened had produced the slightest
change in his convictions regarding the government's Irish policy, he wns afraid he was
unable to afford the slightest encouragement
on that point.
(Cheers.) AVhat had hap-

Îirl,

Mai.de.v, Aug. 19.—John Holbrook, W. S.

Killed.
Newark, Minn., Aug, 19.—The ruin by
Friday night's storm was almost complete.
Of fifteen buildings in the village, twelve
Four persons were killed
were destroyed.
The killed are: Mortiand many injured.
mer Kennedy, of the New York Supreme
Court, Mrs. Waite, wife of a farmer whose
house was destroyed ; also the wife and inIn the village and
fant boy of John Oakes.
vicinity, twenty buildings were destroyed.
sons

Irish
hands of the

severely injured. The police were notified,
and made a careful search for the assailant,
at the same time keeping the story of the assault from the public. Oak Grove village is
in the eastern outskirts of the city, and has
been the scene of several assaults on children. On Monday, May 3d, Ruth Stratton,
to
aged 15, was|assaulted in a similar manner to
the Shea girl, but the police were unable
ofof
the
The
repetion
find her assailant.
fence and a similarity in the descriptions
furnished by Ithe two girls led to a searching investigation, which resulted, yesterday
afternoon, in the arrest of James Wilson by
Detectives Connors and Linney of Station 3.
At the station he was identified by the Shea
and then made a confession of the crime
.ast night he was identified by the Stratton
girl, and also confessed to the commission of
that crime. In court this morning he made

Decker and another gentleman, all respectable citizens of this city, left for a fishing trip

Four Per-

Village Swept Away and

A

of the

Fall KrVER, Aug. 18.—In the District
Court this morning, James Wilson was arraigned on two charges of assault with intent to commit felonious assault. On July
28 Catherine Shea, a girl 12 years old, living
ing in Oak Grove village, was seized by a
man in a secluded spot in the road, taken
into the woods and assaulted. Her assailant
threatened her with death if she made an
outcry. Her clothes were torn and she was

shed.

of the lucky vessels, taking nine whales,

Mr. Gladstone said he thought the conduct

seat for Cork

Formerly
Arraigned for

Two Young Men Haul Out the Baby
Snake and Lock It Up in a Wood-

The year before John Carver was one

tleet.

News from Providence, R. I.
Providence, Aug. 19.—Geo. Walker of
Remington, 25 years old, an engraver, committed suicide this afternoon by .shooting.
The boss plasterers have conceded nine
hours a day work. This affects 520 plasterers and laborers and the disaffected men
have returned to work.

would consider the advisability of enabling
a commission to take testimony under oath.
J. O'Keliy (Parnellite), member for North
Roscommon, pave notice of his intentien to
introduce a bill for the better government of
Belfast, and of another to suspend evictions
in certain cases.
Mr. ParneU took the oath of office and his

CHARGES.

CAUCHT A SEA-SERPENT.

Her

hftr

λπ

numbered 35, and all were saved. John
Johnson and David Hanson were brought to
San Francisco on the Bonanza and the others
the
were distributed among other vessels of
;rew

although they

disorders,

investigate the

nc-

ΟΠ/1 WftQ liPlfl for trial
in $3,i)00 on each charge, which ho
Wilson fis about 27
was unable to furnish.
as a weaver
years old and lia s been employed
was formerly a solHe
mill.
in the Dui fee
dier in the British army and served in the
campaign against the Zulus.

««ο··

—

The Funeral of William Cray, Jr.
Boston, Aug. 19.—The funeral of the
late William Gray, Jr., who committed suicide yesterday took place at his residence
afternoon.
this
Howard
on
avenue,
Rev. James Denormandie officiating. The
entire
The
funeral was strictly private.
family, except one son who is out West,lotwas
at
present. The burial was at the family
Forest Hills.

Èresent

Serious Crimes.

«

Loss of the Barque Carver.
Xewbedford, Mass., Aug. 19.—Advices
leceived in regard to the loss of the barque
this
Carver, owned by William Lewis of
of th?
city in theArctic show that at the time
making
accident, June 21st, the sailors were
the
the sails fast, and a cake of ice struck
filled
she
when
partly sidp. with
barque astern

many

Fall RiverWeaver,

of the British Army,

The case was
uresent home of the libellee.
severity
neard upon, a charge «intolerable
R. Gilof
Raymond
ilone. The testimony
witnesses
man of Boston, libellant, and other
the
that
court
from Boston convinced the
bill
libellant had abondant canse and the
the
was granted, the libellant withdrawing
made only
charge of adultery. The libellee
other
charge.
a faint resistance to the

ment on it.
A division was then takeu and the order
was sustained by a vote of 21K4 to 120.

money could have been lost in such a manner, as the property could not have shrunk
to such an extent. Nothing can be absolutely learned at present as to what disposition
was made of the money, but the rumor of
speculation is believed to be unfounded.
While it is true that Mr. Gray did dabble to
some extent in stocks, his operations as far
as can be learned were not of such a character as to embarras him, and there appears to
be more reason to believe that his dealings
have been profitable.

Wilson,

nil

An Important Divorce Case.
Hyde Park, Vt., Aug. 19.—A special seslion of court was held here to-day to decide
Ktillman
tn important divorce case that of
EI. Stone vs. Catherine F. Stone. The paris the
which
1876,
lies were in Boston July,

Storm and Loss of Life In Minnesota.
New auk, Minn., Aug. 19.—The ruin by
Sunday night's storm was almost complete.
Of 15 buildings in the village 12 wtre destroyed. Four persons were killed and

no special call, anil nothing definite has been accomplished that can
be given to the public.
It is a source of much wonderment to all
where such an amount of money went to,
and rumors of rash and heavy speculation
have been current. His own explanation,
and the only one given the directors when
accused of the embezzlement, was that the
money had been sunk in building operations,
but it seems hardly probably that so much

BOTH

il

"As a personal favor," added Mr. Newcombe, "I shall ask your honor to postpone
I have not had a
the case a little longer.
vacation in twenty-one years, and I was Intending to leave to-morrow, to be gone until
Will you grant us ten day·
next Thursday.
instead of a week for our plea or motion."
I think a week is
Newcombe,
"So, Mr.
sufficient."
"Then I can't have a vacation for twentytwo years."
till
"1 ou had better postpone the vacation
lext summer, and make it an even twenty;wo years' work."
a
"On behalf of Mr. Flynn, I Interpose
plea of not guilty," said Mr. Newcombe.
for
Mr. Stratum interposed the same plea
squire. The court then adjourned for the
in
first
Monday
Serin. When it opens on the
September the case will be called among the
iarliest for trial.

Êlained

(juently though by

CONFESSED TO

nla^Hnno

position.
Lord .Randolph Churchill, speaking for the
government, asked if he was correct in statan ining that Mr. Bradlaugh had intimated
tention to obstruct the business of the House
of.
was
motion
his
disposed
every.night until
Many members responded to this inquiry by
cries of "No," "No."
Mr. Bradlaugh denied he had in any way
indicated such an intention.
Lord Randolph Churchill thereupon sugcomgested that the House allow the order
of to be renewed, and that the
sesin
the
committee
early
a
touse appoint
sion to inquire into the whole matter.
Mr. Glaastoue spoke in apparent approval
of the Tory leader's suggestion and intimated that lie would support the govern-

One of the

lugcuuci

«onnmf

ulous

Boston, Aug. 19.—There is nothing new
in the affairs of the late William Gray, Jr.,
Informal meetings of the stockholas yet.
ders are being held every day, and the books
but until
are being carefully examined;
Wednesday next, when a meeting of the
stockholders will be held, nothing in the
shape of a public statement will be made.
A visit to the office of Charles H. Dalton this
morning disclosed the faet that that gentleman was absent in Lowell at the mill, while
Mr. Saltonstall was likewise engaged.
Air. R. ΛΙ. Moore, Sr., counsel for the directors, met a number of the gentlemen at
the office of the corporation this morning,
new was

»Κλ

1Λ

contended that if the peers were to be permitted thus to defy the ancient and muchboasted rights of the Commons, the latter
might as well expunge the sessional order
and save themselves from occupying a ridic-

Money Said to Have Cone for Private
Expenses.

nothing

Al-

London, Aug. 19.—At the hour of the
meeting of the English Parliament in London today a depressing and persistent rain
was falling, and the crowd gathered about
the Westminster buildings was small. Some
enthusiasm was displayed on the arrival of
Tarious prominent leaders, but it was generally faint, The attendance in the House of
Commons was large. Many members arrived
before they had breakfasted in order to secure good seats.
The Queen's speech was short and unimportant. Parliament is notified that it is reassembled simply for the purpose of transacting only such business as is essential to

A

Jay. 1 ou Dave accorueu us one weeK in
which to change our plea, but at that time
no court will be 111 session."
"That makes no difference," replied tin

Judge.

Mr. Cladstone Makes a Speech In
the English Parliament.

CRAY'S PECULATIONS.

but

on

at

Policemen

3

Experts Made to Believe they Should
Not Report Errors in Accounts.

which lies at the foundation of the

prosperity and greatness of this republic, and
which has been advantageously extended to the
colonial possessions of Great Britain, do hereby

were

a

that of McCaffrey.
or the
Λ number of speeches froml one
and illother of the nominees were made,
McCaffeeling seemed to be growing when
Mr. Fitzgerald be elected by
frey moved thatThe
speeches continued and
acclamation.
great confusion followed.
John Finnerty finally seconded Fitzgerald's nomination in the interest of harmony,
and moved the previous question.
Then a delegate nominated M. Y. Cannon
of Ohio, but tne noise was so great that few
Nearly every man was on his
heard him.
feet, and the State delegations were beginmeetings, when the
ning to hold impromptu
chairman declarfed a recess.
At 7 o'clock there were no signs of an adto be at a fejournment, and things seemedMassachusetts
ver heat in the New York,

morning

ing

FOREICN.

Pennsylvania delegate nominated
Philadelphia.
Hugh
nomiMr. O'Connor seconded Fitzgerald's
from Pennsylvania
a
member
nation, and
and

THE CHICACO CONVENTION.

A

PRICE THREE CENTS.

1886.

ιιυ^ιυνα

uu
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Charged

with

uw^v.

policemen bave not yet been arrested. They
are charged with unnecessarily firing upon
citizens during the recent riots.

Imprisoned for Heresy.
An American name Conradi has been imat Simferopol, Russia, for spreadprisoned
ing Jewish heresies.
War to the Knife.
The United Ireland of Dublin, Mr. Parnell's organ, reiterated this morning, the
declaration that there will be war to the

knife against Lord Salisbury. The people of
Ireland, it says, will resist him with a desperation and skill that have never before
been displayed.
An Austrian Journalist Killed.
Leo Druxer, one of the ablest journalists
in
of Austria, fell from a window of a hotel
Interlaken, last night and was killed. It is
supposed that he was a somnambulist.
Stolen Dynamite.
been
A large quantity of dynamite lias
stolen from a mine at Ilandort, Uermany.and
to
taken
been
England
it is feared that it has

by anarchists.
SQUIRE

AT THE BAR.

At

{Philadelphia—Philadelphias,

—

Xl·»,

At miuiuure—Baitimuics,

4;

—,

Washingtons,

Washington—Bostons,
Base hits--Bostons, 5; Washingtons, 8.
Errors—Bostons, 2; Washingtons, 5.
At Belfast—Belfasts, 12 ; Rocklands, 2.
At

3.

Notes.

Dilworth of the Brocktons has been released, Brockton having sold liira for a good
round sum to a Binghamton, New York club.
The Portlands play on the home grounds
next Monday and Tuesday.
The directors of the Brockton base ball
club have come to the conclusion that talkand
ing is not productive of good playing,
adopt more aggressive
have decided to
been
have
fines
The following
measures.
Meister
imposed: Ilawes, McCarthy and Tucker850 each ; McGunnigle $25; Thayer,
each.
man, Patton and Cudworth S10
New

Corporations.

The Acme Railway Appliance company
has been organized for the purpose of opertrains by
ating alarm signals on railway
The following
means of electric appliances.
the officers :
President—George O. Hanlon.
Treasurer—John F. Hanlon.
1'. A. HanDirectors—George O. Hanlon, Joseph

are

lon, John F. Hanlon.

Capital stock, 8500,000: paid in, S30.

Called In Court-Lawyer
Newcombe's Novel Plea for a Stay

The A. AY. Dearbon Grocery company ha
been formed for the purpose of buying and

of the Proceedings.

selling groceries. The officers

His Case

of GeneNew Yokk, Aug. 19.—The Court
baker's
a
held scarcely
ral Sessions,
those
of
outside
personaldozen of spectators
when Judge
ly interested in the proceeding
for
Cowing took his seat at 11 o'clockofto-day
Maurice
the purpose of hearing the pleas
inM.
jointly
Squire,
15. Flyon and Rollin
dicted for misdemeanor on twenty-two
separate counts.
O. InAmong those present were Robert
Dwight Towngersoll, Ëx-Judge Fullerson,
and
send, Lawyers Newcouibe and Strahan,
there.
the defendant. Squire, Flynn was notthe decalled
After Clerk Hall had formally
fendants to the bar, Mr. Newcombe addressed the court, saying :
same
"Your honor, I find myself in the
A copy
position which I vras in yesterday.
at my
of the new indictment was not left
and 1
office until I left yesterday afternoon,
examine
to
have not yet had an opportunity
the
it. I am willing, however, to accept
suggestion which your honor madeI yesterunderday, and enter a plea this morning.to
adjourn
stood that it was your intention
disthis court yesterday, had this case been
of, and in lijeu of that to adjourn it to-

posed

are

as

fol-

lows :
President—Edward B. Lewis.

Treasurer—A. W Dearborn.
Directors—A. W. Dearborn. William 11. AnnaS. Woodble, G. Fre<l Paige, Ε. B. Lewis, Charles
bury.

Capital stock, 810,000; paid in, nothing.
The World Type Writer company has

been formed for the purpose of manufactur-

The officers
ing and selling type writers.
are as follows :
President—E. G. Thorp.
Treasurer—J. E. Spears.
Directors—E. G. Thorp, J. E. Spears, Hiram
Knowlton.

Capital stock, $100,000; paid in, nothing.
The Read Collection and Mercantile Agenof carcy has been organized for the purpose
agency.
mercantile
and
on
a
collection
rying
The following are the officers :

Read.
President—Augustine H. Read.
Treasurer—Frederick G.
Read, Frederick G.
H.
Directors—Augustine
Read, Henry W. Holbrook.
Capital stock, 3150,000; paid in, $175.

DEMOCRACY fAND

THS PBES8.

The Argus yesterday published a long editorial article in which it admitted that the
Democracy do not believe in the Prohibitory

FRIDAY M OR.Μ Ν G, AUG. 20.
We do not read anonymous letters ana comuiunoaiions. The name and address of the writer arc
w all cases Indispensable, not necessarily lor publleatlon but as a guarantee of good faith.
Wu cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

FOR COVERNOR,

JOSEPH R. BODWELL,
OF

For

UAM.OH KE.I..

Representatives

to

Congress

:

—

I<ewis#bn.

SETH L. M1LL1KEN, of Belfast.
Fmirth District—CHARLES A. BOUTELLE, of
Bangor.

The Daily Pbess will be furnished, beginning with the number issued next after

receipt

of the order in each case, and

«losing with the issue of September 16th,
with full returns from the Maine election,
for

fifty cents paid in advance.

Address

Publishing Company, X'ortland,

Portland
Me.

APPOINTMENTS.
G· BLAINE and HON". WM.
GIBSON, of Olno, will speak at mass meetings in
the afternoon, as follows ;

Sebago Lake, Tuesday, August 24.
North Berwick, Wednesday, August 26.
South Paris, Thursday, August 26.
Lewiston. I·', ,day, August 27.
Houlton, Tuesday, August 31.

Bangor, Tuesday, August

Wednesday,

24.

August 25.

Pittsfleld, Thursday, August

20.
Winterport, Friday, August 27.
28.
Orono, Saturday, August

North Vassalboro, Monday, August 30.
Kicbmond. Tuesday, August 31.
Mechanic Falls, Wednesday. September 1.

Bridgton, Thursday, September

2.

Saco, Friday, Sept· mber 3.

Freeport,

Sat a

IfON. Wm.P.

relay, September 4.

FliYE will speak

as

24.

Wed-

HON. Κ. G. HOlUt, of Michigan, will speak
fallows :
Biddeford, Saturday evening, August 28.
fortland, Monday evening, August 30.
Bath, Tuesday evening, August 31.
Gardiner, Wednesday evening, Sept. 1.
Bucksport, Friday evening, Sept.
Ellsworth, Saturday evening, Sept. 4.

as

fol-

as

HON. NELSON DINGLEY, JE., will speak at
Lisbon Falls. Monday, August 23.
Warren, Wednesday, August 25.
ltockland, Thursday, August 2G.
Lewiston, Friday, August 27.
Bootlibay, Saturday, August 28.
Hiram, Monday, August 30.
Fryeburg, Tuesday, August 31.
HON. SOLON CHASE will speak as follows :
Hollis Centre, Monday, August 23.
Shapleigh Corner, Tuesday, August 24·
GEN. JAMES A. HALL will speak as follows:
Eliot, Monday evening, August 23.

Berwick, Tuesday evening, August 24.
Sprlngvale, Thursday evening, August 26.
North Lebanon, Friday, August 27.
West Buxton, Saturday evening, August 28.

HON. T. B. REED will speak at
North Berwick, Wednesday, August 25.
South Pari». Thursday, August 20.
27.

HON. C. A. BOUTELLE will speak at
Dover, Thursday, September 2.
Hkowhegan, Friday, September 3.

Unity, Saturday, September 4.
Etna, Monday, September 6.

no mean

is elected sheriff.

Portsmouth, New Hampshire,

is even more
backward than Portland in the matter of a
soldiers monument. We have had the money
to build one for some time, but Portsmouth
is still soliciting subscriptions. It is a consolation to know that we are not at the tail
end of the

procession.

The opposition press of the Dominion hint
strongly that the purchase of the yacht
Yosemlte was a piece of jobbery on the part
of Minister Foster.
an

unseaworthy

It is intimated that she
boat, totally unfit for the

The Mew Age thinks the correspondent ol
the Boston Post who reports complaint on
the part of the Maine Democracy that ob-

jectionable

men

are

running

their

cam-

paign must be "a Federal office holder who
wants some excuse for declining to contribute anything to the Democratic campaign
fund." It reports Chairman Brown working like a beaver In the interest of the Democracy, having already prepared over 100,000 documents and effected a thorough and
complete organization and canvass of the
State.
The Maine

Democracy seem

to have a soft
side for the Mormons also. The Belfast Age
winds up a long attack upon Mr. Reed's and

Senator Hale's criticisms of the Democratic
House for refusing to strengthen the Edmunds anti-polygamy law, in this fashion :
With all that has been written and said
about the peculiarities of that people [the

Mormons]

and their polygamous sins, the
fact remains that they are a religious sect,
and that they have about as much Bible to
support them as many of the so-called religious sects have. And as to their habits in
other respects there is no more industrious,
sober and orderly community in the United
States.
And it is becoming a question
whether statesmanship cannot evolve some
better and more suitable method of dealing
with them than has thus far been applied.

The Argus regards it as sublimated non
to say that the liquor sellers desire the
triumph of the Prohibition party. No doubt
sense

it is, but nobody has said that.
What
Bodwell said in his letter of acceptance
this:
It is

always light and wholesome and
without injuring even a dyspeptic.

Mr,
was

fact that all the secret violathe prohibitory law In Maine who are engaged in the clandestine and unlawful sale of liquor
regard this separate movement as the beginning of the destruction of prohibition in Maine,
and are ready and eager therefore, to promote it
In every way in their power.
That statement is true. The liquor sellers
a

notorious

tors of

well aware that this third party movement cannot triumph, but they are in hopes
that it may draw away enough votes from
the Republicans to throw the State into the
hands of the Democrats, who, 110 longer ago
than last June, in convention assembled,
avowed hostility to the prohibitory law.
are

The Argus is spattering its pages over with
the sayings of its candidates. Here is one
from Candidate Edwards, which we fail to
find among the number. Probably the omission is

purely

accidental ;

"Gen. Chamberlain is a traitor, and if the
party had been of my mind they would have
State llouse down over their
pulled ifthe
heads, it had killed every one of them."
Here is another front the same candidate:
"The Grand Army is a set of bummers."
Here's oae from Candidate Clifford :
Our government was framed to be one of
law. Grant has made it the government of a
person. Now, such a distortion may result
either from ignorance or unscrupulous ambition. With Grant it results from ignorance.
The reformers seek to rescue the government
from the dull and dogged ignorance of an
unteachable President. * * * * » \ye
attack alone tite corrupt, sordid, personal admiuistration of Grant. Weak, uncertain,
absurd as it is, it is too dangerous to be endured.

so

Special Clearance Sale

Now is your

So simple is the process of making biscuits, when the Congress Yeast Powder is
used fhai a child can hardly fail to mak« biscuits that would delight the palate of

epicure.
Congress Yeast Powder is made of the Purest Grape Cream Tartar and Bi-carbonate of Soda so scientifically proportioned and so carefully prepared that it never
Its Purity and
makes yellow biscuits nor gives a bitter taste to the bread.
Healtlifulness is certified to by Chemists and Physicians.
"I find it to be a pure Cream of Tartar yeast powder and that it does not con·
tain Alum, Ammonia, Lime, Acid Phosphate, or any injurious ingredient." Bennett F. Davenport, M. D., Medical and Sanitary Chemist, Boston.
"The ingredients of this powder are of the best quality." Jas. F. Babcock, Analytical add Consulting Chemist and Inspector of Milk, etc., for City of Boston.
"I find the Congress Yeast Powder to be an Absolutely Pure bread raising preparation, everyway to be recommended for wholesoineness and efficiency." Richard
C. Stanley, A. M., Ph. I)., Prof. Chemistry and Geology, Bates College, State Asan

at

prices that

opportunity

bargains

to secure

in my

Boys' and" Children's De-

180 MIDDLE 182,

NEAR CORNER OF EXCHANGE STREET.

-

eodtf

β

AUCTION SALE

dlawly

Eastern Argus.
never believed in prohibition as the wisest method of promoting temperance in communities where a large proportion of its citizens are liquor drinkers;
and if those citizens would have voted as
the drinked fsicj the Argus any year would
have favored making the square issue, and
if the majority were in favor prohibition,
would of course have acquiesced; obeyed the
law, and sustained its enforcement. But
citizens notoriously did not vote as they
drinked [sic] ; and then there was no other
sensible way to do but to accept their votes
as meaning just what they voted for—prohibition—sustain its execution, give it a fair
trial, and then after a few years of experience with it, if it did not prove satisfactory,
to make a fair open issue of continuing prohibition or adopting some other method of
promoting temperance—as high license for
examnle.
PERSONAL

the country to work at the last act of the unnamed opera that is to be presented late in
the autumn at the Savoy Theatre.
Ben l'erley Poore suggests that on the
backs of the eight big volumes of the Con-

gressional Record

for

the session just past

there be stamped in gilt the motto "Great
cry and little wool."
The managers of the Irish National League
have in store a testimonial for President
Patrick Egan. It is a massive silver service,

and will be presented to Mr. Egan on behalf
of the League in Ireland.
It is proposed to place a marble medallion
of large size in the poets' corner of Westminster Abbey, as a memorial to Sir Walter
Seott. The medallion, which is to be the
work of Sir John Steell, is to cost £157.
The doctors say that the wound of General Augur, who was shot a few days ago while
ordering some negro rowdies away from his
Washington home, is not so serious as they
at first feared, and are hopeful of his recovery, though his age and the hot weather are

PORTL,AJ¥I>, 1WE.

Greenbaum

bade

the

King good-

bye he instructed him to shoot any person
who should attempt to pull down the flag.
As a compliment to the Consul and his government, a few days before he left, the officers of the British war ship Miranda had
called at the consulate and sung "Marching

Ever since the opening of our Business in Portland, whenever we had an article
of real merit we have always called the attention of the Buying Public to it, We
now have an offer to make, and it will hold good onJy while this special lot lasts.
It 1s this :
2000 ÏARDS GENUINE ROXBURY TAPESTRY CARPET, All one Pattern,
which we shall sell for just 90c. per yard. Now, housekeepers, you all know the
quality, you all know that the Roxliury Tapestries are the best Tapestries woven
in the country ; and many of you know that it is the only Tapestry Carpet which
has 2 black stripes on each side running along the back. This is the Roxbury
Trade mark, so you can see there is no deception. Write for Samples at once.
Also we shall offer a lot of pure ALL-WOOL CARPETS at from 55c. to 75c.,
which will never be surpassed for quality and style.
Our Carpet Rooms are now all full, and no such stock has ever been shown outside of the largest Carpet;stores in Jiew York and Boston. We shall also offer for
a few days some Choice Lowell Body Brussels at 1.25.
But order at once if you
wish to take advantage of this unheard of flgnre.

Chamber Sets,
Parlor Suits,

—

Ranges.

Our full line of Parlor Stoves will he in in a few days. Write for cuts and
we are the largest distributors of Household
Goods from our three stores now in the United States, buying in such enormous
quantities enables us to sell lower than small distributors.
Don't forget the Roxbury Tapestry Carpet at !)0 cents per yard. It was never
before offered at this price.

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.
Corneer Pearl and Middle

MANAGER.
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:
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Adverof Messrs.

sureau.

uçust 20.

Friday,
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BXCURS ION
TO

—

Downer Landing, Boston Harbor,
—BY—

—

EMERY,

Stock

of

cacli

Company, $500,000.00.

marl2
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ESTABLISHED 1854.

STEAMERS,

BOSTON

SATURDAY, AUGUST 21, 1886,
Returning Sunday evening, Aug. 22. Grand Conat
and durine
cert
in
on

Sunday

evening,

steamer

Melville Garden !
—

BY

—

FULL

CHANDLER'S

Securities

Investment

Union Mutual

PGR CENT) Security three time» loan
[ IotercNt Semi-annual,
■y C. marm
I ■ ) and paid at your home—all
IH
loans guaranteed—by the Minneapolis·
Equitable Investment Co., which lias a paid
up capital of $50,000. You will have no taxes to
suits, and your interest and
pay, no foreclosure
principle will be paid promptly. Send for references, etc., 11 you have money to loan.

8

Clothing !

OF

Pree't and Man'r,
Lock Box

ORC.4IVIZKD

WOODBURY & mOlLM,

BANKERS
Cor. Middle and

Men's and Young Men's best quality Norfolk Jackets at greatly reduced prices.
Special values in Men's Summer Pantaloons at $2.50, $3 and $3.50.
Men's and Young Men's Thin Coats and Vests.

HOME

KICHAKD (

STANLEY, A. M. Ph. D.

PER CENT B0i\DS GUARANTEED

Professor Chemistry
Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

FOK SALE BY ALL CROCERS
mindly

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND. ME.

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,

POOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH,

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and Propria
tors of

NO. 255 MIDDLE ST.,

-

PORTLAND, ME.

POOR'S MANI AI, OF RAILROADN.
Railway Bonds
oil band.

MANAGER.

WARE,

BONDÎS Σ
Anson

BAND.

Tickets for round trip, including the delightful
sail down Boston Harbor in the elegant steamers
of the Hingham, Hull and Downer Landing 8teamboat Co.. only 32.00.
augl7d5t

1114 MIDDLE STREET, Portland.
lanldtf
January 1.1884.

No.

lical IÎiUltv Mortgage Mecuritifa.
I am seuding Firat Mortgage* on real estate
to eastern parties, netting then seven per cent,
per annum, with the interest payable ae«i-auuually. I loan only one-third of the value of the
security, and attend to all collections of both interest and principal. The mortgages are In the
form of Bonds with interest coupons attached.
I will be pleased to correspond with parties and

payment

TOTAIj

SliOVIXU
Policy-holders of nearly

IIIM.IOm OF

ΊΙΐνΕΐνΤΪ.ΤηΌ
LARS, equal to
HUNDRED THOUSAND
SIX
LARS, paid policy-holders for each
the
existence.

Bewaro of Imitations.

£lade in Button, Concrete and Lace. Best Calf
Skin. Unexcelled In Durability, Comfort and Appearance. A postal card sent to
us will bring you information how to get this Shoe In
^auy State or Territory.

J. Means & Co.,
41 Lincoln

St.,
Boston, Hase.

to

DOLDOI.·
year ol

Spectacles

MUTUAL, recognizing its
THE
tuality, is the most liberal company in its
with its

50

over

ΟΙΟΛ

ITS

misconception.
POLICIES ARE
INCO IVTESTAHLE
for any cause except fraud.

Congress

ugG

ARTHUR L.
THOMAS A.

RATES, Ass't Secretary.
FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

SÏÏMKiNSON,

MANAGER FOR CITY AGENCY.

mar2C

eodtf

C.S. GOSSE, BOSTON.'
(U£

FALL

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KINDS,

FOB BALK

φ

R. STANLEY &
NO. 410 FORE ST..
A.lso

BY

SON, Importers,

Ganeral Managers for Now England for tne
Celebrated

HARRISON.

J1AINK.

IN HEREBY GIVEN, thai tin*
subscriber lias been duly appointed and taken upon herself the trust ol Administratrix of the
estate of
DANIEL L. MITCHELL, late of Yarmouth,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are re
quired to exhibit the same ; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
EL[ZAS .MITCHELL, Adm'x.
Yarmouth, July 20 l88i;.
aug7dlaw3wS*

NOTICE

DAVIS,

PHOTOCRAPHER,
ISO
Middle
Street,
BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES.

lai»

»«-'*·

GENUINE
and

onr

—

TO

—

RUMFORD FALLS
—

A2iD

—

DIXFIELD.
Trip Tickets only

Round

4.50!
The R. F. & B. Railroad Co. lias arranged for three Saturday Excursions,
Aug. 21, 28 and Sept. 4, '86.
Leaving Portland on Saturday at 9.30 a.m. via
Grand Trnnk lîailway, arriving in Canton 12.00
noon; stopping for dinner: thence by Tainter's
Mountain Wagons up the West bank of the Androscoggin river ; crossing the ope ferry at East
Knmford above the Falls ; spending aDout two
hours at the Falls ; thence down tho East bank of
the river through Mexico, to Dixfleld ; and spending Sunday at that beautiful village ; good accommodations can be secured at the National House
for 82.00 per day. Monday,the wagons will leave
Dixfleld at 7.00 a. m. ; driving down the East bank
of the river ; crossing the bridge at Giibertville,
and connecting with the regular passenger train
Round
due in Portland 12.05 p.m. that day.
Trip Uxcureiou Ticket* from Portland to
Fallu
nuit
Rriurii
Kiiniford
94.30. which
will be good only according to the above schedule.
To prevent overcrowding stage and hotel, the number of tickets for each excursion will be limited ·,
therefore tickets must be applied for as early as the
preceeding Friday; and, with other Information,
are to l>e obtained only at the K. F. & B. Railroad
Co's office, 34 Exchange Street, Portland. This
oilers a rare opportunity to take a ride up the
beautiful valley of the Androscoggin river, and to
view that wonderful undeveloped water power—
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
Kumford Fails.
It. C. BRADÏOKD. Treas. and G. X. A.
dtf
aug!8

GREENWOOD GARDEN OPERA HOISE.
MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
10th, 17th aid ISth,

Λ ili>lint

will be presented Gilbert & Sullivan's favorite
Opera, entitled

iOLANTHE!
August 21, 22 and 23,

PIRATES

0F_ PMZAM.

Take Star Line Boats. Franklin Wharf. Round
aug9dtf
trip, including Garden, 25 cents.

PORTLAND

BASE BALL

GROUNDS.

LAWRENCES W. PORTLANDS,

Monday & Tuesday, Aug. 23, 24.
BROCKTONS, FRIDAYandSATURDAY, AUG. 27,28.
Game called at 3 o'clock,
d3t

Admission 25 cents.
aulO

MONSTER.

THÎSPAPERp:^weÏÏïïtej?„^;jSlS

your Dealer

eodly

-"V^r-vT AL:

f

S.p i GeoSï^.k^Co's
ENDORSED
•

BY

►

■»

MMMTMOUI
(W-MOBCAN— NY
«JLAWC-BC5IQN

AM OtiitAàXΙΤΎ HAVE CSJi l·LtSHEO A RZPUt*twn uneeuALiio
cr ANY
CT
ANY MAHUfACTURU;·
NAUWACTUn^·

CARL IERRAHN "
— AND HUNrit κ
Or 01
OTHER
DRluS
DREDS IF.
MUSICAL AUTHORITIC!

AUTHORITICS·^*—'

Semlfor circular,
apply to JULIUS EICHBEHG, 154 Treinont street, Boston.
Jy29eodGw
or

ORGAK/^mMO

B3I TREMQNr
ΤΗίΜΟΝΤ ST.
631
C£ND ΓΟΗ CATAÂ.QGUE LUJ FiïiCL

N^englandcdnSrvatory"

■·

si

CO

aasTOH.MASS·
ITJITiilN MfgB·

eodly

et>24

MUSIC Boston, Mass.

β

3tlûl

ifâ

π

!

Ηϋ S,

•OD.OE OF IRON
1

NORWAY, MAINE,
TUESDAY, AUGUST 24,
'JO-FILL BAWDS-SO
Anion»: the attractions there will be Sack. Potato,
Tub, Wheelbarrow, Auger, and Hurdle Races lor
cash prize·»; steamboating, Mowing and Fishing on
the lake; Dancing free to parties holding excursion
tickets; Music bv Chandler's (Portland) and
Young's (Norway) Orchestras consolidated ; plenty
of refreshments tor sale in the grove; no postponement on account of weather.
"Plenty of shelter in case of rain
The dance will go on Just the same."
Excursion tickets from all stations on the Grand
Trunk Bailway at very low Kates.
Special train leaves Portland at 7.35; regular
tram 9.30. Fare for round trip $1.00.
FRANK !.. COLLINS, Manager.
auglSdlw

Α. Ο. H.
Division Ko. 1, of Bangor, Ancicnt
Order ol' Hibernians,
will be pleased to meet their friends at

LARE 1IARAMC00K
—

take no other.

PD#

PRIVATE LESSONS!or SMALL CLASSES.

hall, α,^,γ,λ

them,

~

music.

SïTcÂTHARINES

for

ap21

13th.

THE LARCESTand BEST EQUIPPED in the
WORLD —100 Inetructors,2<KW Studente laet year. Thorough Instruction in Vocal and Instrumental Music, Piano and
Organ Tuning, Fine Arts, Oratory Literature, French, German and Italian Lamraages, English Branches, Gymnastics,
etc. Tuition, $5 to $20 ; board and room with Steam Heatand
Electric Lieht, «45to $75 per tenn. Fall Term begin· SepFor Illustrated Calendar, with full information,
tember 9,1
address, E- TOURJEE, Dir., Franklin Sq., BOSTON, Mass.
eod2m
jelO

HOLLER,

[WHOLESALE.!

Thorough instruction in Organ, Singing, Piano,
Harmony, Counterpoint ana ail other branches

Band Tournament!

ON

—

Stop Roller 1 « Standard.

—

BeginsSeptember

Curtain Fixtures,

WI MAKE TUX Ο XL Y

JULIUS EICHBERG'S VIOLIN SCHOOL

oi

PORTLAND, ME.

AND

Curtains,

UPHOLSTER/ HARDWARE,

Boslon Conservatory of lui

of

of Exchange St.

Saturday txcursions

AD

ΤΕΚΜΓ OF THE

—

ad Silk

Window Shail>

prAsk

FBO.11

ALOJNZO S.

Turcoman

eodtf

IMPOBTE»

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

JOHN K. DeWITT, President.
HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,

for

Newspaper aUv'hk Agency.

eod&\v3m33

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

GEORGir C7 FRYE,
and Franklin Streets.
Corner

Call or send to any Agency Office for a circular
of its plans.

WE ΪΤΚ
1 -il'- U

valuable inloruintlon
advertisers. Ji.SH-

auglG

1
PEBBLE SPECTACLES for #1.50 each. PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for $1.50 cacli.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
I
A Large Variety of Gold (Spectacles and Eye Glasses, best qual.ty, at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each.

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,

| MATES rittb;

A.

84 llaivlev St., Boston, Bass.

as

CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS, EQUIT
ABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conser
vative management.

JAMES

5

janarwho

policy-holders.

on

«

.ThJTSSrtmai

higher In the estimation of
Thonnearer* than any other in the world
wear It wlU toll you the reaiùa
you

11

50

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
definite in all its terms and no chance for

ISSUES POLICIES
nil approved
ITplans.
A l>VANTAI* ES of ihi· Company are
THE
AGE, EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIAL

THIS
-«have it *··» :.·<· at our
^ office. Bh<»'.iîd you desiro
> to advertise ί·.ι any papers,
> it will pay you to write «s
> for an estimate. State how
much, how long, and where
you Avant to advertise, lor
ten cents we will send
complete directory of
American newspaper*»
toectli··!· with much

cents.

mu-

as

eod&eowurmlye

"

"

8700,000 by

proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without
waiting 60, 90, or any number of days.

febt>

11

FULULINE OF GENUINE PEBBLES.

PAYS

Price, 35 and 75 cents.
Trial Bottles, 10 cents.

Eye glasses for 25

"
A.LSO

DEATH CLAIMS, WITHOUT
ITDISCOUNT,
soon
the
immediately

maylO

for 25 cents.
"

«

cines, or the skill of physicians; but the old ones

for Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, and all diseases of the lungs.

—

None Genuine unless bearing this Stamp·

SU,il»,347.13, while
Itsits Liabilities
only $3,413,410.74.
HAS THEREFORE Λ NVRPLIH of
IT
Nearly $400,000 according to the Massachusetts
and ol
standard,

Mlnndine room only, displayed nightly!
WEEK COnnENdNG AITO. 16.
Positively the last appearance of the great Callfornian comedian JOHN Κ: IX K and his talented comedy company, consisting of recognized artists ; also between the acts a big VARIETY
OI.IO. The Event! "Don't miss it!"
Hound trip tickets on Forest City steamers, admltdtf
ting to Pavilion only 20 cents.
augll!

ttuccenn! Succetm!

£ak your retailor for tào Original 83 Shoe.

are

cure

4s

ARETAS SIIURTLEFF,

1848,

the New York standard.

sure

tis & 4s
Bath
Maine Central.. 7s <4 6»
P. & O. R. K....C3

f>s & 4s
Rockland
No. Pacific Gold..Hs

Address,
Ν. II. ΒΕΚΝΙΙΛΜ, I.iucolu, Neb.
References:
1
Judge W. W. VIRGIN,
Hon. JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND.S Portland, Me.
)
Hon. C. F. L1BBY.
Hon. H. M. BKAllCE Norway, Me.
je7eod3nt

Cannot be mads by medi-

a

4S Wall Nirfet. New York.

aplidUm

$8,361,9*20.47
3,374,102.90
5,047,970.22
4,208,862.36

Dividends,

After three years

Correspondenee

Interest allowed on deposits.
nvited.

JAMES MEANS* $3 SHOE.

Death losses paid,
Endowmeats paid,
Surrendered policies,

ITS

specialty. Choice Investments
Orders executed for cash or on

margin.

dtt

S'S RECORD 18

dealings

a

always

We liavc a large assortment and are prepared to adjust the same
upon scientific principles. We use SACHET'S TRIAL CASE, together
with the OPTHALBIOSCOPIC TEST LENSE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.

aknktn ut::

can be strengthened and
preserved by the use of

u(im"

mare

give full particulars.

company's

Ν

More
by tlic Show alter fflorlga^e Co.
than fifty Savings Banks in iew llampsliire
Vermont and Rhode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Irdividuals are
Investing in tbis class of securities. Call or
address for illustrated pamphlet,

1

Strictly One Price Σ

COMPANY,

A

and

marlO

J

eodtf

jaul3

.*
IN

Street.

Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly 011 hand.

wineli lias hail thirty-six ye irs' experience.

"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and liml it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efficiency."

Exchange

Choice

IS Λ

Endorsed for its Purity and Jleaithfulness by all
Chemists and l'hyslclans who have examined it.

Minneapolis .Minnenofn.
eod&wlm

392,

jy28

MAINE.
——

cellence.

MABEN.

C. Β.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

The Standard of Piirily and Ex-

eodtf

jy28

SPECTACLES.
EYE CLASSES.

ITCXIES

ST.

£X€HAIO£

32

In order to close out many lots of good all Wool desirable Suits and Pants for
Boys of all ages, we have made some large reductions in prices of our best grades
of goods, and the public would do well to examine these at once.
Boys' $10 and $12 Knee Pant Suits at $6.50 and $8.
Boys' $6.50, $7 and $8 Knee Pant Snits at only $5.
Boys' $8, $9 and $10 Knee Pant Sui's at only $7.
Boys' $12 all Wool Alexis Suits, long pants, ages 11 to 14, only $8.
Boys' $8 and $10 all Wool Alexis Suits, long pants, ages 11 to 14, $6 and $7.
Boys' $10, $12 and $13.50 all Wool Suits, ages 14 to 17 years, for only $8.
Boys' $10 Suits, ages 14 to 17 years, for $6.

W. C.

near corner
h

Boys' and Children's

auul2

Spring Street.

■

H.

Paid ill Capital

Largest Manufacturers, Retail and Wholesale Dealers in New England,

Streets, Portland.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
auglO

WOLHAUPTEE, aided by experienced assistants, will re open on SeptemNrhool for Voting I.atliea and
her
ber Itfth,
children at Mi*» Marccil'n Mehool Kooiua,
IS
No. I
Spring St. The aim of the school is to
furnish a thorough education in the English
branches anil the languages.
Drawing will receive special attention. For further information
Orake'a
donne,
address Mine Welhnupter,
It ye stench, I* H., until Sept. 1st, after which
date Miss Wolhaupter will he at her school-rooms
angl4eodtf
every afternoon.
I-',

BY

IS§ Middle fttrect, Portland, Me.

Prices, and please remember that

A.

^-a

FOB SALE

WILLIAM

$2, $2.25 and $2.50 Knee Pants for $1.50.
$1.50, $1.75 and $2 Knee Pants for $1.00.
$1 and $1.25 Knee Pants for 75 cents.

Stoves and

PRIVATE SCHOOL,
MISS

—

—

SEVEN PER CENT. GUARANTEED MORTGAGES,

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN BOYS' KNEE PANTS!

Through Georgia."

No. 148

BY

CHANDLER'S SAND!

—

AND

—

OF

November of 1888 will tell better about his
success in getting a second term for his

Mr.

Band Concert ! Sail !

TICKETS FOR ROUND TRIP 25 CENTS.

Bought and Sold.

The New Tork Mail and Express says that
one fact about President Cleveland's proverbial luck has not been noticed—that it is
all due to the Pans. Dan Lockwood made
him mayor; Dan Manning got him the governorship and the presidency ; Dan Lamont
got him his wife; and Dan Magone—but

Consul Greenbaum of Samoa, now at San
Francisco on a visit, states that he left the
islands peaceful, with the American flag flying from the Government House. When

Conpou

Debenture Ron<l«,

Mix Per Cent

dtf

augl6

against him.

chief.

35 cent·.
dlw

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.

Bankers ι Brokers,

AND PECULIAR.

It is said that the bursting of the skatingrink bubble lias depreciated the price of
boxwood from $100 to $20 a ton.
Sir Arthur Bass of "Pale Ale" fame, enters the British peerage as "Baron Burton of
Rangemore and Burton-upon-Trent."
Mr. John Boyle O'Reilly intends to acquire a stock of poetry and health in the
course of a lonely canoe-voyage down the
Delaware.
The first herring caught each year off the
coast of Holland belongs to the king, as the
first English sturgeon belongs to Queen Victoria.
Sir Arthur Sullivan, having completed his
oratorio for the Leeds festival, has retired to

at

FOREST CITY PAVILION.

PECULIARITIES OF OUR TREATIES*

The Argus lias

25 CENTS.

STEAIWEK "FOBEST CITY"

H.M.PAYSON&CO.

The next Congress will be the "Lth," and
it Is hoped it will be a Lthier one than the
last.

Ν. Y. Times.
Within a few days there will be in force
between the United States and Japan a
treaty of extradition more comprehensive and
satisiactory than any which we have negotiated with European powers. We shall then
be able to reclaim from Japan any defaulter
or embezzler who may seek shelter there, but
our next door neighbor
on the north will
still offer a safe asylum to all of our thieving
cashiers and defaulting treasurers who can
avoid the poliee at home and pay for railroad
tickets that will carry them across the line.

ADMISSION T

will leave Custom House Wharf (weather permitting, at 2.15 p. m. ; sailing up the bay and Koyal
Kiver, making a lauding at Yarmouth Kails of half
an hour, and arrive back at city shortly after five.

THE AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.

Pittsburg Chronicle.

Ν. Y. Tribune.
Grace honored the memory of Hubert O. Thompson by acting as his pallbearer, and yet at that very time he was
preparing to prove that Thompson was a
perfidious scoundrel. Such are the methods
of the professional reformer.
WILL HE BE FLIPPED OUT ?
Portland Advertiser.
Collector ltedman took advantage of the
President's temporary seclusion in the Adirondack woodg, to address a Democratic
In his
convention at Ellsworth ytsterday.
order of July 14, the President warns all officeholders under the general government to
scrupulously avoid "a display of obtrusive
partisanship." Mr. Redman's conspicuous
appearance in a party convention appears to
fall within the lines of that description.

EYEXIIVO ONLY AT 8.15.

FINANCIAL.

Spvcu per cent. FirMt Moilsnge
lioud*. and

On account of extensive alterations in our building which
will necessitate a partial removal, we haTe decided to sell by
auction all the Porcelain, Glass Ware, Bronzes, Baic-abrac,
Bugs, etc., now in stock. This sale will include many choice
novelties, personally selected by Mr. Moore in London, Paris, and at the Antwerp World's Fair; also expensive novelties from our Art Needlework Department, which have been
bought or made far models, and on which we expect to sacrifice.
This sale will be held Thursday, August 19, at 10.30 a.m.
and 2.30 p. in. in the Studio Booms of Mr. Harry B. Brown,
up one flight, directly over our store. Cards of admission to
the rooms before and at time of sale may be procured at our
office. Catalogues will be mailed upon application.

a. m.

and 5 p. m.
CHANGE OF PROGRAMME EVERY EVENING.

—

SPECIAL SALES

Mayor

FREE OF CHARCE
By booking them at the Rink any day betweed 10

cents each.

was

POLITICIANS.

WILD AND VICIOUS

auglG

Children's Short Pant Suits, ages 5 to 15 years, Blouse Suits, Blouse
Waists, &c. A full line of sizes in those Best Diamond Shirt Waists at only 75

that

MARINES.

World's Greatest Horse Edneator,

A Few Rewrrcd Went»

partment.

sayer of Maine from '75 to '83.
marll

PROF. OSCAR R. GLEASON,

Prof. Gleason will Handle and Educate any Horse
that Kicks, Runs Away. Balks, Bad to Ride, Hard to
Shoe, Afraid of Top Wagons, Flags, Buffalo Robes,
Cars. Bicycles, Fire Crackers, Halter Pullers, Bolters,
Shiers, &c., without harshness or cruelty.

to manufacture.

easily digested that they may be eaten hot

Nights More.

noasBS.

must clear my counters at once.
Men's and Youths' Suits in broken lots of about 50 per cent, of their cost

a

doing or,

Washington Critic.
The jibboom has long been recognized in
the Navy Department, and now the fib-boom
is getting a place in the State Department.
This is a great Nation.

Men's,

CLOTHING,

MAKE IT REPUBLICAN.

purpose for which the government ostensibly bought her, and that she was recently

sold as low as $7,000. while the Dominion
government paid $50,000 for her.

and Summer stock of

Spring

balance of my

Youth's and Children's

ta

RATHER CONFUSING.

The Express says that ex-Marshal Andrews is to be appointed liquor seizer if Mr-

offering the

CURRENT COMMENT.

order.

Sawyer

I am'now

a necessity in thousands of households.
When the Congress Yeast Powder is used bread making loses its terrors, for
not only is the kneading of the dough entirely done away with and the labor reduced to the minimum but the best results are invariably found to follow.
Biscuits made by the use of the

are

2

By Special Krijucst,

la Ills Dlarvelous Exhibition of
Educating and Training

they

THE WAYS OF NEW YORK

20.

humorist of

were

FEDERAL ST., OPPOSITE LINCOLN PARK,

become

CONGRESS POWDER

RINK,

BIJOU

SALE.

SEMI-ANNUAL MARK DOWN

have nominated him again and
propose to vote for him again, though every
Democrat in the county who can read is
probably familiar with his record. How do
these facts comport with the Argus's declaration that enforcement of the law is the Democratic doctrine ?
now

A NOVELTY FOB THE

HON. GEOBGE B. LOKING will speak
low· :
Monson, Tuesday, August 24.
Mllo, Wednesday, August 25.

is

deputies

his

This is an age of machinery, and invention has done much to lighten the burdens of men ;
but very little has been accomplished towards making easier the
household duties of tl;e ironie».
Inventive genius .' cored one of its greatest triumphs forty years ago when the
Congress Yeast Powdvr was placed upon the market and on account of its convenience and the ease wif h which, by its help, the lightest of biscuits, cake, etc., are
made, the Congress Yeast Powder has been constantly growing in favor, and has

AMUSEMENTS.

j

c. j. farrTngtons

Did the Democrats condemn the Sheriff
for this performance? Did they call upon
"all right-minded citizens to combine to wipe
out the public scandal," which this manifest
and intentional neglect of the law on the
part of an officer sworn to enforce it liad
creatod? Not a bit of it. They voted solidly for his reelection to the same office, and

IION. WM. GIBSON will speak at
Dexter, August 28.
Oidtown, August 30.

a

yer knew what

A Household Necessity.

doubt that Sheriff Saw-

one

rather, what they were not doing, and
this suspension of the law in August
sanctioned by him ?

HON. S. L. MILLIKEN will speak at
Palmyra, Monday, August 23.
St. Albans. Tuesday afternoon, August 24.
Hartland, Tuesday evening, August 24.
Harmony, Wednesday, August 25.
Athens, Thursday afternoon, August 26.
Cornville, Thursday evening, August 20.
East Madison, Friday, August 27.
Canaan, Saturday afternoon, August 28.
Oakland, Monday, August 30.
Belgrade Depot. Tuesday, August 31.
Center Sidney, Wednesday afternoon, Sept. 1.
Mt. Vernon, Thursday afternoon, Sept. 2.
Hallowell, Friday, Sept. 8.
South China, Saturday, Sept. 4.

Collector Kedman is

entirely.

ticket? Can any

Boothbay. Saturday afternoon, August 28.
Auburn. Monday, August 30.
Canton, Tuesday afternoon, August 31.
Bethel, Wednesday, September 1.

Lewiston, Friday, August

Elsewhere we publish from the municipal
court records a full report of the operations
of Mr. Sawyer's liquor deputies. We want
the public to examine it closely and see how
it bears out the Argus's assertion' that the
Democrats believe in the enforcement of the
liquor law. We would direct attention especially to the record for the month of August, 1881, and the record for the same month
of the year following, It will be observed
that in August 1881 they made 53 seizures,

Can any one doubt that this
suspension was for the purpose of keeping
the rumsellers in line for the Democratic

Washington County Convention, Machlas,
nesday afternoon, August 25.
Kocfclaud, Thursday. August 26,
Uichmond, Friday, August 27.

Guilford, Thursday, August

force the law had failed to do so, we should
expect to find that officer repudiated by the
Democracy. During the years 1881 and 1882
the sheriff of the county was Mr. I. D. Sawyer, a Democrat, and one of the liquor seizers
under him was Mr. Benjamin F.Andrews.

ed

follows:

Caribou, Friday, August 20.
Houlton, Saturday, August 21.
Calais, Monday, August 23.

Eastport, Tuesday, August

exhibiting."

Now if the Democrats believe in the enforcement of the law, as the Argus alleges,
we should expect to find that when the machinery was in ^Democratic hands the
law had been enforced. And in case any
Democratic officer whose duty it was to en-

while in the month of August in the following year they made not a solitary one.
By examining the record of the preceding
and succeeding months it becomes quite
evident that the failure to make seizures
in August was not due to lack of opportunity. Rumselling had not been suppressed.
What then is the explanation? In 1881 there
was no State election.
In 1882 there was a
State election, and for a month in advance of
it we find the execution of the law suspend-

HON. EUGENE HALE will speak as follows :
Dorer,

the Argus, "and," it adds, "it is in obedience
to this doctrine that all right-minded citizens
should now combine to wipe out the public
scandal, the dangerous civil and judicial demoralization which the opponents of enare now

Third

the

forcement of that law while it remained on
the statute book. "Obey the law and enforce
the law is the Democratic doctrine," says

forcement have engendered and which they

FWtt District—THOMAS li. ItEEI), of Portland.
Diâtriot
NELSON DINGLKY, Jit., of

iemnd

law, and would substitute license instead if
they could have their way. It claimed, however, that the Democracy believed in the en-

MISCEI^liANEOlI»·

MISCELLANEOUS-

PROHIBITION.

l)v

the Academy of Medicine of Paris,
by the Medical

Annrnved
LPè speci-Jly rec.m.n.ended
Celebrities of the World

,Î0r_^îof,u,.a'„iT"™}!"
) the early stages of Consumption,

Γ
il etc
King's evil,
Poorness of ISiood, and
»»
Constitution
V^UUSUlULIUilill
lo'nai Weakness,
ΟΙΟΓΚΜΛίν SCHOOL· FOR «ΙΚΙ,Ν.
and regulating its periodic course.
for
stimulating
A.
D.
Neelv,
D., President.
The Kt. Kkv. H.
"BLANCAKD, 10
unless
signed
None genuine
The Kev. W. D. Martin A. M„ Kector and Prin.
Terms 9275 and I rue Bonaparte, Paris."
19th year opens Sept. 15.
I:. M.
S450. Increased advantages offered. For cir- I E. Fondera & Co., IV. V., Agenlni'urihe
jlylOeodlOw
culars address the principal.
| aprlo Sold byDruggists generally. dlawSly
_

__

TUESDAY, AUGUST 24, 1886.
$IOO-Ii\ PKIZES—iftlOO
The list of sports will consist of Rifle ShoÇChampionshlp of I State of Maine, One Hundred Yards
Dash. One Mile Run. Fat Men's Kate, Potato
Kaee, Jumping, Throwing Hammer. Putting Stone
Prizes
and Amateur One Hundred Yards Dash.
amounting to S100 will be awarded.
Kansor Komi will be iu attendance and will
furnish music for dancing.
Traill»- Special trains will leave Portland at
8.00 and 8.30 a. 111. for the Lake ; Congress Street
Station 8.07 and 8.38 ; Woodfords 8.11 and 8.42 ;
Lewiston 9.22 and 9.52; Bangor 7.30; Oldtown
6.04; Watervllle 9.15.

EXCEEDINGLY LOW RATES OF FARE
will be in force, as follows : Portland to Lake Maranacook and return SI.00; Lewiston 76c; Oldtown il.00; lSangor $1.00; Waterviile 75c.
Return trains will leave the Lake at 5,30, or after close of the ertertalnment
auglOdtd

Batchelor's Celebrated Hair Dye.

KSTVltLlSllKD It»·I.
Beet in the wor d.
Harmless I Reliable I In.
atantaneous! No d isappointment, n<> ridicnlou·
tin»· retnedie· the IU effect* of bad dye· ; learee
the hair soft an«l beautiful
Ex·
HI ho k or Brown.
planatory circular· *ent
fn waled en*·,

pontpaid
fop»·*, on Hpplication, men.

lionise this paper. Sold
by all drnwr'ste. Applied
;by experts at

litchelor's

Wig Factory,

SO Sut 10th St., Ν. Y.

City.

eod&wlynrm

Now York

PJ^JHSS.

TELE

Stocks.

THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
(i. Fessendeu, Horse Railroad Station ; Marquis,
7(1 Exchange St. : Armstrong, E.Si M. C. R. R. Depot; Hodgson, oeVa Portland and 559 Congress

Costello, 7 Exchange St.; Gllpatrick, 47 MidJewett, 504 Congress St. ; Peterson, 2 Exchange St. ; Goold, corner Congress and Chestnut
SU. ; Lanagan, 66 Oxford St. : Chisholm, 109 Congres» St. ; Hopkins, 190 Brackett St.; Holden, 221
Spring St. :i Sheafe, 243 Congress St. ; Ross, 193
Congress St. ; Dam, 239 Spring St. ; Lelghton, 408
Congress St. ; Beardsworth. 87 India St. ; and of
Chisholm Bros', agents on all trains running out of
:

dle St. ;

the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Batli, J. O. Shaw.
Κ. M. Burnham.
Blddeford,
"
A. L. Jellerson.
oston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennlson.
Cumberland Mills, D. P. Horr.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dttnbar.
I'reeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, A. F. Lewis, J. C. Gerry.

4 00

Quicksilver
do preferred

112%

Standard
Hale & xforcross
Con. Cal. Ss Va
Eureka
Bodle
Horn Silver

1 80
2 10
2 76
2 50
2 85

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Aug.19, 1886.-The follow
tng are closing official quotations of raining stocks
to-day:
Hale & Norcross
Bodie Con
Gould & Curry
Savane
Con. Cal. & Va
yellow Jacket
Best & Belcher

jys
21/·.
1

2%
21/4
j
1

Now York Stock and

Money

·■

25'

Market.

fBy Telegraph.]

NEW YORK, Aug. 19, 1886,-Mouey on call
easier, ranging from 1 to 9 per ceut., last loan
at 4. l'rime mercantile paper 4ά5 per cent. Exchange is weak and unsettled at 4 81%@4 82 and
4 83%®4 84. Government bonds are dull and

Fall-Held, Ε. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Uorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Lewiston, Cliandier & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendenning. A. Thomas.
Mechanic Falls, II. S. Jordan, K.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.

steady. Railroad bonds quiet and Arm.

The

market closed dull but firm.
the stock Exchange aggregated 255.658 shares.
xiic loiiowing are to-day's quotations of Governstock
Tne

Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Reckland, O. S. Andrews, R. H. Buruham.
Sacearappa, D. P. Horr.
Sace, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
8». Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Yinalhaven, A. B. Vinal.
Waidobero, G. Bliss.
Watervllle, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, H. Humphrey.

transactions at

ment securities :

United States bonds, 3s
New 4s, reg
New 4s, coup

New4%s,

100%
125?/8
126%
109%

reg

New 4VaS, coup
Central Faeific lsts>
Denver Λ Κ. Gr. lsts
Erie 2ds
Kansas H'aciflc
V.,xr

110%
113
117
115

Consols

105%

111

Union Pacific;! 1st

115%

<10 Land Grants

do Sinking Funds
The following New York stock market Is received daily, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
& Co., No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
137%
Adams Express
10G
American Express
Pacific
42%
Central
8%
3J
Chesapeaae & Ohio
141
&
Alton
Chicago
150
Chicago Λ Alton preferred
184
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Del. & l'lud. Canal
98»/»
Lack.
&
West
127%
Del.,
30
Den & ltio Grande
Erie
82%
74%
Erle;preferred—

WIT AND WISDOM.
Mr. J.—No dinner to-day? That's a nice state
of affairs. Where's Mrs. Jones?

Servant—Writing,

sir.

Mr. T.—Writing what?
Servant—I don't know exactly, sir, but I think
she said it's a new article for the Housekeeper
about "How Its Better to Keep House than to
Board," or something like it.

gave her Caetoria,

When Baby

sick,

When she

Child, she cried for Caetoria,

wm 3

we

Illinois Central
Bloom, it Western
Lake Erie & West
Lake Shore

134

Louisville S Nasn
Manhattan Elevated
Michigan Central

45
137

lud

When she became Miee, she clung to Caetoria,
When ahe had Children, β tie gave them Caetoria,

Minn.

«

ao

16%
«'/»
85%

pref

108

Missouri Pacific
New Jersey Central

63%
26%

Northern Pacific

liow
A little girl asked her mother the other day
it was that Adam and Eve came to leave the Garentered
devil
the
that
den of Eden, and was told
tiie garden in the form of a serpent and tempted
them. The child ponthem, and God banished few
moments, and then
dered over the reply for a
:
lookin up said
"Mamma, why didn't God send the devilinaway,
the
Instead of Adam and Eve? Tliey were
garden first."

ao

Northwestern
Northwestern preferred
NewjYork Central
New York, Chicago & St.
do pref

belonged to a

father, who
camp.

before his father's
pleasant way by a
He
was aceustomea to
soldier.
dressed
sprucely
in
being netlced, a child camp being a great luxu-

tJ. S.

moving away.
"Come nere, my little man," said the officer.
The discerning child replied: "I don't want to;
you a doctor ; 1 know you are a doctor."
"You are mistaken ; come here : I am not a doctor."
But the little fellow only put his head out of the
tent far enough to say: "Tes you are a doctor,
too : I know you are a doctor, for I can smell the
medicine oa your breath."
That New York officer never received any other
name afterward during the war.

a most perInoy, combined with other tonics and
Iron Pills,
nervine, are found in Carter's
which strengthen the nerves end body, and improve the blood and complexion.

«ram.

fionr.

—

Kxpress

smoked shoulders 9@9V4c; pressed liams *t 12V4
J 3c.

j

Dressed hogs, city, at 7· ψ lb.
nutter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
20®2ie: fancy higher; do extra firsts at 18®
19c; do firsts 16@17c; Northern creamery, extra,
nominal at —@22c;do extra firsts at ;i9®20c;
Eastern creamery choice to extra 20®21«;Western imitation creamery, choice 14®15e; do good
12.a'13c·,Western fresh factory,choice llVa®12e;
fair to good 10®lie ; do common lots 8@9c ; Vermont dairy extra 17@18c ; do extra firsts at lGc.
Jobbiuu prices l@2c higher.
Kggs—Near by 19c ; Eastern extra at 17@17 V4 e ;
East firsts 16c; Ν Η and Vt extra at 17@17Vie:
New York extra at I6e ; Western ana Michigan
to choice 13V4@14V4c; Mora Scotia 1 By, ;
obbing price lc higher.
Keans—choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 65®
1 70 # bush ; choice New Y'ork large hand picked
do 1 50® 160; small Vermont hand pieked pea at
1 75®180.
tiav—Choice prime hay at $19; fair to eood at
$17®$18 00; Eastern line at $143$1β; poor to
ordinary $12®#16: East swale $10®$11. Eye
straw, choice, 16 60f«$17 ; oat straw $9'α$10 φ

5ood

tun.
* 25
φ bbl; extra
native 2 00®2 25; Portland 2 0032 12V> ; Jersey
2 12Mi-2 25 t> bbl.

□Potatoes—Bristol Ferry

Chicago

...

18 OOCttl 9 00
do bag.
Louis st'gt
roller..,. .5 (Χ)α,ο 26 j Middlings. 18 00S21 00
do
lots,19
OOi
00®22 00
4
bag
75^.5
clear do
Provinian·.
Winter Wheat
|
Pork50
5
j
25its5
J'atentS
15 50®16 00
j Backs
I Clear ....14 75is;15 00
Cod.Vqtl—
50
urgeShoreî 7ο®3 00| MessBeef. 12 70<X«.l2
50®8 00
Large Bank2 60a2 76|Mess
9 00® 9 50
2 00:0)2 261 Ex Mess.
Small
i) 00® 9 50
2 00®2 75| Plate....
Pollock
Ex Plate. 10 00® 10 50
1 60®2 00
Haddock
75iLard—
1 25®1
Hake
Tubs »1 *>..7>4g7%c
Herring—
Tierces
7V*®7Vic
Scaled ψ bx.. 1 S®20c ! Tierces....
7%®8VsC
No 1
13®16cl PailS
iHarns i»lb....l3®13Vii
Mackerel ρ bbl—
Shore Is. 10 00@21 00| do covered. .14S14V4
©·'·
7 noi
Shore 2s. 6 5i
Med. 3s. 4 7b(g 5 76| Kerosene—
Pet
Kef.
6V4
ll'ort.
®
Small
t>t

„„

... xv

8
13
12
8 Va

Water White

Pi-educe.

Pratt'sAsl'l.tibbl.
Uevoe's Brilliant

Cranberries—

Maine
Cape Cod.,.
Pea Beans.. .1 75a
Medium...· 1 75i

Ligonla

7Va
Silver White
H Va
Centennial..
Jiniiiiw.
UUWl IV|
I1IUA 6"
iTemUUl mdl
Uerman
2
Muscatel
651
25®3 00
Yellow Eyes.l
87
2
potatoes, bush, 5o®601 London Lay'r 60®2
«■''·«■
12
St Potatoes .5 75®6 OOlOnduraLay.
®9V4
unions
3 00 α 3 251V a iencia

4θ1ΐ

..

1 flit ϋ UJ

TtjritrVg

φ20; granulated f>

Chickens

12®16|ExtiaC

Fowls

-Λ
®

Ducks
Geese

Apple*.

ρ bbl

"uim.

6%
6%

ft

«ee<l».

$2%®$2%
IKed Tod
Timothy Seed2 15®2 20
11
Clover
S 13c
—

2 50

Clher.e.

•

Vermont.... 9%ffil0%
|X.V.factory 9yàsi01/i
ι

limier.
Evaporated V lb 9£10e I Creamery i) Ih. ,.21®23
licmona.
7 50ΐ£8
Palermo

Messina

50ft8

7

Jlalagers

un

Valencia

00,Choice

14® 16

00 i Good
Store

12@14

K*2«.
I
I Eastern extras ,.17@18
17
ICan & Western..

Orancm.

Florida

[GUtEdge Vcr ...20^22
16^16

17

Island

Messina and P.»

ierrao ν bx.H ·Γ)')α.7 00| Limed

Imports.
MONCTON, Ν IS.
to J Λ Daly.

Schr Windsor—90 tons stone

Foreign Exports.
BUENOS AYRES.
805 leet lumber.

Bark Annie Lewis-474,-

H.- troati Receipts.
PORTLAND. Aug. 19. 1886.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Portmerchandise; (»r coj
miscellaneous
35
ears
end
uectlug roads 81 cars miscellaneous nieieliandite.

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO 110AKD OF TRADE.
The following quotations are received daily by
F. G. Stevens. No. 42% Exchange street:
WHEAT.

Opening....
Highest

Sept.

Aug.
—
—

Lowest

—

78%

Closing

Oct.

79
80

81
82

78%
79%

80%
81%

λ'ον.

83
83%
82%
83%

coït».

Aug.
Opening— 42%

42%
42%
42%

Highest
Lowest

Closing

Sept.
44%
44%
43%
43%

Oct.
45%
45%
44%
44

λ'ον.
—

45%
45%

OATS.

Aug.

Opening.

..

Highest....
Lowest

Closing

27
27
28
27

Sept.

28%
28%
27%
28

Oct.

29%
29%
29%
29%

λ'ον.
—
—
—

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barbktt, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asked
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
167
100 166
National
Bank
Canal
101
100 149
Caeco Nat. Bank
51
49
40
Bank..
Cumberland National
145
100 143
First National Bank
122
120
75
Merchants'National Bank..
142
100 140
National Traders' Bank
90
80
100
Ocean Insurance Co
100
90
Portland Company
65
62
50
Portland Gas Company
BONDS.
110
109
State of Maine 6s. due 1889
115
Portland City 6s,Muuiclp'l varlouslOO
125
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907... 124
105
Bath City 6s, Mun. various
102
101
Bath City 6s H. R. aid various
100
116
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid.. ..113
124
122
Bangor City 6s, long Mun
Belfast City 6s, R. It. aid
106
104
&
107
6s> various.... 106
Portland & Ken. It. R. 6s, 1895..112
114
Leeds & Farmlng'tn R. R. 6s
113
112
Maine Central R. R. let mtg 7s. .121
123
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s.... 130
132
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s.106
108
Water Co. 1st mtg 6s
103
104
Portland
"
2d mtg 6s
106
108
"
edmtges... .110
112

Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks are received
dailr:
Atch.,

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph.J

CHICAGO, Aue. 19, 1886—Cattle—Receipts
11,500; shipments 2000; lower; shipping steers
950®1500 lbs, 3 90@5 15; stockers and feeders
at 2 20@3 40 ; cows, bulls and mixed 1 60®3 25 ;
hulk 2 S0®2 60 ; through Texanssteady at 2 25®
3 85.

Hogs—Receipts 16.000; shipments 4500; lower;
rough, through and mixed 4 00®4 70; packing
and shipping at 4 70®5 15; lights 3 80®4 80;
skips at 2 50®3 80.
Sheep—Receipts 3000 ; shipments 500 ; steady ;

natives 2 00® 4 00 ; Texans 1 75®3 00. Lambs at
3 15®4 75.
Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]
YORK. Aug. 19, 1886.—Flour market
—receipts 12,598 buts ; exports 7527 bbls and 8,229 sacks; sales 29,50" bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 00®2 60; superfine
Western and State 2 15@2 90: common to good
extra Western and State at 2ί055ΐ3 15 ; ïgood to
choice do at 8 20®5 10; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 75S4 90; fancy do at
at 5 OO&B 10; common to good extra Ohio at 2 65
®4 78 ; common to choice extra St Louis at 2 05®
ο 10;
patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 60®4 80; choice to double extra do at 4 S5@
5 10, including 7,8000 bbls city mill extra 4 40®
4 55; 1400 bbls tine do 2 00®2 65;5|1500 bblsjsuperfine 2 15ΐ2|90; 1500 bbls extra No 2 2 65®
3 15; 7200 litis winter wheat extra at 2 (i5®5 10;
9300 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 65®5 01. Southern flour quiet.
Rye Flour steady. Wheat is
higher; receipts 215,328 bush; exports 149,525
bush; sales 402,000 bush; No 2 Chicago 89V4c;
No 3 Red at 87ya@87%c; No 2 Red at 89^4®
ROM
in elev: No 1 Red at 94V4C: No 1 White at
93c. Rye (lull. Corn higher; receipts »uou ousn;
exports 34,560 busl) ; sales 74,000 bush j No 2 at
C3Viffi53y2C delivered. On ι» stronger; receipts
77,026 bush ; exports 270 busli; sales 113,000
busli; No 3 at 32c; do White 36·*<§36»4ΰ; No 2
at 33@33i/ic; do White at 37@S7yac;MixedWestern 3S@36c ; White do at 36(gi48c ; White State
4lc. Coffee—Rio firm at9%c. Mugar Ht cad y ;
refined steadier—0 4V4@4%«; Extra C 4%®5c;
White ExC 5 3-16®6y4c; Off A6%®6%c; ïeliow at 4%®4Vic; Mould A 6 l-ie^BVec; standard A at SVsc; granulated at C 1-lCc ;Jcut loaf and
crushed at ϋΆ@6%ο; Dowdered G'/i@uy2c;
Cubes at 6 3 16®6«4c; Conf A 6 5 16c. feirolenni—united Ci3/8C. Tallow steady. lkorlc is
dull; mess quoted 10 60 for old, 1100®1150
for new. Beef is dull. I.IIid lower; Western
steam spot at 7 42Vi®7 45;refined quoted at 7 00
Butter firm;
for Continent. 7 70®7 76 for Κ A.
State at 16® 23c. Clieene dull.
Freights steadv ; wheat lVa'J.
CHICAGO. Aug 19. 188(5.—Flour firm ; Winter
grades higher; South Wintef Wheat 4 16ffi4 60;
Wisconsin at 3 90®4 16 ; Michigan do at 4 00®
4 60; soft Spring "Wheat 3 60®8 76; Minnesota
i)akers 3 50ια4 10; patents 4 4o®4 80;low grades
1 75® 2 75; live flour 3 26@3 60. Wheat higher;
No 2 Spring at 78®781/ic; No 2 Ked at 79%c.
Corn is lower at 42 Mi @42% e. Oats quiet 27 Mi c.
; No 2 at
liye steady ; No 2 at 60y2c. Barley firm
Mess Fork lower at 9 42V4®9 46. Lard is
62c.
sides
rib
short
steady
at
7
45;
42y»®7
stronger
at 6 16. Boxed meats easy; dry salted shoulders
5%®6%c; short clear sides 0 60®6 06. Whiskey
steady at 113.
Keceipts—Flour, 9,000 bbls; wheat. 46,000
bu ; :coru 30,000 bu ; oats 233.000 bu; rye 4,000
bu; barley, 19.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 6,000 bbls; wheat, 60,000
bush: corn, 229,000 bush; oats, 166.000.bush:
bush.
rye 0,000 bush, barley 8,000
ST. LOUIS, Aug. 19. 1886.—Flour is firm;
exchoice family at S 00g3 16; fancy 3 40®3 50;
tra fancy at 3 G0@3 80 ; patents at 4 00®®4 26.
Wheat is higher; No 2 Ked at 79%c. Corn
weak; No 2 Mixed at 39c. Oats slow; No 2
Mixed 27V2.
Keceipts—Flour, 3,000bbls; wheat. 94,000 bu;
corn. 27,000 bushoats, 19,000 bush; rve, 0,000
bush, barley 4,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour,|.8,000 bbls; wheat 7,000 bu;
corn, 3,000 bush ; oats 4,000 bush ; rye 00,00 bu ;
barley 00,00 bush.
DETROIT, Aug. 19,1X86
Wheat firmer; No 1
White 80c ; Mich. Ked 82c ; No 2 Ked at 82c
NEW ORLEANS,Aug. 19 1886.—Cotton quiet;
middling 9y8c.
WKW

—SAVANNAH, Aug. 19,1886—Cotton is steady;
middling 8% c.
CHARLESTON, Aug. 19, 1886.—Cotton quiet;
middling 9%c.
MEMPHIS, Aug. 19,1886.—Cotton quiet; middling 9Vic.
MOBILE,Aug. 19, 1886.—Cotton is quiet; middlijg 9c.
European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON.Aug. 19,1886.—Consols 1 01 15-16.
LONDON, Aug 19, 1886.—U. 8.4s at 129V4;

4y2s, 112%.

LONDON, Aug. 19. 1886.—[Beerbolim's report
Chamber of Commerce.] Cargoes off the coast,
wheat Arm; hold higher. Cargoes on the passage
and for shipment, wheat, advanced about (Jd.Corn
better.
strong. At Liverpool, spot wheat slightly
Corn firm.
marketLIVERPOOL, Aug. 19, 188G.-Cotton sales
10,steady: uplands 6 3-16d; Orleans 5V*d;
and export 1000 bales
000
to

bales; speculation
LIVERPOOL, Aug. 19,1886.—Quotations-Winat 6s 9d
ter Wheat 6s 8d@6s 9d ; Spring wheat
faGslOd; Club wheat (is 10d@7s. Corn—mixed

prel
Flint & Fere Marquette Railroad com
dopref

85%
82

186%
40%

SAILING DAYS OF
Servia
Baltic
Niagara

Ethiopia

94

Souora7s

99

Boston Water Power.Co
Mexican Central 4s

37

4

Khynland

Schiedam
Normandie
Wisconsin
Bohemia

28

for Boston.

Sch L D Weutwortli, from Bangor for
Cleared.
Barque Annie Lewis, Lewis, Buenos Ayres—R
Lewis & Co.
Sch Georgle L Drake, Parrls. Friendship, to
load for Morehead City, NC—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Mima Bell, Thompson, Wiscasset, to load
for Baltimore—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Emma, Littlejohn, Kennebec, to load for
Philadelphia—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch ltienzi, Chatto, Blueliill—Ν BlaKe.
OkU

UUUUCJ,

UU1JCUIC,

Liaii^'lL

10113 λ

rent of six

WANTED—A

υΛίιμνχ

Qicua κι

rah

11

iiiiuiui},

uu.

Eaton, Crowley,

St

Margaret's Bay.

Cld 19th, barque Henry A Litchfield, Davis, for
Calais; brig Racliel Coney, Bryant, Demarara;
sell A Β Perry. Look, Apple River, NS.
Sid 18tli, (eve.l barque Itonus.
SALEM—Ar 18tli, sch Mineola, Smith, Ellsworth.
Sid 18th, schs Orizon, for Kennebec; Eineline G
Sawyer, for Calais.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 18th, schs Mary Willey,
Williams, Bangor; Hyue, Hinckley, Bath; Railroad, Smith. Portland; John Bracewell, Munroe,
Ol Vrcurue; ciutviuiuc,

«ιβ^ιιαο.

ELLSWORTH—Sid 18th, sch Aliandale, Remick, Portland.
HATH—Sid 18tli, brig Kaluiia, Coffin, for a
southern port.
Foreign Ports.

AtSlianghae July 14. ship Geo Curtis, Sproul,

uuccrtaln.
At Oebu July Uth, ship Isaac Keed, Colby, for
New York.
At Valparaiso July lOtli, ship Norris, Barstow,
from Antwerp, ar 2d.
At Nanaimo Aug 7th, ship Harvey Mills, Crawford, for San Francisco; Frances, Stone, do, Idg;
Oregon, Merriman, for New York.
Sid frn l'anama July 20, barque Mary Κ Russell,
Nichols, for Puget Sound.
At Sagua Aug 12, barques Endeavor, Whittier,
for Delaware Breakwater ; Matthew Baird, Williams. disg.
At Matanzas

12th, barques Lizzie Carier, Carter, for Boston, ldg; Hannah McLoon, Béwers, for
New York, do.
Ar at North Sydney, CB, 17th, brig Alpha, Rodenhiser, Portland,
Sid 18th, barque Bremen, Caldwell, Portland.
Ar at St John, NB, 18tli, sch Afton, Odell, from
Portland.

Spoken.
July 22,

Skollfeld,

lat 2β 22 Ν, Ion 32 40, barque Fannie
Turner, from New York for Bombay.

A
Mechanical Engineer
wishes a situation ; would not object to take
place of party going on vacation for a short time.
18-1
Address. ENGINEER, Press Ofllce.

WANTED

"
worn-out,"
run-down," debilitated
school teachers, milliners, seamstresses, housewomen generally.
and
over-worked
keepers,
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription "is tho best
of all restorative tonics. It is not a Cure-all,
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose,
being a most potent Specific for all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar to
It is a powerful, gen.ral as well as
women.
uterine, tonic and nervine, and imparts vigor
and strength to the whole system. It promptly
cures weakness of stomach, indigestion, bloating, weak back, nervous prostration, debility
and sleeplessness, in cither sex. Favorite Proscription is sold by druggists under our positive guarantee. See wrapper around bottle.
Prlcc $1.00, or etx bottles for $5.00.
A iarge treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address, World's Dispensary Medical
Association, 663 Main Street, Buffalo, Ν. Y.
SICK HEADACHE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr. Pierce's Pellets. 25c. a vial
by druggists.

For

"

1"'·°*

5/ewnimV.y-efl.

UNITED

STATES
HOTEL

roB

DR.

Vork..Liverpool.. Aug 21
New fork. Liverpool...Aug 21
21

WIIM,

SPECIALIST,

Aug
New York. Havana
New York -Glasgow—Aug 21
New York..Bremen
4«g21
New York. .Antwerp....Aug 21
New York. .Amsterdam Aug 21

21
24
a. m.

Treats complicated Dismade
eases and those
chronic by malpractice.
No cure no pay, only for
medicine,
fref
and Examination
augGtf
u.
ι· 8 p.

good

—

Cash prices paid for cast
off clothing also exchanges for Smyrna Rugs
Please send postal to M. DE. G ROOT, Perrv House

WANTED—Highest

POWDER
Absolutely

Tills

never varies.
powder
and wholesomeness.

strength

Pure.

Λ

marvel of purity,
More

economical

tlian tlie ordinary kinds, and can not he «old in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cam. Hoyal Baking Powdeii Co., 100 Wall St.'
Ν. Y.
ju2dly

boys, Ιό years of
NEWS STAND, Custom House
smart

WANTED—Three
age, at
Wharf.
City.

18-1

with $2000 to
a first class manufactbuy
uring business within five minutes walk of Portland; trade already established; business the
year round ; profits good ; best of references given
and required. Address at once C. S., This Office.
17-1

WANT

Ε DAn energetic
a half interest in

man

WANTED—A

girl to do
capable
at once at

Apply

gen323

17-1

1β-1

50 cents.

cook for a
Islands

tidy experienced
of the
WANTED—A
private family at
at 45 PARK ST.
one

D—First-class coat and pantaloon
makers, at HASKELL· & JONES, 470 Con14-1
gress Street.

WANTE

LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal esitisfaciion®
•Vo family, rich or poor should be without it
Sold by all Grocers, BEWARE of imitations
9vrell designed to mislead. I'EAitLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saying compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK*
SAVES

to do writreliable
of bookone
Enquire
keeping prefered;
at EVENING EXPRESS OFFICE, 55 Union St.
13-1

boy
good
wlio lias some knowledge
WANTED—A
ing ;
references required.

IMMEDIATELY—A good 2d
or e horse power.
or
upon THOMPSON, HALL & CO.,
13-1
245 and 247 Commercial street.
hand engine and boiler, 5
WANTED
call
Address

year from Sept. 1,
within fifpost office. OBSERVEE,

rent for

lower
WANTED—To
small house
teen minutes walk of the
or

one

tenement

13-1

I'ress ofllce.

75 VAUGHAN ST., capable
work ; also capable

WANTED—At
girl for general house
references
nurse

girl ;

by
WANTED—Situation
steady habits In store
I'ress <lilict'.
&

two

young

general

or

H.,

of

men

work.
10-1

by capable young
to do light work ; for
WANTED—Situation
position of trust ;
Address F. O. Box
best of references
given.
Cape Elizabeth Depot Me.

32,

10-1

WANTED—As janitor, watchman, porter or any other respectable work;
good rererences and experience. 42 FRANK10-1
LIN ST.

The Most Successsnl PREPARED FOOD

FOR NEW-BORN INFANTS.
It may be used with confidence, when the
unable to nurse the child, as a safe and
natural substitute for mother's milk.
mother is

The BEST FOOD to be used in

Nursing.

No other food answers so perfectly in such
cases. It causes no disturbance of digestion and
will be relished by the child.

do generCall at
STREET, Woodfords, Me.
to

a

No.

10-1

WANTED—To

orders for collecting city ofïal
Teleto be left at our office after tills date.
phone 980. G. M. STANWOOD & CO., 2G1 and
3-8
205 Commercial St.

WANTED—All

sales

travelling
to sell pure laundry soaps to the trade
WANTED—For
THE
commission.
References
a

man

required.

on

cast

address immediately,
St., Portland, Me.

d&w2mnrm

ofl

LEVY,

or

27-4

Β

Y PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO., West
Commercial St.
my22dtf

WRAPPERS—You will flud the
Print Wrap-

PRINT
largest and best assortment of
i/cia αι ϋ> υ. ouuu»

a,

mou

au

rvinv*o

ui

uuu»

White Underwear, Children's Wrappers and Underwear, together with Aprons, Shirt Waists, &c.,
&c„ at prices lar below other stores who keep
only small lots. We intend to make Print Wrappers for both Ladies and Children a leading department in our business. L. D. STltOUT. 17-1
that I

earnings

or

have this

pay

any

contracting after this date
NELSON P. LIBBY.
Standish, Aug 13, 1886.
aug!4dlw»

I..IVE—Old clothes made
dyed and reto suit the times. Orders promptpaired. l'rices and
satisfaction guaranteed. B.
ly attended to
12-2
STEWART. 207 Federal St.
AM) LET

LIVE
to look new; clothes cleansed,

IilEBIG CO'S COCA BEEF TONIC
confounded with the horde of trashy
cure alls.
It is in no sense of the word a patent
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with its
mode of preparation and know it to be not only a

ΗΓΜΙΙΕββ

F

i'UK MALE.

of

Sherry."

Invaluable to all who are Run Down, Nervous»,

CHANCES.

OK MALE—$500; nice 10 room lodging
house injtlie centre of business ; full of purmanent lodgers the year round ; the rent is only
$33 a month and the monthly rent received from
rooms is $100 monthly; present owner sells on
account of having to leave the city. JOHN W.
S. RAYMOND & CO. 277 Washington St., Boston,
9-1
Mass.

legitimate pharmaceutical product,but also worthy

the high commendations it has received in all
parts of the world. It contains essence of Beef,
Coca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, which are dissolved in pure genuine Spanish Imperial Crown

MAKE—Sloop Yacht Issa,
long, completely furnished ;
very cheap. Apply to ISAAC W. DYER,
FOB

YACHT
about 30 feet
for sale
First National

Bank Building.

19-1

Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious or afflicted with
weak kidneys. Beware of Imitations.
HE2 lfAJ£STY'3 FAV0EIT2 COSHETIO CL7CSS1KZ.
Used by Her Royal Highness the'JYlneess of Wales

HALE OK TO LET—The Mousam
House, situated in Kennebunk Village, York
County. Me. For particulars apply to N. H. BAK19-1
ER, 180 State street. Portland, Me.

LIEBIG CO'S Genuine Syrnp of Sareapanlla, is guaranteed as the best Sarsaparilla in

NEW
part, 15 rooms, arranged perfect for 2 fammodern
steam
bath for

and the nobility. For the Skin, Complexion, Eruptions,Chapping. Roughness. $1.00· Of druggists.
the market.

Ν. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.
dec7

M&Fnrmly

NEURALGIAS
DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md., lias dis
covered that the Extract of Celery Seed and the
Extract of German Chamomile Flowers combined
In the form of Pilln, Is the most wonderful nervine
in the world and Invariably cures
Sicli Heaéarlir, Nervou* Headache, Neuralgia, NerrouMUeK*, NIeepIeMnetiti,
Hnrnlyein, «I. Vitus' Donee,
and all nervous troubles, as they act directly upon
the nervous system as a nerve food and exciter of
nerve matter.
They are invaluable to all nervous
people, and Dr. Benson's reputation as a specialist in the treatment of nervous diseases at once
gives them a high standard. Sold bv all druggists,
or sent to any address on receipt of price—60c a
box, or 6 boxes for §2.50. Office 154 N. Howard
apr8d6mnrmcTh
St., Baltimore.

TlffO SPORTSMEN.
Expcrcnce of Jû. N. Ricli, Sec'y
Portland Board oi' Trade.
The following letter was received last seaaon.
Any one who suffers from mosquito or black fly
bites in future, deserves to.
During a recent gunning and fishing tour
through Maine wilderness, I chanced to apply a

American
Specific
my hands and face to
sooth the sting of mosquitoes and midgets, and
found it to be a perfect antidote against any further attack from from these insects or from black
flies. Others of the party tried it with the same
effect, and the old experienced guides with us pronounced the Specific the best protection against
these pests that they had ever seen.
Bakvr'H Great
which I had with me to
little

Sec'y Board of Trade, Portland, Me
Bakers Great American Specific, the infallible
cure for all pains (internal or external), cuts,
burns, bruises, sprains, soreness of limbs, rheumatism. neuralgia, toothache, and other household ills, is sold by all dealers. Price, 50c.
Maurice Baker & Co., Prop'rs, Portland, Me.
eodtf
jy5
Portland Medical Institute.
For the Special Treatment and Cure of all Chronic
Diseases that appertain to mankind, upon scientific principles.
Catarrh, Asthma, Diseases of the Throat and
Lungs, are treated and cured by Medicinal Inhalation. General Debility, Nervous Diseases, Opium
and Drinking habit cured. Diseases and Deformities of the Eyes cured. Deafuess and Ulcerations
of the Ears cured. Cancer ; this malignant disease can now be positively cured by a mild and
scientific process, in all Its phases; in the first and
second stages of the disease external and internal,
by local medication and constitutional treatment
w ithout resorting to the knife.
Send for indisputable references, lias had over 25 years experience
in the treatment of cancerous diseases.
DK· D.JlAtKAl! Isa regular graduate of
the St. Louis, M issouria, Medical College, and also
a graduate of the Cincinnati Medical Institute, of
Cincinnati, Ohio. Has held the rank of Major Kegiinental Surgeon in the U. S. Army. Professional
letters promptly answered. Fee $2.00. l'arlor and
Reception Kooms at IMS middle Mtreet, Perlland, -Tie. KilJOK I». M At: ΚΛΚ in. »■>

Pfaysicinn and Mur^eou.

jy22dlm*

FlwTi i,A treated with
or1 m "out the use of the knifealso
|l
^ detention from business,
Hecof
the
Γ
mail
other
diseases
II
1 ■ I I ί Blum. Cure guaranted. WM.
■
"■■WkeaD (M. D. Harvard 1842)
and EOBEET M. BEAD (M. D. Harvard 1876),
XSrana Houtte, No. 175 Tremont St., Boston.
References given. Consultation free. Henri
for pamphlet.
Office hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M.
Ν. B.
Office closed from August 7th to 18tli
(Sundays and holidays excepted.) febl3eodly

■% I I
ί I * <■:

pA:ind

sail boat;

charges.

owner

can

and

paying
Mere Point,

Brunswick, Maine.

5-3

AUENTS WANTED.

AND CAN'VASSEKS

AGENTS
for the best selling household article
WANTED
made. Just
sight. Big profits. Write

F

OH

IIOESE FOR MALE—In western

heating, every
ilies,
convenience, slate roof, metal gutters, 5000 feet
of land ; will rent for $700 per annum; price to
suit investors. W. H. WALDRON, Real Estate

LET.

TO
LET-A

house

new

seven rooms,

STREET,

LKT—Two

unfurnished

Ο

Island,

the open sea, four lights, White Head. Portland
W. I. LAWRANCE,
and White Mountains.

nine rooms at 36
LET—A tenement
Oilman St. Enquire of S. H. JOSE, 24 Bram14-1
hall St
of

TO

RESIT

Two rooms, furnished

—

or

not

FOR
furnished, centrally located ; for the past eighoffice ; will De
used as
teen
a physician's
years
For particulars iurented for the same purpose.
11-1
286
ST,
No.
CONGRESS
quireat

furnished rooms with

finely
also have
TO
gas and water at 2a Wimot Street;
and square piano at 114%
Une

F

MALE—2 frame houses, six rooms each,
within five minutes walk of Post Office; can
be made a good Investment ; also for rent the 4
story bricK and mastic store No. 117 and 119
Commercial St. B. SHAW, -18Vu Exchange St.

F

OK

13-1

FOR MALE

—

New 188G Vic-

BICYCLEM
tor, American, Champion and Challenge Bifrom $25 to $75 ;
Ideal
also
Boys'

cycles,

Bicycles,

E. S.
also Foote's Anti-Header; catalogue free.
PENDEXTER, Agent, 239 Middle street, PortIdliU,

lue.

OK H AL· Ε—House in Deering, near High
Ht. ; very line view of Portland ; fitted for two
families: 13 rooms, bath room anil furnace; large
lot, good stable, fine bargain, price $4000. Ad
dress J. Κ. I)., Box 16. Harpswell Center, Maine.

Γ

12-1

OK SAL·®—Mastiff pups for sale
close out. 559Va CONGRESS ST.

cheap

to

F
MALE—On Hartley Avenue, Deering,
1;>©R two story house,
nicely situated,
well In the
and
11-1

a
con-

new

good
taining eight rooms, Sebago
cellar, near church, high school and horse cars;
will be sold at a gooS bargain. Apply on the
premises or address W. L. Turner, Woodfords.
10-1

MAL·»—Valuable farm of 45 acres locaPortland; cuts ten
bearing trees, 13 acres
wood land, excellent water, buildings in first class
order. For particulars apply to S. F. STliOUT,
1>-1
W. Falmouth Me.
OK

ted within eight miles of
Γ
tons
orchard of 300

hay,

LET—Two

a
upright piano
Exchange Street, at HASTING'S

on

tne

St., an up stairs rent of 5

LET—On

High
first class house ; furnace, hot
TO
rooms, in
and cold water In sleeping and batn room. N. S.
a

'J-2

GARDNER, 40 Exchange St.

F

A HEALTHY PLACE.
Cottage Lots for sale oil Great
Chebeague Island.
marG
<16mos

FOR SALE.
Lodging House, 586 Tremont Street, near Union
Park; rooms well let; 40 table boarders last winter. A
good locality (or a physician. Apply after 2 ο clock p.m.
augl9

d3t

Freights for the West bv the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Round Trip 91 itPaunKe 91U.OO.
Meals and Room included.
or
For freight
passage apply to
Β. Β. 8A9IP80N, AXent,

DAILY EXCURSION.

STEAMER HAIDEE,
CAPT. H. B. TOW ft SEND,

JIME STEAMSHIP t'OMPM

co

nurpswuil,

U.OU

C'n«-

Bay.

a.

Ill-, ^.w, u.w,

v.w

....

For Orr's Island, 9.30 a. m., '5.00 p. m.
Return fur Portland—Leave Orr's Island at 0.15
a. m., 1.30 p. ni.
Harpswellat 5.15, 0.45 a. 111., 2,
3.45 p. m. ; Jenk's at 5.50, 7.35,11.25 a. in., 2.50,
4.20 p. m. ; Hope Island at 5.56, 7.40,11.30 a. m.,
2.55,4.25 p. m. ; Little Chebeague at 0.05, 7.50,
11.35 a. in., 3.05, 4.35 p. m. ; Long Island at 0.25,
8.10,11.55 a. m., 3.25,4.55 p. in. Arrive at Portland at 7.00. 8.45 a. m., 12.30,4.00, 5.30 p. m.
•5 o'clock trip will not run through to Orr's Island Saturdays, only to Harpswell.
ΝΙΛΟΛν»,
For Long Island, 9,10.10.30 a. m., 1, 2, 2.30 p.
m.

For Harpswell and intermediate landings at
10.00 a. in., 2.00 p. m. Return leave Harpswell
for Portland and intermediate landings at ll.Su,
Round trip tickets, Sundays, to
a. m., 4.30 p. m.
Harpswell 35 cents, other landings 25 cents.
GEO. F. WEST, Manager.
je30dtf

(Custom

Honec

Wharf)

or Elevated Railroad.
DAY TRIPS.
Leave Portland for Peaks' 5.45, 6.45, *8.00, 9.00,
10.00, *10.30, 11.15, 12.15, 1.45, 2.15, 3.00,

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at β p. m. Returning, leave hier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jk.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

4.00,4.45, *5.15,

6.10. 7.30. 8.00*9.00. 9.30.

—

FOR

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND COVE.
On

and

after JTIoncEay, June 14th, and
until further notice,

THE STEAMER ISIS
as follows: (Sundays excepted.)
Leave Burnham's Wharf at C, 7, 0.10.15 a. m.,
12.20, 2.15, 3.30. 5 aud 6.15, p. m.
Leave Casco Wharf, Diamond Island at 6.30,
7.45, 9.30, 10.40, a. m. 1.30, 2.45, 4.30,5.45, and
6.45, p. ill.
Tlie 10.15 and 3.30 trips will be made around
the Island touching at Diamond Cove at 11a.m.
and 4.05 p.m. and at Farm Landing at 11.15
a. m. and 3.50 p.m.
Arrangements for evening sailing parties can be
made with the Captain on board.
iel9dtf

will

ruii

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, N. S.
AXD-ALL PAKT8 OF

—

Brunswick, Nova Scotia,

Prince Ed-

Island, and Cape Breton·

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

QThe new Steamers of this Line will leave Kailroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,

WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.00 p. M„ for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. |y Freight received up to 4.00 p. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or lor other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE, JR.,
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S
—LINE FOB—

California, Japan, Chin'· Central 4Ï
sails Tuesday, August 24, noon.

ACAPULCO

From New York, pier ftot of Canal St., North
River, for Mao Fruuciru'o via The InihuiiiK of

Panama,
Great reduction In rates to San Francisco. Cabin
$60; Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF SYDNEY, sails Saturday, Sept. 4th,
2 p.

ment.

tMay be omitted in foggy
tWeather permitting.

or

stormy weather.
jySldtf

For Freight, Passage, or general Informat ion
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
Ε. A. ADA.HN A CO.,
H5 State Street, for. Broad Ml., Bouton.
dtf
jelO

Niagara Falls
—

AND

!

—

ALL POINTS WEST
—

AXD

THE

—

White Mountain and
Niagara Fall? Line,

Portland,

leaving Portland eveiy week day at 8.3Γ» a. in..
with through Parlor Sleeping Cars altarlied. Tickets and

all information to be liad at Waltlron's, 40
at ticket cilice of

Exchange street, Portland, and

PORTLAND AND OCŒBIRG R. II.
A RELIABLE REMEDY

NATURE'S
CUBE FOR

''iïiSiïZ'"·

Bfe,S"h·'

CONSTIPATION,

Tarrant's Effervescnt
Seltzer Apperient.

is certain in its effects. It
its action. It is pal
•table to the taste. It can be
relied upon to cure, ami it
cures by assisting,not by out
raging, nature. Do not take
violent purgatives
your-

Jit
is

gentle in

:
selves,oraliowyonrchildren
Cinlr KaanapSo to take them,always use this
ullm nCuUuuliC|elegantpharmaceuticalprefaratioB, which has been for
tNn
more thanforty years a pub.Sold by drug·
nVCDCDCIA lic favorite.
everywhere.
tffisis
υΐΟΓΕΓΟίΗ

Wonderful ReformaStarch.
m Ltion in Laundry
—

V

0

Τ ϊ\ Ο Π U I
I

ΗηϋΠΜΐCSterching.li-oningand
Made Easy.
Polishing

labor and money.
Gives Troy laundry finish and gloss. E(|iial to over
two pounds of ordinary starch. Ask your grocer for
ST ARC Η INK· Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. MAiaPLK: ΙΉΚΕ for letter stamp.

Ke<iuires no cooking. Saves time,

The Geo. Fox Starch Co

•

est Starch Factory In
U. S. Estab. 1824.

The Single Men's Endowment Association of
Minn., pavs £>* i|AA |Uk at marriage.
less fliWW.VW than «3.00 a
Costs
month, lias large reserve invested in first mortgage
bonds. Circulars free. A '|i jge^Do not write for
circulars if you intend ·»*- * to marry within two
Agents wanted, to whom liberal comyears.

jflARRAGJE. dr'est
—

I want

to do

parlor work

for

me

SI per

land.

piece;

aug4eod.twlm

O.

Embracing

the leading Hotels
Press may always

at wliicn the Daily
be found.

AintSN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. & A. Young, pro-

prietors.

BATH.
SHANNON'S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprie
tor.

ΒΛΧΗ HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.
BETHEL HOUSE—W. F. Lovejoy & Son, Pro-

prietors.

KOLNTEK'M JIILLH.
HANCOCK HOUSE-M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOSTON.
QUINCY HOUSE—J. W. Johnson & Co., Proprie

iiiram.

Μτ. CUTLER HOUSE—Freeinam Pugsley,Proprietor.
COBNI8H VILLAGE.
LINCOLN HOUSE—C. E. Woodbury, Proprietor
CALAIS.
AMERICAN 1IOUSE-M. D. Gardiner, Proprietor.

the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
uration in everv section of our country
of Udoipho Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale uuequalled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salubrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

Soses.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & CO.,
18 BEAVEB STKEET,
NEW
mar 10

CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
HANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor
EA8TPOBT.
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE—T. H. Bucknam,

Proprietor.

vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,

ÏORK.
dly

Summer Arrangement, in Effect June 14, 1886.
Connection· Tin Grand Trunk Itnil way.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junctlor
10.46 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.46 a. u.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.16 p. m., arrives In Buckfield at 3.60 and C·»a.

m.

Keturnlng trains leave Canton at 4.16 and β." Ο
and Bu·m., connecting lor Lewiston, Portland

ton.

Stage connections dally with passenger train at
WestMinot lor Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld tor
West Sumner, Chase's Mills and Turner; at C'a»
ton lor Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico and Rumlord Falls,
also lor Bretton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
jeisdtl

TRIM KAIL WAY OF CAMbA

aud after llOMHV, Jul» 3, ISS»
train· will ran a· follow·
D»PABTIRE8.
For Auburn and Lewiuo·, 7.20a.m., 13.60
and 6.30 p. m.
KorCorhaiu, 3.C0 and 5 30 p. m.
for fiorbam, Montreal and € hicago, 9.30
a. m. and 1.3υ p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARBIVAljfl.
From Lcwimon and Auburn, 8.26 a. el.
12.06. 3.16 and 5.40 p. m.
Front tiorhan, 8.26, 9.30 a. m. and 7.00 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.06 and
5.18 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICKi
On

35

Exchange St.,

Canada^

and Deoot Foot of India Street.
AT REDUCED BATE

Detroit, Chicago,

Milwaa b

Cincinnati, Ht. I.*ouia. Omaha, Magi·
■aw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, Man Frauciaco,
and all points In the

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manage·
WM. EDGAR, G. P. Α.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.

jySrtti

July 5,1886.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
On and after MONDAY,

June

28,

For Bangor, Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and the Province*, Ht. Stephen and
Aroo«took County, 12.30 p. ra., via JLewi*·
tou. 12.35 and *11.15 Ρ· I"·» via Augusta; and
for Ellrworth, Bar Harbor, and Bangor
Ac PlMcataqui^ Β. Β., *11.15 p. m., for
ëkowhegan, Belfaat ant! Defter, 12.30,
a. in.,
12.35, *11.15 p. m. ; Waterville,m.0.45
Aii>
12.30,12.35, 5.15 and, *11.15 p. and; for
Biun*.
Gardiner
XiHta, Hallowell,
wic k, β.45 a. ill., 12.35, 5.15, *11.15 p. m. ;
Bath, 0.45 a. m 12.35, 5.15 p. m., and on
Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m. ; Bocklaad and
Knox aad Lincoln Β. B., 6.45 a. ni., 12.35
p.m.; and on Saturdays only at 5.15 p. in.;
Anl urn and Lewiaton at 83.U a. iin., 12.30,
5.10 p.m.; Lewieton via BruuNwick, 0.45
a. m., *11.15 p.m. ; Farmington, Monmouth,
Wiuthrop and IVlaranacook 8.30 a. m. and
12.30 p.m.; Oakland and North Annon,
12.30 p.m.; Fnrmiugtou via Brunawick,
0.45 a. m. and 12.35 p. m.« and from

C0N6RESS ST. STATION ONLY
wick, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta and Waterville only.
All other trains timed as above from Commercial
St. Station, stop at Congress St., where through
tickets and baggage checks may be obtained for
principal points East and West.
tThe 11.15 p. m. train Is the night express with
Sunsleeping car attached and runs every nightnot
to
davs included, through to Bar Harbor but
Skowhegaiy)n Monday mornings or to Belfast
Bar
to
or
excepting
Dexter
Bangor,
and
beyond
Harbor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains ar« due In Portland as follows: The morna. in.;
ing trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m. ; the day trains from Bantrain;
gor at 12.45 and 12.55 p.m. ; (lie afternoon
from Waterville, Bath, Kockland and Lewiston ac
5.35 p. m., Flying Yankee at 5.45 p. in. ; 111·
night Pullman Express train at 1. 50 a. in.
Limilrd Ticket*, dr.l aid »<*«*oud clau, fat
all

UUAV.
GRAY HOTEL.—C. E. Whidden, Proprietor
LEW1STON.
De WITT HOUSE—Quinby & Murch, Proprietors.
MACHIAS.
EASTER HOTEL—Ε. E. Stoddard, Proprietor
MECHANIC FALLN.
COBB'S HOTEL-P. R. Cobb, Proprietor.
NORRIIMiEWOCK.
DANFORTH HOUSE—C. Danlnrtii, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congressand Green Sts.
J. W. Robinson, Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL. Corner of Middle and Luiou Sts J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
PERRY'S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.-J. G. Perry,

Proprietor.

PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.-M. S. Gibson,

Proprietor.
U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress ami Federal
Sts.—McDonald & Newbegiu, proprietors.
RAYMOND VILLACE.
CENTRAL HOUSE—Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor.
SACCABAPPA.
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE—W. S. 1 att, Proprietor.

nkowikjegan.
COBUltN HOUSE-Robert W. llaines.Provrietor

point» in

the Province,

on

ante

m

re-

duced rate».

PORTLAND. BANGOR. MT. GESERT & MACNIA3
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer CITY OF Klt'll »lO.\ Ο makes two
an»*
trips per week on the route between Portland m.
p.
Machlasport, leaving Portland at 11.00
at 4.00 a
and
Machlasport
and
Fridays
Tuesdays
m., Mondays and Thursdays.
A uvni)it| General Manager.
ΓΔ*
OUH TUCKEK,
PAYSON
F. Ε. BOOTHBY, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt:
je2otf
Portland, June|25.1886.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Poland & Rochester R. It.
ARRANGEMENT

OF TRAINS.

and after 11 enday, June
11 SMI, Passenger Trains will l.enr»
"Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Jnnctien,
Naohua, Windhaui and JEpping at Ι.'Λ
a. m. ana i.lO p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at I.lO p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Water·
boro, and Waco River at 7.30 a. eu., I.lO
On

and

JlUTJbL·

UlllLtlUllI.

tor.

As a general beverage aii«l necessary
correct!re of water rendered impure by

Ruinford Falls and Boekfield Railroad

For Bangor, Kllmorih and Bar llirbor a
12.38 p. ni. Fast Express stopping at Hruus

CANTOX.
CANTON HOUSE—N. L. MANDS, Proprietor.

SCHNAPPS.

—

GIIAS. H. FOYE, G. T. Α.

Jy22dtf

tor.

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

2.00 and 19.00 a.m., lsl.00 auc
7.30
16.00 p. m. Returning reave Bouo· at
aad 9.00 a.m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
6.0V
and
Biddefonl at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00
u— ι»-.-.ι h ;Lnd Newburrporl ftt
—
«ου
p.m.
fc.OOand 9.00 a. m., 1.00 ana
m. For » #·
A uienbu ry 9.00 a. m. 1.00 aud «.00 p.
ui
1.00
a.
in.,
lent aud Ijimi at 2.00 and 9.00
trains.
6.O0 p. m. PIJLL9IAN tîAB» on above
South
'[Connects with Kail Lines lor New York,
and West.
Soul
New
York,
lor
Lines
sConnects with Sound
and West.
West
and
South
all
to
points
Through Tickets
lor sale at Forilaud Urpoi Tlckfl OBcn,
40
Kxchang·
OUHe,
Tichri
and at llniu
Street, I'orllnni!.
υ. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P.SI.A
JAS. T. FURBKK, Gen'l Manager.
dû.

1886, Passenger Trains Leave
Portland as follows:

BAILBOADK.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.-L. Eice &
Sou, Proprietors.
BRUNSWICK.
P. & K. DINING ROOMS—W. K. Field, Proprie-

WOLFE'S

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Boaioa at

m.

Cushlng's

•Or at close of Greenwood Garden Entertain-

Sundays,

ao cents.

TICKETS SOLD

yon
WANTED
at your own home ; plenty work : good pay ;
all materials free. A. LOV E, Cleve-

TABLE.

Fare to Old Orchard mid Keturn

and South Amerioa and Mexico.

Steamer Cadet leave State St.Wharf 10.15 a. m.,
2.00, 7.30 p. m. ; Franklin Wharf 5.45, 6.45,10.30
а.m.; 1.00,2.15,4.30, 6.10, 7.40.t8.30p.m.;l'eak's
б.25, 7.15,10.50, a. 111.. 1.30, 2.35, 5.10, «.3D, tS.OO,
7.05, 11.00a. m.; 1.20, 2.45,
0.00p. ill.;
5.00, 6.60, 8.50 p. m. ; White Head 6.10 a.m. ; 6.40
ill. ; Cape Cottaget 11.10 a. in.
2.55, 4.50 p. in.
p.
Steamer Emiia leaves Franklin Wharf 7.45,0.00.
110.15. tll.OO a. in. ; 12.05, 2.00, 2.50, 4.00, 7.30
p.m. ; Peak's 8.00, 9.3o, tlO.35, tll.30a. m. ; 1.00,
2.30, 3.15, 5.05, «10.15 p.m. ; Cushing's8.10, 0.40,
tll.20a. m.; 4.20 p.m.; Cape Cottaget 8.20 a. m.
HundnyTime Tnblr : State St. Wharf 10.55 a.m. ;
2.00 p.m. ; Franklin Wharf 9.15,10.30 a.m. ; 12.30,
2.15, 3.15 p. ill. ; l'eak'j 9.35, 10.50 a. in. ; 1.00,
2.35, 5.15 p. 111. ; Cushlng's 9.45,11.00 a.m.; 12.45,
2.45, 5.00 p. m. ; Cape Cottaget 11.10 a. m. ; 2.55,
4.45 p. ill.

TIME

Bac·

CHANGE OF TIME.

with reference, A. H. TOWLK. General Agent,
21 Maine Street. Box 1302, Bangor Me.

STEAMBOAT

Bench,

—

CO.

STAR LINE

8.05 p.m. Old Orchard

;»U(1 Biddeford 6.16,8.40,10.25 a.m.. 12.40, 2.0·,
3.30, (5.00, 6.30, 0.10, 8.06 p. m. Itraaebunl'
0.15, 8.40 a.IB., 12.40, 3.30, (5.00, 5.30, 8.06 p.m.
Well· Beach 6.15, 8.40 1. in., 3.30, ίδ.ΟΟ, 6.3V
p.m. North Berwick, Ureal Full., Oore.
0.15, 8.40 a.m.. 12.40, 3.30, (5.00, 6.30 p. m. Km
eter, Ilarerhill, Lawrence and l.owell 6.16
8.40 a. IB., 12.40, 3.30, 5.30 p. m. Bocheater,
Vit· uiiiiKlon and Alton Kl»J 8.40 a. in., 12.40,
3.30 p. m. Woirboro and Centre Harbor 8.4·
JluncheNter and 4'onrorrf
a. ill., 12.40 p. m.
(via Newmarket JnnctloB) 6.15 a. m., 3.39 p. u.
via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
tConnerts with all Kail Lines to N«w York
South aad West.
erossinj.
(Via Eastern Division to Scarboro
I'arlor Cars on trains leaving Portland β.IS. 8.4o
leave
Boston at
m.
Returning
530
a. m., 12.40,
p.
m.
8.30 a. m., 1.00, 3.50. 0.00 p.
SUN Ι»Λ V TBAINS
4.16,
ior Bouton 1.00, 5.3g p. m. : tor Dover 1.00,
Pine Point.
5.30 p. m.l ior Mcarboro Beach,
and Biddefor#
Old Orchard Beach, Naco
m
10.00 a. m., 1.00, 2.00, 3.30, 4.15, 5.30, T.OO p.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

5.45.

Leave Peaks' 0.10, 7.15, ,8.30, 9.30,10.30, *11.00,
11.40, 1.10, 2.10, 3.30, 4.15,4.45,5.15, *5.35,
0.30, *8.00, 8.30, 9.00, *10.15,10.30.
Leave Little Diamond 0.20,7.30,8.20, 9.40,11.40,
1.05, 2.40, *3.55, 5.10, 0.50, 7.45, *10.20.
Leave Great Diamond 0.15,7.25,8.15.9.20,11.35,
1.00, 2.20, *3.35, 4.50, 0.30, 7.50, *10.25.
Leave Evergretn 0.05, 7.15, 8.0o, 9.30, 11.25,
12.55. 2.30, *3.45, 5.00, 0.40, 8.00.
Leave Trefethen's 0.10, 7.20, 8.10, 9.25, 11.30,
12.50, 2.25, *3.40, 4.55, 0.35, 7.55, *10.30.
Leave Long Island 7.55,11.15,3.15, 0.30.
SUNDAY Till I'M.
Leave Portland 7.30, 9.10, *10.30, 11.15, 12.15
3.00,
4.00, 4.45, *5.15, 0.10, 7.30.
2.45,
1.45,
Leave Portland for Great and Little Diamond, Evergreen and Trefethen's Landings 7.30, 9.00,
10.30, 12.15, 2.00. *3.15, 4.30, *0.10, 7.30,
Leave Portland for Long Island 10.30, 2.15, 5.45.
Leave Peaks' 8.30,9.30,10.30, *11.00,11.40,1.10,
2.10, 4.15, 3.30, 4.45, 5.15, *5.35, 0.30, 8.30.
Little Diamond, 8.10, 9.40,11.40.1.05,2.40, *3.55,
5.10, 0.50, 8.10.
Leave Great Diamond 7.50,9.20,11.35,1.00,2.20,
*3.35, 4.50, 0.30, 7.50.
Leave Evergreen 8.00, 9.30, 11.25, 12.55,2.30,
·
*3.45. 5.00, 0.40, 8.00.
Leave Trefethen's 7.55, 9.25, 11.30, 12.50,2.25,
*3.40. 4.55, 0.35. 7.55.
Leave Long Island 11.15, 3.15, 0.30.
The 2.15 trip will be a sailing trip to Long Island, touching Peaks' both ways.
*On stormy and foggy weather starred (*) trips
will not be run.
FARE*.
$ .20
Single tickets with admission
15
Children, tickets with admission
1.00
Twelve rides without admission
3.00
Sixty rides without admission
25
Long Island and return
H. J. WILLARI). Manager.
Jy20dtf

16.00,6.10,

Û

vilion, Holler Coaster

Leave Portland for Little and Great Diamond, Evergreen and Trefetlien's 5.45, 0.50, 9.00,10.30,
12.15, 2.00, *3.15, 4,30, 0.10, 7.30. 9.30.
Leave Portland for Long Island 7.45,10.30, 2.15,

WESTEItN DIVISION.
ΤΚΛΙΙΝΝ MtAVE POBT1.AIVD
l'or Bom·· at te.15, »8.40 a. m., tl2.40, tS.SO
t5.30 p.m. Buion for Portland7.30,8.3»a.ra.
1.00,3.50, 6.00 p. m. For Mcarboro Beach anti
Fins Point 0.15, 8.40, 10.25 a. IB.. 2.00, 3.30,

ton at 4.30 p.

For NEW YORK.

—

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

ΡΛΝΝΕΝΙίΕΒ ΤΒΛΙ.Χ MKKVIt'K,
in effect June J λ, Ι«8β.

je28

will leave Bumham's Wharf, Portland, dally (Sundays excepted,) for So. Freeport, touching at
Cousins and Great Cliebeague Islands, at 10.30 a.
in. and 5 p. m. "Will leave So. Freeport daily at
7 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
*'or passage or freight apply to the captain on
board. Carriages in attendance upon the arrival
Jel7dtf
of passengers lor Freeport and vicinity.

ward»

3-2

—

daaCTrsrMB=3"rsailing vessel.

New

desirClark

FOR

A

ISLAND WTEAITIERS.

Inquire of J. G. CURRIER, No, 137 Clark

WALK—The coal and lumber business
of the lateC. S. Kitchie. Saccarappa Me. ; eight
years established, everything complete ; includes
land and stock ; the books and invoices will be
shown; will be sold very low if applied for soon.
Call on or address MRS. Ε. H. RITCHIE, Saccar24-4
appa Me., cor. Main and Stroudwater.
OK HAIiE
Owner leaving tho country will
sacrifice for $400, Boarding and Lodging
House in flourishing city near Boston ; furnished
complete, and paying $200 per month clear, year
round; always full; low rent; good location: never
changed hands ; investigate. Address J. w. FER13-12
GURSOX, 2nd, Lynn, Mass.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
-U
p.m. From Pine Street Wharf,
at 10 a. m.
TnfCftrov Philadelphia,
&V- Insurance oue-half the rate of

STORE

—

FOR

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA ever; TUESDAY and FRIDAY

Store to Rent.

No. 3 Central Wharf, formerly occupied
by J. S. Winslow & Co., will be leased at a
reasonable rate. Inquire of
W. R. WOOD. 10 Central Wharf
Jyl4dtf

corner of

SALE—In Cape Elizabeth, one mile
from Portland bridge, a vegetable and fruit
farm of nine acres of rich soil, well cultivated,
with buildings in good repair; well stocked with
strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, currants,
grapes, apples and pears ; also asparagus and rhubarb. Enquire ou premises. C. LINDALL, Town
House Comer.
28-4

LINE.

STEAMS1HI'

DIRECT

TO

SALE
A village farm for sale, 5 or 12
a beautiful and healthy location;
acres;
buildings nearly new; near depots and two railoads, leading from Portland to Boston ; should be
seen to be
appreciated. Inquire of M. H. HUSSEY,
No. Berwick, Me.
4-2

St

Boston ; Philadelphia

LET—A few desirable furnished rooms will
be let with or without board. For particulars
inquire 10G PARK ST., (Park St. Block). 21-4

also three
ng of two story house, ell and stable ;
desirable house lots ; will be sold
all together
or separately at a
bargain if applied for soou ;
terms easy. Inquire of Ν. B. Dalton. on the
premises or of JOHN E. PALMER, 543 Congress
5-4
St., Portland Me.

at A BARGAIIV—The
able lot of land corner of Spruce and
FORMAI,*:
Sts.

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, every week day ev
enlng at 7 o'clock ; arriving m season for connection with earliest trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, &c.
Nl'KDAÏ THIPM: Till further notice, the
steamers of this line will leave Portland and Boston every Sunday at 8.00 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, Jr. Manager.
Je29tf

Warerooms.
11-1

property
Pearl and Deering Streets, WoodlBrds. consistFOR
»AI>E—The

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

a

18-1

OK MALE—Cheap Ocean Tickets by best
steamers to and from Continental and South of
England Ports at $12 to $15. For sale by J. L.
18-2
FARMER, 22 Exchange St.

THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

17-1

Peak's Island.

ONLY $1.00.

eUMOTEB AHRA^r.KJlE!VTM:

at 68

rooms,
large
IS-1
Τ FREE STREET.
LET-On the eastern side of Peak's Is;
TOland, a cottage with four rooms, furnished
including
one of the linest views on the

both,

Agent, 180 Middle St.

llpTARE

Sells at

out.

for particulars. W. S. ΙίΕΕϋ TOY CO., Leominisaug0eod2w
ter, Mass.

STEAMERS.

g»**

ever

WEEK

MISCELLANEOUS·

his

"

ADRIFT—A

have by proving
Î7<OlIIVD
propertv,
JOHN B. SKOLFIELl),

Girls Wanted.

is

should not be

get

can

On and After July IS, 1886,
Steamers Forest City, Express, Minnehaha and
Mary W. Libby will run on the following times.
Forest City Tickets taken on any of the above
steamers. Amusement coupons taken at Kink, Pa-

Portland and Bid-

Boston, is still at 56Free street, excepting Fridavs
and Saturdays, when she may be found at Meed's
8-4
Hotel, Biddeford, Me.

none

Professor of Medicine at the Royal University t
Knight of the Royal Austrian Order of the Iron
Crown i Kniaht Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Royal Prussian
Order of theRed Eagle ; Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor, dbc., dc.t says :

gentlemen

repaired, pressed,

own

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

of

day
hereby given
NOTICE
given my son, Joseph L. Libby, his time, and
bills of
of his
shall claim

PROF.CHS.UIDWIGVON SEEGEB,

also

people
deford to know that Madam Johnson, the
WANTED—The
celebrated medical and business clairvoyant, of

150 MEALS for $1.00.

jly20

where

cut and made to order,
and satisfaction given at 26G Middle street, above
junction of Free and Middle streets. FRED W.
(1-2
GKOSSTUCK, Tailor.
:

I' UI

se.l the funiture, fixtures and
goodwill of the best paying bearding house
in the city ; 25 good paying boarders : ill health
the cause for selling. Apply 41 BROWN ST.
5-2

Clothing
buy «1,000
WANTED—To
of all kinds. Highest cash price paid. Call
MR. S.
97 Middle

Sold by Druggists—25c., 50c., $1.00
5g|r"A valuable pamphlet entitled "Medical
Opinions on the Nutrition of Infants and Invalide," sent free on application.
Wells, Hkhaudson & Co., Burlington, Vt.

—The

place
their garments cleansed,
FOUND
cloth
gents'

good, capable girl
al housework in
WANTED—A
family of two.
15 MECHANIC

By the the use of tills prccligested and easily assimilated Food, fatal results in this dreaded disease can be surelv nrevented.

Hundreds of physicians testily to its great value.
It will be retained when even Ume water and milk
is rejected by ilie stomach. In dyspepsia, and in
all wasting diseases it has proved the most nutritious and palatable, and at the same time the
most economical of Foods. For au infant may be
made

LOST—On

On and after June 30,1886, Steamers Gordon
and Alir e will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, daily, as follows, viz. :
For Long Island, Little Chebeague, Hope Island, Jenk's 9.30,10.20 a.m., 2.00, 6.00,6.06 p.m.

AMERICAN KERN SOAP CO., 13 Vaudewater
27-4
St., New York.

iu either Chronic or Acute Cases.

Aug. 10th, a lady's open face silver
watch, between Β. M. depot and Custom
House Wharf, on Mary W. Libby, or possibly on
Peak's Island. By returning same to this office,
12-1
the finder will be rewarded.

Delielilfiil Mail (twenty miles) down

CHOLERA INFANTUM.

A Perfect Nutrient for INVALIDS

LOST—Between

SITUATION

this state

A SURE PREVENTIVE and CURE for

Portland and So. Windham a
pilot overcoat. The finder will he re13-1
warded by leaving at THIS OFFICE.
blue

etc.

^BOSTON

13-1

Mr.

man

a
a

mvsw&jw

connection with Partial

11-2

required,

Address F.

Food

ST., Portland

14-1

Apply

I,S HARD OR SOFT, HOT OB COLO WATER.

LOST—On

walk of horse cars at M. C. R. R. Congress Street
Station. Terms moderate. Inquire at 1039 Con19-2
gress street.

general

WANTED—Ladies

WASHIN GiiT= BLE AOEIN G

LOUT—A

house-

for

woman

WANTED—Good

to know that MRS. DR,
SHERMAN has returned to 42 South Stand is now ready to treat corns, bad nails, outWill visit residence
a specialty.
growing joints
fi Jnnl*n/1
Γπνηα
Ο Ε
nnnfc.
niltnrAlviniT {nint α

«»

charm containing photograph. The
finder will be rewarded upon returning it to
1(1-1·
GEO. L. BAItKOWS, 11 Exchange St.
l'ine
Point
to Oak
from
road
the
Hill a ladies jersey jacket. The liuder will
the
same
at
23
l'LUM
be rewarded by leaving

work, no washing ; short distance in the
country; good wages. Db. GASSAWAY, Custom
17-1
House, 1 to 4 p. in.

GIRI.

BEST THING KNOWN

Lights.

TOlarge closets, Sebago,containing
sunny location, No. 17
within three minutes
•FREDERICK

eral housework.
SPRING STREET.

™

HANNA, Keeper Cape
17-1

Λ.

Μ.

able charge.

18-2

FOR

STEAMSHIPS.

York..Havre.......Aug
York..Liverpool. ..Aug
New York..Hamburg...Aug 24

ixciijuu,

Hid 17th. sch Chas Ε Balch, for Bath.
Ar 18th, sell Nat Mender, Browu, Kemiebec.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 17tli, sclia Uc:o G Green,
Burgess. Baugor ; J H Leeds, Cranmer, Bath.
Ar 18th, barque Syra, PettingUl, Brunswick.Ga;
brig Ernestiue, Norteu, Cardenas; schs M V Β
Chase, Pinkliam, Portland ; Cyrus McKown, Farnbam, Bath.
Cld 18th, seh Nellie A Drnry. Wilson, Boston.
NEW YOKE.—Ar 18th, brig Elizabeth Wlnslow,
Oakes, Ponce ; echs Etta M Barter, Barter. Brunswick; Martinique, from Baigor: Helen J Holway
Windsor, NS; Ε G Willara, Rockland; Laura
Robinson. Deer Isle; Mary Sands, fm Hallowell;
Hope Hayues. Wiscasset; Geo Ρ Trigg, Eastport;
Τ A Stuart, Hillsboro; Acara, SbuIee,NS; Eri,
Bangor: Python, Ellsworth ; Abigail Haynes. do;
Sadie willcutt. Beston ; Geo Β Markle, Sullivan ;
Ε M Eranscomb, Amboy for Ellsworth.
Sid 19th, baruue A C Bean, for Newport News.
ΡΕΚΤΗ AMBOY-Ar ICth, sell Maggie Ellen,
Littlejohn, New York.
Sid 16th, ech MB MaUoney, Norwood, Bangor;
A L Mitchell, Torrey, Boston.
Sid 17th. sells Eagle, Simmons, Wiscasset; C Η
Raton, Sinclair, and Carrie Spofford, Scott, Portland ; Ε M Branscomb, Dodge, do ; Captain John,
Chatto, Salem.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 18th, brig Moraney, Wass,
Port au Prince.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 17tli, sell F A Magee, Keefe
Ellsworth.
Sid 17th, sell Alabama, Warr. Ellsworth.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOB—In port, sells S A
Blaisdell, Sullivan for New York; lvate Foster,
Nova Scotia for do; Frank, and Chattanooga, fm
Bangor for do; Frank Herbert, do for do; Brave,
Sullivan for do; Trenton, Mt Desert for do; NetWm D Cargill, Bantie Β Dobbin, Calais for do j
gor for Yonkers ; Sadie Wlllcut, Boston for New
York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 18th, barque John R
Stanhope, DeWinter, Avis Island.
WOOD'S HOLL-Ar 18th, brig Stockton, Allen,
Swan Island.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 17th sells It F Hart,
from Richmond, Va, for Boston ; James A Brown,
Hoboken fordo; J Nickerson, Amboy for Portland ; Yankee Maid, New York for Baugor ; Spartel, Hoboken for Pembroke; Winner, Port Johnson for Portsmouth; Ann, from Sullivan for New
York; Franconia, Buck's Harbor for Philadelphia ; Mary A Hall, Bangor for do.
Sailed, sells Η J Holway, Mary Sands, Chattanooga, Frank Herbert, Vfcksberg, Post Boy, Exchange, Hone Haynes, Eben Fisher, Diadem, Nellie Eaton, 11 Β Mctcalf, L A Boardman, Para, W
D Careill, Fanny Pllut, Ann, Franconia, Pusliaw,
and Mary A llali.
BOSTON—Ar 19tli, sells J M Kennedy, VVliitaker, Kondout ; Delia Hinds, Coleman, Calais; Eldora, Strout, Cherryfield; Samuel Lewis, Wood,
Ellsworth; R H Colcon, Staples, Bangor ; iodine
Chester, Bangor ; Franklin Pierce, Holmes, Trement ; C Β Keunard, Freeman, Elliot ; Thomas W
Hyde,
Cld 18th, brig Rocky Glen, Sawyer, St Thomas ;
sells Everett, Katon, Tynemouth Creek, NS; Sa

18-1

Rockland, Me.

without damage and proceeded.

Bridgeport.

19-2

WANTED—A

Sch Lookout, from Calais for Philadelphia, before reported ashore at Hereford Inlet, has bilged
and is full of water. Wreckers have contracted
to save vessel and cargo.
Sch Uelle O'Noil. Butler, at New York from
Charleston, reports, Aug 14th, a seaman named
Lester A Kellev, of MiUbridge, Me, aged 22 years
was killed and buried at sea.
Sch Orrie V Drisko, from Hoboken for Boston,
beiore reported ashore at Hart Island, came off

CHARLESTON- Sld 17th, sch Β W Morse,
Reed, Darien.
NORFOLK—Ar 17tli.sch Speedwell, Rockland:
Oliver S Barrett, Boothbay ; Georgie L Dickson,
Boston.
NEWPORT NEWS—Sld 18th, sch Maud Briggs,
Young, Bangor; Addie Jordan, Harriinan, for
Portland.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 17th, sch Laura Ε Messer,
Gregory. Windsor, NS.
BALTIMORE—Ar 17th, sclis Rose Esterbrook,
Vesper, Providence; Carrie Strong, Strong, from

in a drug store,
Address DRUGS,

Pug Dog, 2 years old; he must
be a slim, fine haired, short legged, and a
thoroughbred. Price low; weight not over 18
pounds. Address. M. II. RUNLETT, Box 993.

Boston.

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sld 17th, ship Levi G Burgrss. Johnson, Havre.
Cld 11th, ship Kate Davenport, Howlaud, Port
Townsend.
Al'ALACHICOLA—Cld 18th, barque Leventer,
Gerry, Boston.
PORT EADS—Ar 18th, sch St Thomas, Percy,
New Orleans.
JACKSONVILLE-Ar 18tli, sch PrcscottHazeltine, French, Belfast.
BRUNSWICK—Sld 17th, sells Melissa A Willey, Willey, and Austin D Knight, Drinkwater, for
New York.
DABIEN—Cld 17tli, sch Satilla, Skolfield, for
Bath.
DARIEN—Cld 18tli, sch Flora Condon, Burgess

young man

with some experience.
Press office.

Sid, sch Nellie F, Huutley, Providence.
WISCASSET. Aug 18—Sid, «chs Sarah Wood,
Hickman, Petersburg, Va ; Douglas Haynes, Dunton, Newport News; Niger, Adams. Boston.
Aug 17—Sid, sell Nellie W Craig, Pearee, for
Baltimore.

Boston.

19·!

WANTED—A

from

Sld fm Cardiff Aug 18, ship David Brown, McGilvery, Trinidad.
Ar at Gibara 18th inst, sell Nellie Shaw, Dinsmore, New \ork.

9

tenement of 7 or 8 rooms, with
modern improvements, and centrally located. Address B.. Box 634. city.
19-1

ΙΙ/Ullll^

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Ar at Calcutta Aug 14, barque Chalmette, Chadbourne, Kurachee.
Passed Tuskar Aug 14, ship L Scbepp, Gates·,
from Liverdool for New Xork.
Ar at Barbaboes July 29, sch Waldemar, Parker, from United States, (and sld 31st for St Vincent and New Yorkj ; brig Herman, Hichborn.fm

rooms, in

WANTED-A

Boston.
Cld, seh Ε A Dennison, Boston.
EAST MACHIAS, Aug 17—Ar, sch Lone Star,

Church,

seven

middle aged, capable woman,
to do general housework in a small fainiiv.
Press
Office.
Address, HELP,
19tf

Blake.
Sch Sadie Kimball, Kimball, North Boothbay—
Ν Blake.

SACO,

or

city. Address No.

MOULTON

Company.
Set Willie Seavey, Simmons, Friendship—Ν

FROM Ο L U CORRESl'ONDENTS.
Aug 19—Ar, sell Emily A Staples,

ly-l

central part of the
WANTED—A
STREET.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
THURSDAY, Aug. 10.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sen Nettie Shipman, Sliipmau, Newport Newscoal to Eastern KK.
Sell Kiclid W Denharn, Tlrrell, New York—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Sell Henry D May, Morris, Bostou, to load for
Wilmington.
Sch Sadie Kimdall, Kimball, Boston.
Soli Wave, Hinckley, Salem.
Sch Mary Willey, Williams, Portsmouth, to load
for Bangor.
Sch John Bracewell, Munroe, Dover, to go on
the railway.
Sch Windsor Packet, (Br) Wyman, Moucton—
freestone to John A Daly.
Sch Magnet, Beals, Jonesport.
SchBramhajl, Hamilton, Kennebec for Ν York.
Sch Alfala, Thursiou, Deer Isle via Port Clyde

G. B. BROAD.

street.

news.

marine

New

New
New

on

consisting of Trunks, Traveling
Bass, Ladies' Shopping Bags, and all goods perthe
to
public. No. 122 Exchange
traveling
taining

26

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

about three miles

know

plain figures;

| £4

J

to

bailboadk.

«ΤΚΛΜΕΚΝ.

a

}

ican.

Ems

do

I

Everybody

LOOT AND FOUND.

that I shall
up adrift,
foot dory;
sell every article In stock at a discount of
WANTED
Southeast of Cape Lights, fifteen of
FOUND—Picked
reasonevery article marked in
10 per cent for 10 days;
will be delivered to owner
payment
—

AUGUST 20.
MINIATURE ALMANAC
*
Sunrises
High water
8un
··; Js
Length ol day —lg
Height....
Oin
y jJj
ό~
Moon rises

«£.—
Western 4s 3yad ; peas at 6s 5d. Provisions,
and 34s
Pork 57s (id ; bacon 36s for short clear,
for long clear. Cheese 43s 6d for American ; lard,
Amer23s for
prime Western at 35s 9d ; tallow,

FBOM

and Santa Fe,Rallroad
Eastern Railroad
Bell Telephone
····.·
New York and New England Railroad.

Topeka

26»/»
66%
107
91%
120%
112Va
44%
108%
14%
54%
61%
18%
32%
64%

14. iMi: Imhh ends 1Λ- OOiijl A 50:
Dork tournes at
18 υύ « $ 13 50; prim? mess .at $14 00®15 50; ex10
tra prune at
50&$11 ; mess, old, at 10 50 ; do
new at 11 50@$12.
Lard—choice at 7V4®7VsC ρ lb in tierces; 7%®
8e in 10-tt> pails; 8Vifi,8VjC in 5-lb pails; S '/a a
8% e in 3-tb pails.
Hams 13®14c$lb. according to size and cure ;

fect

High Mixed Coru.i7g;
Superflue and
58Ï5H
low gradei>.3 25@3 SO. Cora, bag lots
bag lois...S>5&56
Meal, huuinu..
jm^qi
X Spring and
XX Spring. .4 60®* 7B Oats, car lots—40@41
Oats, bag lots—4 ®44
Patent Spring
Β 26®5 BO Cotton Seed.
Wheats
car lots. 23 00®24 00
Mich, straight
4 87@5 12j do bas. .'.'24 00.425 00
roller
75
Sack'dBr'u
clear do. ...4 25«4
car lots. .16 BO®il7 50
stone ground.4 62(j3,4 75

124

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON Aug 19,1886.—The;following are to
day's quotations of Provisions, He.:
Pork—Long cut 14 00gl4 50 ; short cuts 14 25
14 75;baeks 14 60'al5 00; light backs at 13 60@

The well known strengthening properties of

PORTLAND, Aug. 10, 1886.
The following are to-day's closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions, &c. :

131%
25%

Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
Western Union Telegraph

of

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

65%
*8

Texas Pacific
Union Pacific

«hllWttll (IVllleilt SjlTllS

mman^gommergialT

31

ao

Brifanfc
Alio

WANTED.

MISCELLANEOUS.

26
26
26
26
28

Memoranda.

24

1β%

Heading
Kock island
8t Louis £ San Fran
do pref
1st pref
St. Paul
St. Paul preferred
St. Pa»., jdiJin. & Man
St Paul ft imiaha

was

Hnsband—I don't know, .Sarah, whother you
will like it, but 1 invited the Bugginses down to
dinner tonight.
Wife—Henry, I haven't got anything in the
house to eat.
Husband—X knew it, Sarab, and that's why I invited them. I do so want one good square meal
this week.

8%
18%

Panama
Pullman i*a'ace

One day, as he was playing
tent, he was aceosted in a
il,fa inlHiw lip

109

Louis

Oregon Transcon
Pacific Mail

visiting his
New York regiment, in

bright little flve-year-old boy

141%

Ohio Central
Ohio' & Miss
Out. & Western

Prompt relief in sick headache, dizziness, nausea, constipation, paiu in the side, etc., guaranteed to those using Cai ter's Little Liver Pills.
One pill a dose. 25 cents.
A

60
113

nref

...

25

FROM

78%
19%
42 %

St. Louis

..New York..Bremen ....Aug
.New York.. Hamburg... Aug
Hav&VCruz Aug
City WashinÉton. New York..
New York.. Laguayra... Aug
Valencia
Aug
New York. .Hayti
Athos
Aug
New York.. Havana
Raratoffà
....New York..Liverpool... .Aug
..'."'••■•New York. .Kingston... Aug
Eider

IJiria

NEW YORK, Aug.19,1886.—The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
27 37%
Colorado Coal

FRIDAY MORNING, AUG. 20.

Sts.

Mining

[By Telegraph.]

(mixed)

at β·.Ίθ p.

ui.

For («orhaui at 7.30 a. ui., I.lO, 6.£0, f»n
(mixed) at tf.30 p. ui.
For Maccarappa, Cumberland ITlill·, W· »tbrook Junction and Woodford'* at 7..*0
and lO.OOa. ui., I.lO, .'I.OO, tf.'JO ar.·'
(mixed) *β.30 p. m.
For Forent Avenne (Veering) ΙΟ ΟΟη.ηκ
;t:OOand β.ϋΟ p. ni.
The J. Io p. m. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Juuct. with Ifooanc Tunnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all raii.
Via Springfield, also with Ν. If. & N. JK. R. R.
("Bteamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia
Baltimore, Washington, and the South, ana
With Boston Λ Albany R. R. for the W est.
Close connection made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Maine Central R.R. aûd
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points "West and South
may be had of 8. H. H ELLEN,Ticket Agent, Pertland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS. SuDt.
je2Cdtf

Portland and

Ogdensburg R. R.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday, June 28, 1886,
anil until further notice Passenger Trains will
Lean Portland as follows:
8.35 n. m., foi No. Cotiway, Jackson, Glen
House, Crawford's, Faybans, Bethlehem, Profllt
House, Littleton, Wells' Klver, Montpelier, St
Johnsbury. Newport, Montreal, Burlington
Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
I'J.40 p. u·., Express to Fabyan's, Summit lit.
Little■ Washington, Bethlehem, Troflle House.
and Jellerson, c«iv
□ton, Franconla, Lancaster
and
St.
for
Montpelier
enectlng via Wells' Klver
■Johnsbury same afternoon. Tills train will not
or
Hiram,
W.
Baldwin
Cstop at So. Windham,
β. 15 p. m., Local, Portland to Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Stages for LimlngtonJSebago, Kezar Falls, Porter.
Denmark and Lovell connects with 12 40 p. m.
Stage for No. Windham connects with 6.15 p. m.
train.
Train. Arrive in I'ertlandt
.s. I.» n. in., 'rom Bartlett and way stations.
Γ.£.:<5 p. m., Express from all White MountaiL
Kesorts.
5.43 p. in., Mixed train from Bartlett and way.
7.45 p. in., from Montreal, Burlington, Ogdennburg and West.
J. HAMILTON, Snpt.
CHAS. II. FOYE, CJ. T. A.
Je25tf
June 25,1886.

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT:
Commencing June 28, 1886.
Trains Leave Bridgton

a.m.
e.lu

a.m.

10.1ο

p.m
5.31'

P.M.

12.35
7.4i
8.45
12-40
β.15
Leave Portland (P.&O.K.K.) 8.35
8·.6ί
Arrive Bridgton
x?ûi
? J*
for
North
trains
Brldg
all
Stage connects with
Portlanc·
ton aud Harrison, and with trains leaving
at 12.40 p. m. for Waterford.
J■ A. BENNETT, Supt.

Arrive Portland

je29dtf

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
ADVERTISEMENTS

TODAY.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
How is this—Owen, Moore & Co.
Wanted—Protestant Girl.
Dress Satines—Rines Brothers.
Wanted—Energetic Man.
Dr. F. E. Baxter—Durant House.
Executor's Sale.
Special Sale—H. I. Nelson.

Wanted—Situation.

A VALUABLE REMEDY.
Brandreth'» Pills have been used by millions O]
human being·. Their success is fouuded upon
the theory of reason, and an attractive observation of symptoms of disease. Whatever makes
bad digestion breeds disease, and whatever
makes good digestion cures disease, Brandreth's
Pills make good digestion, purify the blood, and
remove all bad humors out of the body by the organs of the sumach and bowels. They act in harmony with the vital action and work of nutrition ;
the strength increases, the skin and the eye become clear, and the symptoms of malady are surely rendered milder by their use. They are harmloss for all ages and conditions.
cod&w
aug!6

Ministers, Lawyers, Teachers, and others whose
•ccupation gives but little exercise, should use
Carter'» Little Liver Pills for torpid Liver and
biliousness.

One is a

dose.

augl7

d&wlw

SACADAHOC S. J. COURT.
[Reported for the Press.]
Bath, Aug. 18.
Hon. Enoch Foster, Presiding Judge.
The second panel of traverse jurors was completed to-day, and Geo. M. Sliepard made foreman.
The jurors added to-day arc:
Geo. M.
SUepard, Elmer D. Hodgkins, Frank A. Luce and

Samuel Welch.
The grand Jury came in and reported indictments against Nora Ann Rooke for poisoning a
spring with Paris green in Bath, and agaiust
Geo. R. Pusliard, Jr., for breaking and entering
and larceny in the store of J. W.Percy In Bath.
Buker, Jouuty Attorney.
The graiul fury was then discharged.
In the ease of Smith vs. Gardiner reported on
yesterday as up for trial, a point of law was
argued aud submitted to the decision of the judge
who has it under advisement, the understanding
being th&t tile case will be taken up to the higher
court by either party under the ruling, and yet
may be tried before a jury at this term.
ï o-day there has been a jury trial in the case of
J. D. Robinson, administrator of the estate of
Jeremiah Robinson vs. Win. B. Rush. This is a
real acti»n. Sally B. Rush willed to W. B. Rjsh
a certain property in the city of Bath who occupied the same in possession under the will; and
now comes in an adverse claim to an iutsrest in
the premises in virtue, of a mortgage given by
Sally B. Rush to Jere Robinson in 1860, 36 years
ago. The jury is out at this writing.
Adams & Coombs for plaintiff.
W. E. Hogan for defeudant.
The case city of Bath vs. Edward P. Roche.
An action of debt to recover S70 for taxes for the
years 1883 and 1884, is on trial this afternoon.
Gilbert and Hogan for plaintiff.
Franklin P. Sprague for defendant.
MUNICIPAL COURT.
UEFOBE Jl'DOK GOULD.

Thursday.—Frank McKeen, Patrick Flaherty
Michael McDonnell. Intoxication. Each 10
days in the county jail.
reter Condron.
Intoxication; second offence.
00 days in «he county fail. Appealed.
George Barbour. Exposure of his person. 30
days lo the county jail.
and

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

The Grattans went to Long Island yester-

day.
Don't forget the concert and sail to be given this afternoon under
the auspices of
Chandler's band.
A party from the Ottawa House went
sword fishing en the steamer Valora yesterday.
Mr. Charles Cooper has
purchased the
schooner yacht Ada. She is an excellent
boat.
An incandescent

placed by the city

electric light has b«n
the gas post in front of

on

Farrington block.
The store of George H.Irish on Pearl street
was broken into Wednesday night but only a
small quantity of goods are missing.
The yacht Rebecca ofthe New York Yacht
Club was in the harbor yesterday, and the
Rambler, with Mr. Irving, the English actor
aboard, is daily expected.
Some hoodlums, who infest Washington
street, smashed the windows of the apothecary store of Mr. John E. Lynch on that
street

Wednesday night.

Shortsleeves e, h man shot by O'Neil, was
so much improved yesterday that the doctors think he has a good prospect of recovery.
A

large excursion from Fabyans and all
along the line of the Poi tland and Ogdensburg went to the islands yesterday morning,
the Star line of steamers.
The bo'ys complimentary to Grimmer's Orchestra, which took place Wednesday evening at the Sea Shore House, Old Orchard,

ever

very brilliant affair and realized a
handsome sum for the orchestra.
In the Boston Municipal Court Wednesday, Harry P. Smyth waived examination
on a charge of an assault with intent to rob
was

a

Frank J. Techa and was held in $2,500 for
trial at the Superior Court.
The valuation of Deering for the present
year is more than §84,000. This does not include the value of personal property which
will exceed $100,000 today. The town will
secure this year $1,500 for taxes assessed on
property situated in that locality.
About two hundred, under the auspices of
Chandler Lodge, Good Templars, of New
Gloucester, were at the islands yesterday on
an excursion.
They went by the Maine Central railroad and the Forest City line of
steamers.

While out rowing in the harbor Mr. Robert
Costelle saved the life of a valuable dog.
The owser started off in a boat, and when
well out the dog tried to follow.
The dog
was almost exhausted when Mr. Costello
1

1

Λ

L!—

Zi-

AU.

1-

e

difficulty getting him into the boat.
Wednesday afternoon on arrival of tlie
pteamer State of Maine from St. John, United States Marshal Harmon made a seizure of
liquors on board belonging to the barber.
He had been in the habit of supplying his
customers with drinks which was a violation of the revenue laws. He was held by
Commissioner Rand.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Eaton and Mr. and
Mrs. George M. Moore entertained a party of
about one hundred friends from Portland at
their cottage at Cape Elizabeth Wednesday
evening. A collation was served under the
trees and the grounds were handsomely illuminated. The occasion was exceedingly
pleasant in every way.
Six powerful horses, attached

to

an

im-

drew out from Portland and
through the two towns this morning, a large
and handsome monument elegantly wrought
out of solid marble by the Union Granite
Company of Portland, the granite being furnished by Alfred Goodwin of this city.
The
monument is in memory of the late Dr.
Stephen Webster, and will be set up in the
family lot in the old cemetery in this city.—
lfiddeford Journal.
The big tent at the corner of Pearl street
was again crowded last night.
Mr. Doutney
entertained his hearers in his accustomed
manner and at intervals Mrs. Doutney rendered choice selections of song.
Every one
who yisits these meetings speak in the highest terms of them.
Tonight Mr. Doutney
is announced to give court scenes in which
he will imitate the judge, the jury, the attorneys and the client.
mense

jigger,

The New

England Fair
Occurs this season, as last, at Bangor, in
conjunction with the Eastern Maine State
Fair, Aug. 31, Sept. X, 2 and 3. Last year
the exhibition was a most conspicuous success, Bangor people and the efficient managers working most zealously and harmoniously together. This autumn the fair is certain to eclipse its predecessor, for evident
reasons.
If it only equaled that of '85 the
public would be satisfied. The railroads will
convey stock and passengers "at greatly reduced rates, the Maine Central carrying
stock and exhibits free, and the Β. & M. and
ο tiler roads charging only half tariff.
Premium lists and any information not found
within the covers of premium book
may
be obtained from Daniel Needham, Boston,

Ezra L. Sterns, Bangor. Everything
points to a big show, and with fair weather
an immense crowd will turn out.
or

The Holt Robbery.
In looking over the
property left in Mr.
Holt's house yesterday the
family have ascertained that several valuable sets of jewelry were taken that had not been carried to
the bank with the rest of the valuables.
Some very rich garments have also been selected and carried off. The family think that
while the appearances of the burglary indicate malicious mischief they think that it
was not the mischief of boys but of men

disappointed
obtaining the jewelry
and sllver.they were in quest of. It will be
some days yet before an accurate
knowledge
in

not

of all that haslbeen taken is ascertained.

a

Cargo

at This

Port.

The Boston Journal says: "Wednesday a
gentleman from Boston called upon Alderman Batchelder, chairman of the Board of
Health, and asked permission for the barque
Susannah, with rags from Smyrna, to land
her cargo and store the same in Salem. He
stated that the consignees were required to
go through quarantine in Boston, and they
did not wish to be put to so large an expense
as the cost of disinfecting. He said he could
take the vessel into Portland, but preferred
Salem. Dr. Batchelder expressed the opinion that the barque could not discharge her
cargo there, but said he would call a meeting
of the Board of Health. The board met and
voted unanimously not to permit the barque

After the meeting a prireceived, stating that the
barque Susannah, from Smyrna, with 1000
bales of rags from infected ports, whicn had
not been permitted to land at Boston, had
left Boston for Salem, to discbarge her cargo
there.
This was considered rather a cool
to land her cargo.
vate despatch was

procedure,
Salem

was

quarantine

and the collector of the port of
notified to cause the vessel to
at the quarantine grounds below,

but that on no account would she be permitted to land her cargo.
It is claimed on behalf of her owners that the barque lias a
clean bill of health."
It is understood that if the Susannah
brings her rags to Portland the local board
of health has no authority to prevent their
landing. Some time ago, the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury issued a circular,

stating that local boards of health had no
authority, that matter resting with the
United States Health Officer of the port,who
is, in this case, Dr. Gassoway. The Doctor
will, of course, see that all proper precautions

are

taken.
PERSONAL.
li.

demonstrator of anatomy for the coming
winter session at the Eclectic Medical College at Lewiston.
Mr. Morrill Goddard of the New York

World's staff, has been spending a ten days'
vacation with his brother, Anson M. God-

dard, Esq., of Augusta.
Among the arrivals at the Preble House
yesterday were Mr. Edwin P. Vilas of Madison, Wis. ; C. II. Trow, Springfield, Mass. ;
G. H. Mandell, Boston ; Mrs. Harriet May
Barlow and Miss Kate Hubbard of Toledo,
O. ; H. G. Cordley and J. Peterson of Lockport, N. Y. There were about five pages of
arrivals recorded on the register.
Mrs. Gray, the widow of Wm. Gray, Jr.,
whose defalcations and i^ibsequent suicide
have created such a profound sensation, left
the Bay View, Old Orchard, Wednesday
morning for Boston. Her two daughters accompanied her. They were recalled to their
Roxbuiy home by a telegram. They had
been spending the season at the Bay View.
Capt. David Hoffses, a highly respected
shipmaster, died in Boston Tuesday aged 51.
He was born in Waldoboro', and has always
held his residence there. Going to sea when
a boy he attained command of a vessel at
the age of 19, and has ever since been a shipmaster, lor the past three years plying between New England ports and the Gulf of
Mexico. He was a man of sterling principles
and a thorough patriot, and was considered
one of the most capable sailors of this vicinity. Ile leaves a widow and six children.
W. Flowers, Bangor ; E. Parker, Detroit,
Mich. ; C. A. Leighton, Thomaston ; A. H.
Hebard, St. Louis, Mo. ; W. H. Harkness,
Indian, Ind. ; F. M. Shepherd and wife.
Orange, N. J. ; E. Herbert, Baltimore, M. D. ;
W. E. Wood, St. John, Ν. B. ; J. Burn, Jr.,
Springfield, 111.; J. C. Hilliard, Hartford,
Ct. ; E. P. Hannaford, Montrel ;
M. J.
Becker and daughter, Pittsburg, Pa. ; J. D.
Macfarlane, Oswego, N. T. ; G. M. Thompson, Cincinnati, O. ; J. Iloffa, New Tork ; A.
F. Fisher, Boston, were among the arrivals
at the Falmouth Hotel yesterday..
A Well Known Horse ThiefA few
of

days ago we spoke of Mr. Cloutier
Lewiston recognizing a horse in Portland

that was stolen from him some time
ago. It seems that A. G. Brown, who hired
the team, had two aliases—James Arnold
and Charles Coombs. Instead of driving
the team to Poland, Brown drove to Portland. He reached here Sunday. Sunday
afternoon he was arrested by Agent Sawyer
of the Portland S. P. C. A. for cruelty to
as one

dumb beasts, as well as for disturbance and
other offences and was locked up in the
station. On Monday he was released, aad
on that day he sold his horse for $30 to Thos.
O'Brien, who kept him a few months and
sold him for $30 to a Cape Elizabeth man

named Whitshale.
Whitsliale kept him
about a year and sold him elevèn months
ago for $115 to Mr. Bunker, the Commercial
street grocer.

Serious Accident.

mouth, and another man, started to ride
from Portland to Falmouth.
In passing
through East Deering the man who was
driving dropped the reins on the dasher to
pin a shawl about the woman's throat. When
he stooped to pick up the reins he
lost his balance and fell between the horse
and wagon. The horse started on a run and
struck the man with his heels, breaking the
bridge of his nose, and, it is feared, destroyThe horse ran
ing tue sight of one eye.
with the wagon to the side of the hill by
Veranda street
and upset it,
bridge,
throwing out the other man and the woman.
The woman was badly bruised but the man
escaped injury. The horse fell on his back
and was caught.

Exchange of Courtesies.
There was an exceedingly graceful interchange of international courtesies during the
visit of the U. S. war ship Galena to Halifax. Captain Chester and his officers paid
their compliments to the British naval and
military commanders and other officials there
and Wednesday afternoon His Excellency
Lord Alexander Russell, Acting Governor

General of ICanada, officially returned the
call. Ile was received on the Galena by Consul General I'helan and Commander Chester
and honored with a salute of seventeen guns.
This is the first time a Canadian Governor
General ever boarded an American ship-ofwar.
The Galena sailed Wednesday afternoon for Portland.

Delightful Sail.
The Forest City Steamboat Company propose giving a sail, with a concert by ChanA

dler's Band, this afternoon, leaving the city
at 2.15 o'clock and returning shortly after 5
o'clock. The route will be up the bay and
Royal River to Yarmouth Falls, where a
landing will be made, stopping half an hour,
thus giving passengers a chance of seeing
the place. A more beautiful trip could not
be desired, and no doubt our citizens will

avail themselves of this opportunity.
Sudden Death.
fresco
painter, has been to work at Waterville for
several days. His wife went up to Waterville Wednesday, and had a conversation
with him at the house where he was boarding. He handed her a paper and as he did so
exclaimed "my head feels very queer!" and
fell in an apoplectic fit, of which he died. He
was a member of Ligonia Lodge of Odd Fellows and of the Relief, was 4(i years of age
and leaves a widow, son and daughter.

city,

a

Wouldn't Let Them Land.

Capt. Webber, of the schooner Craig, lyat this port says he had four Nova Scotians belonging to his crew who reside iu
Liverposl, N. S., and that Capt. Quigley
wouldn't let them land, although the Craig
had entered at the Custom House. So Capt.
Webber took them away with liini and
placed them on an in-bound vessel, so they
might elude Captain Quigley and reach

ing

home.

Malicious Mischief.
During the absence of the family of Mr.
James W. C. Knight, No. 234 Brackett street,

Wednesday afternoon,

persons entered
their house, and when the family returned
they found everything in the greatest dissome

Furniture was turned over and piled
bowls were placed in corners of
room? and the pitchers in other corners.
In
fact, it seemed as if an earthquake had convulsed the establishment. Nothing of value
order.

up ; wash

was

missing.
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Attention is called to the record for the month of August, 1882, just before the State election. Evidently Mr. Sawyer's deputies were engaged in making the rum vote solid for the

Democracy.
Amusement Notes.

It is reported that in tlie Stockbridge
Their Reunion at Long Island Yes ; course the coming season the Boston Symterdav.
phony Orchestra will give two concerts, besides a third in connection with the Haydns,
and that the Ideal Opera Company will apThe First-Tenth-Twenty-ninth Regimental
pear in opera live evenings.
Association held its eighteenth annual reIt is stated that Zelie de Lussan, of the
union yesterday at Reunion Hall, Long
Boston Ideal Company, will receive $500 a
Island. The day was bright, with a clear,
week the coming season and expenses for
bracing air, and with the exception of the
herself, her mother and her maid—the
shower at noon, which inflicted no discomremuneration of any prima donna in
fort, a better day could not have been largest
English opera this year. If so, the Ideals
selected.
must have raised their rates for performances when engaging to outside managers.
Under the old regime they would play for

There

were 137 members, with their wives
children, participated in the reunion,
going down to the island on the various
trips of the boats. In all about 300 were

and

$500 a night.

German opera at the Metropolitan Opera
House, New York, this winter will be as

The

association was taxed to its
utmost to take care of so many, but everybody was taken care of and all had a delightful time.
On arrival of the 9.30 boat an excellent
lunch was served, consisting of boiled
clams, hard bread, coffee, etc., and which all
relished exceedingly after their sail. After
the lunch came the business meeting, at
which the following officers were elected for

excellent in standard as ever. The sopranos
include Fraulein Leonore Better of the Imperial Conservatory of Music, Vienna; Fraulein Therese Forster, Royal Opera House,
Stuttgart; Fraulen Yon Januschowsky and
Fraulein Lilli Lehmanu, of the Imperial
Opera House, Berlin, who firmly established
herself in the favor of New York opera
goers last season. The mezzo sopranos and
contraltos
include
Fraulein
Marianne
Brandt of the Imperial Opera House, Berlin ; Fraulein Sylvia Franconi of the City
Opera House, Augsburg, and Fraulein Wilhelmine Mayer of the City Opera House of
Freiburg. The tenors include Herr Alvary
of the Grand Ducal Opera House, Weimar,
and Herr Otto Kemlitz, ltoyal Opera House,
Hanover. The bassos include Herr Emil
Fischer, Royal Opera House, Dresden, and
Herr Emil Sanger.
The conductor will
again be Herr Anton Seidl. The assistant
conductor will again be Walter J. Damrosch.

the ensuing year:
President—Chas. S. Emerson.
Vice Presidents—General N. J. Jackson, Lieut.
B. F. Whitney, Capt. A. L. Goss, Capt. Marcus
Wriglit, Capt. C. C. Graham.
Historian, Secretary anil Treasurer—J. M.
Gould.
Surgeon—Eli A. Chase.
Chaplain—Ereeland Starbird.
Quartermaster—James M. Safford.
Executive Committee—Alfred Turner, Ε. II.
Hanson, Β. M. Bedlon.
The association have for a long time been
thinking of forming an associate member-

ship for their

many friends who were in the
navy, and one was formed, and the following
members were elected: William E. Dennison, Richard K. Gatley, Harlan P. Ingalls,

at the opera house this afternoon and evening, and again tomorrow. Next week Billee

Fred Willey and John L. Hayes.
There was also a ladies' auxiliary corps
formed, to consist of the mothers, wives and

Taylor and the Mikado will he produced.
Today will he ladies' day,and all ladies holding Greenwood Garden steamer tickets will

daughters

receive seats in the orchestra free.

of all those

|that

Creenwood Carden.

The Pirates of Penzance will be produced

served in any of

the three regiments.
At their business
meeting the following were elected as officers
President—Mrs. S. W. Fletcher.
Vice President—Mrs. H. P. Ingalls.
Secretary—Mrs. A. E. Wetherbee.
Treasurer—Mrs. J. H. Smith.
The association will be known as the
Ladies' Auxiliary Corps to the 1st, 10th and
29th Regimental Association.
The corps

The Horse Tamer.

I

son, by the hand, it being the first time he
has ever met with them.
At 2.30 p. m. an admirable dinner was
served, consisting of fish and clam chowder,
brown bread, crackers, rolls and coffee. The
afternoon was spent in social enjoyment,
and at C o'clock all returned to the city.

City Rink.
Need it be mentioned that the largest
crowd of enthusiastic spectators that ever
before was seen inside of the Forest City

Prof. Gleason gave another exhibition last
of his skill in the treatment of horses,
handling four vicious ones,two of which were
kickers. A number of ladies were present.
It will be borne in mind that to-night and

night

A Cenerous Act.

Goudy

& Kent, the well-known bakers,
took their employes, to the number of sixty
yesterday, to Peaks' Island in the Isis,treated them to the opera of Iolanthe, at the Garden, and then gave them a moonlight sail.
This
kind

;

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

J. W. Penney & Sons, of Mechanic Falls,
liaxe just shipped a 100 horse power engine
to parties at Island Pond, Vt.
The history of Poland and Minot is being
written by the Poole Brothers of Mechanic

Falls.

HANCOCK COUNTY.
The Bar Harbor Tourist says that Sorrento, just across the way from Bar Harbor, is
attracting considerable attention. New York
parties who visited the place last week were
delighted with it, and intend to build summer residences there.
Among the recent

TENNESSEE'S TEAM.

M. Dooley, pitcher: C. Morgan, catcher; Κ
Aiken, first base; C. Hopkins, second base; Η
Mahr, shortstop ; W. Dondelly, third base ; A. J.
Kimmel, left field; T. McKay, centre field; J. 0.
Postill, right field.
Mr. J. H. Doyle was appointed manager
of the Tennessee's team, while Mr. A. J.
Kimmel, from the Swatara, represented the
other team. The game finished with a score
of 10 to 2 in favor of the Swatara's team.
!
The handsome pennant was presented to the :
Mr.
amid
the
cheers
of
Bailey
champions by
I
the spectators.
The silk pennant which was won by the
team of the U. S. S. Swatara is a handsome
The pennant consists of a swallow
one.
uiuc

auiaii,

»itii

α

stripe running from end to end; the
one side shows the following words, worked
in gold tinsel: "U. S. Nary Champions,
1886," while the other side shows a pair of
white

for

years,

and

closely

COUNTY.
Owing to an accident to the deep water
which
Isecures the cables, the
anchorage
marine cradle at Old Orchard lias been laid
The proprietor,
up for the present season.
Mr. J. E. Staples, has, during this season,
demonstrated the practicability of taking
boats and bathing parties over the breakers
in the cradle without danger or discomfort.
Last week the car was in successful operation, taking large parties in entire safety
over the surf to the smooth water beyond
Mr. Staples will be preand landing boats.
pared next season to make his marine car'a
permanent beach fixture. The invention is
applicable to other beaches as well as Old
Orchard.
The annual reunion of the 27th Maine
Regiment Association will be held at North
Berwick on Friday, Aug. 27th.
The buffalo bug has found its way into the
churches in Biddeford. and is raising sad
havoc among the woolen and tapestJy.
The Biddeford Journal says that
the
special delivery system is virtually a dead
letter in Saco.

RUN UMBRELLA SALE.
We have about 200 large size good
Umbrellas, which we shall close out
$1.00 each.

:

Excursion to Melville Carden.

forget the delightful trip offered for the coining Sunday, and
its extremely low price. Chandler's band
accompanies the excursion, and will render
the following programme on the steamer
Our readers should not

Saturday evening:
Overture—ltaymond

Introductions and Tarrantelle
Waltz—On the Beautiful Rhine
Musical Yokes—Grand Potpourri
Tally-ho Galop
Selection—Mikado

Thomas
Koliinson
Kela Bela
Hamm
Bernstein
Sullivan

Moore & Co.'s Auction.

About one hundred articles remain to be
sold by auction in Π. B. Brown's studio, directly over Owen, Moore & Co.'s store. The
sale will continue today, when some elegant
glass ware, bronzes, ink wells, bisque figures,
fancy brass goods and fancy embroidery
work will be sold. The fine silk quilt and
bolster which was displayed at the Society of
Art exhibition, will be sold today. Ladies
and gentlemen in quest of bargains should
be sure and attend.
A Powerful New Story.

Boston, Aug. 20.—The announcement is
made here today that on Monday next The
Daily Globe will begin the publication of
a powerful and
thrilling story by Abigail
Perkins, entitled "After Dark in Boston ; or,
the Faith and Fate of a Working Girl." This
story will be published in instalments in
The Globe Mondays, Wednesdays and
Saturdays. People are îalready filing their
orders for The Globe in order that they
may make sure of the new story.

To Business Men.
The Press will soon publish a classified
index of leading and active business houses
of this city, to be circulated throughout the
country, and also a neat pocket edition of
the same. This publication will offer unusual advantages to eur business men to widely
represent their interests. An agent will
call to explain the novel enterprise, and we
hope our live business men will give it their
support.

I

DEATHS.

A

registered

letter

arrived

forenoon at 10

o'clock,

No. 126 Federal street. Burial at Saccarappa.
this city, Aug. 29, Mrs. Margaret O'Leary,
aged 59 years.
In

[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
from her la e residence. No. 15 Wiutlirop street.
In this city, Aug. 18, Michael I'endergast, aged
17 years.
[Funeral tliis Friday afternoon at 2.30 o'clk,
from rear of No. 51 Danfortli street.
Ill West Baldwin, Aug. 19, Harriet C., widow
of tlie late Joseph
aged 63 years.

All Run Down
From the weakening effects of warm weather, by
hard work, or from a long illness, you need a good

tonic and blood purifier like Hood's Sarsaparilla.
If you have never tried this
medicine, do
It will give you strength and appetite.
•'Hood's Sarsaparilla gave me new life, and
restored me to my wonted health and strength."

peculiar

now.

William II. Clolgh, Ti;ton, Ν. H.

Given

To Die

Up

"I was completely run down, and was for nearly
four years under medieal treatment, beiug given
up to dii by physicians. My mother urged me
to take Hood's Sarsaparilla. At last I consented,
and I have never taken any thing which helped
me as much as Hood's Sarsaparilla, which restored me to health and vigor. I have been
taking it about four months, and am now a different being. I can work all day with very little
fatigue. I recommend it to any one whose system
is prostrated." Nelia Noble, Peoria, III.

Sarsaparilla
d&wlynrm

in

CURE

Kick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such as Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eating.
Pain in the Side, Ac.
While their most remarkable success has been shown in curing

SICK

IIcadache,yet Carter's Little Liver Pills are equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing
this annoying complaint, while they also correct

all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
and regulate the bowels. Even if they only cured

HEAD

ACHE

Is the banc of so many lives that here is where we
make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe
w
by their gentle action please all who
purge, but by
25 cents; five f
se them.
Sold
l'se
In vials at 23
by druggists everywhere, or sent by

forfl.

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City.

1THE SOURCE

I OF HEALTH.
Make the blood pure and you drive sickness away.
Neglect to do so and you must suffer with disease. In
the Summer heat, when your physical powers are
exhausted and your mental faculties incapable of effort,
Vcgctine will give new life to the bloodless invalid and
Impart vigor and strength to the worn body and
mind. Take it while on your vacation and thus
secure health and pleasure. But If you are unable to
get a respite from labor, by all means use Vegetine, and
you will greatly lessen the danger from Epidemics
and Fevers. Vegetine possesses in its combination of
roots, barks, and herbs the very elements in which tho
diseased blood is deficient. It removes the cause of and
thus cures Blood Humors and Skin Diseases,
and as a tonic in Nervous Debility it has no equal.

Bangor

had met with a
contained a gold draft for one hundred dollars payable to the order of the party for
whom it was intended. It was mailed at
Gold Hill, Nevada, August 2d, and had to
lay one night in the post office at Keno, in
the same State. As it happened the office
was robbed that night, aud the robbers tore
open all the registered matter. Finding that
this draft would be of no use to them, they
threw it back with the letter, and it was
up and registered at Keno for Bangor.
picked
The outside of the envelope bears a statement of the robbery as a cause for the tearing open of the letter.
3 AG AD A1IOC COUNTY.

Petitions are circulated in Bath to ascertain whether Capt. Addison Austin or Eben

Kropens Nrpl, 1, INSO, lor itn* I6lh Year.
The course of study is elective and embraces
the following subjects:
Book keeping; Penmanship; Commercial Arithmetic, Law and CorresShort-Hand; Type-Writing; the Engpondence;
lish Branches. Students may begin at any time,
receiee Indiridunl Instruction, and progress
according to ability. Separate department for
ladies.

Public Mchool Crailnnirn take
finishing off for their other school

Liver Pills.
Cure Sick Headache, Constipation and Piles·
Are Purely Vegetable. (Jentle yet thorough in operation. 25 cents; ο boxes, 91.00. By Druggists and by
Mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston*

FMW&wlylstor4thpnrn

mh9

ΓΕΝΝΕΥ & DUNHAM,
Wholesale and Eetail Dealers in

,

STOVES, TIN WARE
—

AND

—

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS.
12 EXCHANGE ST.,
je23

PORTLAND ME
WF&Mem

our

course

work, be-

going into business.
Our Special Three Months' Coarse
is taken by persons whose time and means

are

The College Bulletin (illustrated! gives
full particulars and will be mailed free upon ap-

One number of our Spring Importation of
Children's Hose arrived very late and
rather than carry them over for next season we have decided to make a special sale
today and tomorrow at following prices :

plication. For further particulars address
upon C. E. COJIEK, «i««
Boston.

These
full

are

ribbed
Black.

jly24eod2m

Ponlnad School of Stenography.
Open September 1st. Lessons day anil evening.

Send for circular.

good serviceable goods, being

finished, ingrain colors,
in solid Seal, Navy and

or call
Washington Ht.,

vCh,\C a..,

Sizes 6 1-2 and 7, at
18 cents.
Sizes 7 1-2, 8 and 8 1-2, at 21 cents.
Size 9 inches, at
25 cents.

L. Sawyer, 537

Miss.(A.

style,

FRIENDS'
AND

Congress St.,

OAK

Portland^Me.

GROVE SEMINARY,

COiVHERCllL COLLEGE,

CHAS. H. JONES,

VASSALBORO, ME.

Term opens Aug·»! 21th.

:iug20

pal

tilt

for

Principal.

Send to the PrlncW

catalogue.

jlyl6eod&wlm29

Mrs. Caswell's Parlor

Glasses

—AND—

SPECIAL SALE
Commencing Saturday,

August 21, and continuing one week, we shall
mark down every item in
the stock at 534 Congress street, at prices to
insure a ready sale. The
stock consists of Fancy
Goods, Hosiery, Underwear, Stationery, Toys,
Class

Ware,Crockery and

Tin Ware, and must be
sold to make room for a

stock of Fine Fancy
Goods for Fall Trade. We
enumerate a few of the
many bargainsûto be sold.
Boys' Seamless Hose
from 25 to 14c. Travelling
Bags from $1.00 to 50c ;
$1.50 to 75c. Iron Stew
Pans, enamelled lined,
from 62 to 45c. Glass
Water Sets from $1.50 to
75c, and lots of others.
Sale commences Saturday morning at 8 o'clock.

large

H. I. NELSON.
d3t

aug20

Executors Sale ol' Real Estate by
Public Auction.
license from the Hon. Judge
of Jfrobate, for the County of Cumberland, I
shall sell by public auction on Saturday, the
day of September A. D. 1886, at two
twenty-fifth
o'clock in the afternoon, on the premises: all the
right, title and interest which .John Winslow, late
of New Gloucester, in said County, deceased, had
in and to the following described real estate, viz :
Home farm, with buildings thereon, lately occupied bv said deceased, and containing about fiftytwo acres, lying on the road leading from Gloucester lower corner to Gray, and lying Detween land
formerly owned by John' Marsh on the Northeast
side, and land of B. F. Woodbury 011 the Southwest
side. At the same time and place I shall sell eighteen acres of wood land 011 the Plains, so called,
formerly owned by said deceased. Terms made

DR. F. Ε. BAXTER,
PORTLAND

FOR A FEW
taking

rooms

at

WEEKS,

the

durant
nousK
conorkss st.,
where lie will receive patients between the hours
to 4 nud 7 to 8 p. Ill·
of 9 lo V2 a. ui..
COmVLTATlÔN FRKK. He would wish
the public to know that the following testimonial
came to him unsolicited and the patient In question was under his treatment but three weeks.

Portland Me., August 12th, 1886.
We, the undersigned, Charles H. Brewer, and
wife of said Charles H., residing
J.
Brewer,
Emily
at No. 5)2 Paris St., in said Portland believing itto
be but an act of justice, and in gratitude to lJr.
F. E. Baxter, desire to make public the following
facts.
Uur daughter Lillian Brewer, now about
eighteen years ot age suffered from her birth with
a scrofulous affection of the throat and tongue,
causing lier fer a large part of her life the most incredible suffering; her tongue being at one time
so swollen as to measure 8 inches in circumference
outside of her lips. Many eminent physicians and
surgeons, both in Portland and in Massachusetts
renounced her case incurable; others said that
elp was possible they thought, but none was ever
rendered lier until Dr. Baxter came to this city in
the fall of 1884, and our daughter became one of
his first patients in this city. By his skill she is
now|cured,and It is within our personal knowledge
that he has wrought other most remarkable cures
and we shall be pleased to give all information to
parents and others who have children or friends
suffering. Any question asked of us by letter will
be promptly answered. We are grateful to the
man who cured our suffering child, and we desire
that others may liavo the advantage of the skill
that did so much for us and ours.
CHARLES H. BHEWEB.
EMILY J. BKEWEK.
aug20dlw*

Ε

Energetic man with $500 to invest in a good
1-gitiuiate business, paying lOO per cent.
No travelling unless desired. Call and investigate
at Falmouth nouse, Friday eve., Aug. 20th. beΟ. I)· BÂLLEKT.
tween 7 anil a o'clock.
dit»
aug20

AN

Protestant

girl
good
eral housework. Apply between
WANTE»—A
at room
12
FIKST NATIONAL
20,

a. 111.

gen
10 and
BANK
20-1

situation as
a young person
mothers help, companion or maid ; to a lady
travelling to Europe. Highest references. Ad20-1
dress M., P. O. Box 1717, City
a

—

SAMUEL

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
feb9
dtt

PORTLAND RAILROAD.
CONGRESS STREET STATION ROUTE.
after MONDAI', JTuuc £8th> care
with Maine Central Kailroacl
train» will leave ni* follow»:
Leave
Leave
Connecting with
Boston Steamers, Post Office trains leaving ConFranklin Wharf,
gress St. Station at
Oh nuil

connecting
outward

7.4 5
P. M.

Α. Μ.
«.20
7.50
8.00

A. M.

P. M.

p. M.

12.00

12.38
12.43
12.48
5.19
5.24

8.29

4.40

Cars will connect with all inward trains
excepting the Night Pullman.
E. A. NEWMAN. Gen'l Manager.
je28dtf

Grocers and Packers

OF

VIEWS

USE the

Lizzie C. Shirley will receive pupils in InMusic.
Special rates ill Music, Drawing nail Paiut
ing to pupils of the school. Apply for terms, &c.,
aulCdtf
at 90 PAKK STKEET.
Miss

ANNUAL

MEETINGS.

Annual Meeting of the WHITEHILL
GOLD AND SILVEIt MINING CO.. will
be holden TUESDAY, the 14th day of September,
1880, at 2 of the clock, p. m., in the office of the
Company, No. 30 Exchange St., Portland, Maine,
for the choice of a Board of Directors, Clerk and
Treasurer for the ensuing year, and the transaction of all other business that may properly come
Per order,
before the meeting.
E. A. FREEMAN, Clerkaugl9d3t
Portland, Me., August 13.
COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.
copartnerof
involution
ship— The partnership heretofore existing between the subscribers under the firm
name of Pearson & Whiting is this day dissolved
by mutual consent, All debts and dues will be
wh,tlnB· κ· Α·

D

«ιΐΐ^Τ/Μάί·
Portland, Aug, 14,188β.

aul6dlw·

OTHER!»

PROTECTION

Fire.

From jL
Photographer.
Special facilities
of Groups, Picnics
tics, yachts, Island
mals, &c., by the
Process.
jly!4

Cor line Photos
am! otlicr par-

Cottages,

Ani-

Instantaneous
eodtf

Artists' Materials !
Painting, Crayon and Paslel
Work, Charcoal and Lead Pencil Drawing Porcelain
for Oil and Water Color

and China Decoration, Mathematical Instruments for
Arbhltects, Engineers and Draughtsmen, Artists' fine
Brushes and Pencils, and Materials for Scene and
Fresco Painters. MR. JOHN F. GOULD, former!» with
Cyrus F. Davis, has charge of th's department.

W. W. WHIPPLE &

CO.,

PAINTS -AND DltTJGS,
market

aug4eodlm

square.

TRADE PU0CESS103
—AND—

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS
ATTENTION !
Fine views made of the procession Jnlv 5th, and
tlie Drummers 011 their clam bake July 7tli. for
sale at tlie studio of

ψ /a
The "Lewis" is not a grenade but a Practical
Fikf. Extinguishes, and is ouarantbbd to he
effectual five years from today as when kikst
perfected. Thousands noil· in use. Everybody
should have one or more for protection against fire.
We want a good live man to represent us In each
county and town In Maine, and offer for sal» County or State rigi ts. There is money In it for you.
Liberal inducements. Senti for pârticvtmrs and
testimonials. B. U. «. Κ Λ.\ Villi: A CO
Sole New England Agents, No. IT JIIIU wireei,
auglSdlw
ΙΙοΜοιι, .Tin·».
as

insKKi.Li- jims,
-3IANIIPAt'TVBER« OF-

of

Firsf Quality Custom and Heady
Made

CLOTHING.
BEST HATE,HALS AND WORKMANSHIP
may be

—

auglC

COLUMBIA BICYCLES !
The best in the world. The
"Expert," "Standard" anil "Light

improvements,

New ma
aud prices reduced.
chines this year, including a Lathe Coland
Tricycle,
dies' Light
umbia "Safety" Bicycle.

ap!3 Send

ialty.

strumental

—

FOU SALE BY

C.II.LAMSON,

will be received m all these classes. English pronunciation a specialty in every class. So far as
consistent with the plan of the school, the discipline of the public schools is maintained. Seats for
day pupils and places in the family may be secured By personal application after Sept. 1st. or
by letter at any time. No Seats will be Reserved uuless previously engaged.
Miss H. K. Creighton will continue her classes
in Drawing aud Painting and will also receive private pupils. China Painting a spec-

—BY—

TENNEY & DUNHAM, PHOTOGRAPHER, 514 Congress Street.
dtf
POKTCAWB, Mn.
jlyO
eodlm

New

Architecture,

Portland and Vicinity

LI(!HT, DtKJBLE AMI CHEAP.

Koadster."

ta'e Kli*tory of Universal Literature. Girls
who have already finished a High School course
in one year combine the study of General Literature with the analytical reading aloud of the
Iliad, the Odyssey, the .Eniead, Paradise, Lost,
and the Inferno, and with any two branches of
Art History,
Sculpture, and Painting. The class in composition will meet twice a
week and will begin with ''Greene's Analysis," as
special attention will be given to the technicalities of English construction. Classes will recite
four times a week each in Astronomy, Physiology. French and tirrmaa, Special students

ATTENTION !

STEEL EDGE SCOOP
—

ISSU.

OF

6.49

12.10

—

15,

HI,

GEN. AGENT,

Α. Μ.
0.16

KEPT.

can

AIVD

known at time of sale.
Dated at New Gloucester this Seventeenth day
August, A. D. 1886.
BENJAMIN W. MERRILL,
w3w34
Executorof the will of John Winslow.

Λ perCcct GYHINASlUi» for Fin
sers, Hands and Wrists. All Piano
Students should use it. A great
aid to ARTISTS in perfecting
their technique.
References:
Herman Kotzscliinar, W. H. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,
Will. Mason.

RE-OPEN

Special attention is given to the common and
higher English Branches, Arithmetic, Bookkeep
ing, etc. Mrs. Caswell will conduct the classes In
Composition, Reading, Art History, Cernerai History, English Literature, andBot-

for

BUILDING.

WAMTED-By

No. 96 Park Street,
WILL

THE

WANTED.

PUKSUANTtoa

"TECHNIGON"

School for Youug Ladies and Misses,

after an absense oi one year returns to

of

pills

that city, which
very peculiar experience. It

BOSTON, MASS.
Best Equipped and Most Successful in America.

limited.

G1

[Funeral service Friday forenoon at 0 o'clock,
from No. CO Warren street.
In this city, Aug. 19, Josiali \V. Nelson, aged
58 years.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Wednesday for a resident of

Commercial College

as a

HOW IS THIS ?

years.

Saturday

dtf

Ian2-t

Boarding School for Both Nfiri.
Fits (or College, for Teaching, and for Business
Experienced and faithful Teachers at the head of
each department. Full courses of study. Location
healthy. Discipline good. Expenses low. Fail

Jennie S. Bartlett.
Ill East Hebron, Aug. 0, Edward VV. Harnden of
Tui lier and Miss Lizzie Higgins of Brunswick.
In Augusta, Aug. lô, J. h. Swift and Miss Annie A. Gray, both of Sydney.

on

COLCOSD,

143 PEAIiL STREET.

fore

Small and Miss

city, Aug. 18, Robert Kelley, aged

W.

A

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and those
valuwho once try them will find these little
able in so many ways that they will not be willing
to do without them. But after all sick head

The Sixth Maine Veteran Association will
hold its annual reunion in (Bangor during
the 2d and 3d of September, at the time of
the New England Fair.
Capt. F. C. Homer, who has been in poor
health for some time, has resigned his position as captain of steamer Katalidin of the
Bangor and Boston line. Capt. Homer has
had command of this steamer for a number
of years. His position is to be filled by
Capt. Pierce of the Forest City. Mark L.
Ingraham, who lias been first pilot on the
Penobscot, will command the Forest City.

J.

Graduates Aided to Employment.

Ill Buxton, July 7, James Smitli of Buxton and

KNOX COUNTY.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

dit

MARRIACES.

aprl

Mr. Harry Oilman has resigned as registered letter clerk at the Augusta post office,
and Mr. Henry M. Pishon has received the
appointment to fill the vacancy. The Kennebec Journal says that Mr. Pishon held a
position under the count-out government and
endorsed it.
Samuel E. Payson of Boston, who has
been dragged down by William Gray's defalcation, is president of the Hallowell
Cotton Manufacturing Company of Hallowell, which was organized in 1845, and has
Mr. Payson is presia capital of $300,000.
dent and F. C. Loring treasurer, the directors being Jacob Wendell, G. R. Payson, G.
Mr. Payson is
S. Bullens, Henry S. Hovey.
said to own most of the stock of this comon the authority of one
and
it
is
stated
pany,
of the directors that he (Payson) had borrowed money on his notes for that company,
lie has also borrowed for the Berry mills.

BROTHERS.

See advertisement.

100 Doses One Dollar.

the accident. He was a native of New
Hampshire aud had lived in Thomaston nine
years.

aug20

Returned to Practice.

[Funeral

Dkkkini;, Me.

Uivcu to private pupils by the subscriber,

Dr. F. E. Baxter, after a year's absence,
has returned to the city and taken rooms at

Sold by all druggists. $1 ; six tor $5. Prepared only
by C. ί. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell,Mass.

Charles B. Abbott, aged 35, while at work
Thursday morning at a stone quarry in
Thoniaston, was crushed by a bank of earth
falling on him. He died in one hour after

RINES

William Dickey of Fort Kent, Is reported
a traveller from Aroostook as confident
of another re-election to the Legislature this
winter. Mr. Dickey knows of no opposition
to him this year.

Ill tliis

AM. P. WESTON, Pies't,

quality Rain INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AM CLASSnow at only
ICAL STUDIES

Furniture Cretonnes, Ladies' Rubber Gossamers,
Gents' Unlaundered Shirts, Linen Collars, Table
Damasks and Napkins.

by

Hood's

covered with a valuable growth, but
a small growth of comparatively
little value. Several farm buildings caught,
but the fire was extinguished before much
damage could be done. Other forest fires
are reported in Hancock county, doing more
or less damage.
One of the arches erected for the tournament at Bar Harbor fell Wednesday as Hon.
James G. Blaine was driving under it. The
heavy bar struck the carriage just in front
of Mr. Blaine. W. E. Richardson sprang to
the horse's head and kept the frightened
animal still until Air. Blaine could he rescued from his dangerous position.

tillc, Laules' Collegiate. College
Preparatory, eacli
four years. Students
may take the lull courses or
any studies embraced in the courses. Superior
boarding accommodations. Steam beat in rooms.
Expenses modi-rate, l ull Trrm brgins Tars·
dny. Sept. 7ih. Forfurtber iulormation or for
circulars, address

FAMILY SCHOOL ϋΙ°Λ.
just received over 100 dozen Children's ABBOTT
LITTI.E BLUE, VnrininiilDU, Wuinr.
Address A. H. ABBOT. Principal.
slightly imperfect Underwear, just as good as most jy28
eodlin
to
be
for
small
sold at 20 cents
perfect,
sizes, prices
COMER'S
advancing according to size.
We are selling bargains now in wide Sheetings,

TIIE ItEPItESENTATIVE FOIS FOIIT KE3ÎT.

the Durant House.

COLLEGE—An

We have

POLITICS.

"When I bought Hood's Sarsaparilla I made a
Çooii investment of one dollar in medicine for the
first time. It lias driven off rheumatism and improved my appetite so much that my boarding
mistress says I must keep it locked up or she will
be obliged to raise my board with even' other
boarder that takes Hood's Sarsaparilla." Thomas
Bukrell. 139 Tillary Street. Brooklyn, Ν. Y.
"We all like Hood's Sarsaparilla, it is so
strengthening." Lizzie Balfour, Auburn, It. I.

mostly by

Real Estate Transfers.

$650.

STATE

Λ

Learning for both sexes. Courses of
imtruction: Common English, one
Higher
English, including Business Course, year;
three ; Scien-

J

CHILDREN'S WINTER UNDERWEAR.

up Main street in Biddeford towards her home about 5 o'clock Tuesday
afternoon, and when within a few feet of
the railroad crossing the earth gave away beneath her and she plunged into a hole nearly up to her breast. The fall wrenched her
terribly though no bones were broken. Mrs.
Harvey is upwards of sixty years of age.
The accident was due to the rain of yesterday and the night before, which washed the
soft earth from the body of the walk leaving
a thin crust, only, above.

at

WESTBROOK
SEMINARY
Institution of

walking

was

C. W. AI.LKN
dtl

aug4eodlm

Mrs. James Harvey, whose husband was
struck and killed by a train of cars on the
Boston & Maine railroad in Saco, Saturday,

A Cood Appetite

was

The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the regis-

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

con-

tlio vininitv λf tlif* Rnp.lrsnnrt

cforfo/1 in

Auctioneers and Commission Mercliants

EDUCATIONAL.

Half of our good quality Satines, such as cost to
manufacture much more than this, to be sold today
at retail at only 9 cents per yard.
30 pieces 12 l-2c and 17c Seersuckers at 10 cents.

nected with Searsport's shipping interests.

road, leading from Ellsworth. On Friday,
driven before the wind, which was blowing
fresh from tlie southwest, it assumed alarming proportions, The burnt district is a
tract of ;iand about two miles long and
three-fourths of a mile wide, having an area
of about one thousand acres, some of which

ball and a roller skate. The pennant
is secured to a staff, "with a gold arrow at the
top.

Cape Elizabeth—Ellen A. H. Williams and others to W. I'. Goss, land.
$1 and other consideration.
Westbrook—George I!. Knight to John C.Kuight
land. $1 and other consideration.
William W. Lamb to lllerbert L. Cobb, land.
$175.
Brunswick—Mary J. Lane to David N.* Hammond, land. $75.
Kaymond—Margaret E. Small to Matthew C.
Morrill, land. $350.
Margaret E. Small to Matthew C. Morrill, land.

purchasers of lots there are Payson Tucker,
Sirs. Warrell of Halifax, Frank Hill Smith,
Dr. Morton Prince and Dr. Garceau of Boston.
Representatives of the New York Tribune
were in Ellsworth last week taking depositions relative to the character and standing
Cameron was present.
of A. J. Cameron.
The Tribune wishes to use the depositions to
defend itself against a libel suit brought
against it by Cameron some time ago, lie alleging that the Tribune had published an article relative to his character and acts, which
was false and defamatory.
The East Maine Conference Seminary at
Bueksport was first opened in 1851. The
legislature has appropriated to it $15,000.
The friends of education have given it from
four to five times this amount. During the
past academic year an effort was made to
add to the permanent fund the sum of $12,000. This amount has been actually secured,
although at the last a few men assumed a
heavy deficit in order to make good the sum
named. Of this addition to the endowment,
the trustees of the school have given fully
one-third.
On Wednesday of last week a forest fire
woo

a

Owen,

citizens there

Harding,

There is a movement in Caril>on to organize a water power company for the construction of a dam at that place.

J. J. Heary, shortstop; J. Hardman, pitcher; F.
Algier, catcher ; J. Gandy, second base; C. W.
ltiggin. right field ; B. Dissoway, first base ; W. J..
C. Ward, third base. G. B. Moucrief, center field;
S. S. King, left field.

ux

example of the reciprocal
employers and em-

between

AIÎOOSTOOK COUNTY.

Amid the
produce some contortion acts.
loud applause of over 3,000 people, Harry
Beus appeared on the floor, and in his performance astonished the crowd. He was assisted by a funny clown.
The following are the teams who took
part in the base ball contest:

urn

is a good

feelings
ployed.

THE STATE.

rink was there last night?
After the crowd had indulged in skating,
the rink was cleared at 9 o'clock and Mr.
Bailey appearing on the floor informed tho
spectators that a game of ball was to be
played on skates by teams from the U. S. S.
Tennessee and Swatara.
But before the
game came off he wished to introduce Mr.
Harry Beus of the Tennessee, who would

try of deeds

loss of the bark John Carver in
regions, and of the Benjamin Carver, run
asliore on White Head. These vessels were
built at Searsport in 1842 and 184G, and
named for two brothers who were prominent

Miss Auuie E. Stone of Cornisli.
Ill Canton, Auk. 1", Charles H.

started with a membership of fifty.
One of the pleasant features of the occa- to-morrow night are the last opportunities
sion, at least to the members of the old First, afforded to see the Professor's skill as he
was to grasp their old Colonel, X. J. Jack- ; goes to Lewiston next week.

bats,

Unity, September 27th and 28th.
News arrived at Searsport last week

Yesterday the Primary Cadets gave two
fine exhibitions of their proficiency in drill,
and won the plaudits of the large audience.

for the ensuing year.

uia.uc

Mr. John W. Mitehcll of Freedom has
engaged as principal of the Upper
Grammar school at Belfast.
Mr. William Coombs of Islesboro lost a
valuable cow last week in a singular manner. She put her head into a spring to
drink, and her fore feet slipping in beside
her head, she was unable to draw her head
out and was drowned.
Capt. Charles Bridges died at Stockton
Monday. He was a native of Castine, a
veteran of the civil war. aud for ten years an
officer of the United States Senate.
The North Waldo Agricultural fair and
horse trot will be held at the trotting park,

F. Ο. BAILEY & CO.

E. O. BAILEY.
marl4

A MARK DOWN CLOSMG SALE.

YOBK

1-10-29.

uui

DRESS SATINES 9 CENTS.

WALDO COUNTY.

of the
the Arctic

none
none

jail

The house which Governor Coburn lived
in at Skowhegan so long, has been remoddled, and will be occupied by Mr. A. H.
Weston, whose wife is a niece and one of
the heirs of the Coburn brothers.

been

Committed to

Seizures
Rum
Gin

COUNTY.

SOMERSET

Oct.

Sept.

AUCTION SALES.

Edwin Flye, who is deceased.

^

%

3

SWATARA'S TEAM.

Wednesday evening a man and woman,
who are employed on the Dana farm in Fal-

Air. John E. Brazier of this

Jan.

1881.
Seizures

present.

Pickard, proprietor of the
Penobscot Exciiange, Bangor, is in the city.
Henry Reny, M. D., has been engaged as
Mr. A.

SSSSf—

NEW ADVEKTIMEITIENTN.

Haggett shall be chosen director of the
Knox and Lincoln Railroad, injplace of Hon.

How Mr. I. D. Sawyer Enforced the Law
The following is a full and tabulated report (from the Ariinir.i,>„tr'
"■L"""" De"""e! """
4

Possible Landing of

FRIDAY MORNING, AUG. 20.

HlfW

INFECTED RACS.

PRESS.

THE

177 MIDDLE STREET
Cnlnlegue, Free, d&wtl

188>i model Eoyal Mail
with Ball Head,—new Urip-Kast
DeKim,—no cement,—new
itar,—new
tachable Handle
Dust Shield. Wheelmen invited
77te
to examine at my store,
Wheel of the year. In great deold
few
pattern
mand.—A
lloyal Mails at reduced pricey.
New

C

L.

BAILEY,

«'•I Middle Mircetdlwteodti&w2w

depended upon and fuir
prives guaranteed.

Lancaster Building,
3
my22

470iCongress St.
*

°

SIOOO CIVEN AWAY

dtf

At .lloi-rixou Λ Co.'it Nrw Jewelry W lorr.
livery customer has a chance to secure a valuable
present. MOltlilsON 4CO.. Watchmakers and
Jewelers, dealers in Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Silver and Plated Ware. New Uoods, Latest
Styles, Lowest Prices. Watches and Jewelry
Watches Cleaned, il.oo:
carefully repaired.
Main Springs, $1.00; Case Springs, 50c.; Watch
I'oaurr»» m., under O. A.
Crystals, loc.
It. Hall near City Hotel, Portland, Me. Jyl2dtf

